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AirTight
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Basis PSTT Cables
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Boston Audio
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
Lux man
Harmonix
Kiig Sound
Melody
Mundorf
Neeper Acoustics
RCM
Reimyo
Sound Mechanics
Steno
VViLM

AirTight ATM300 Single Ended Stereo Power Amplifier
The ATM300 is aperfectly formed musical ampliler. Using the legendary 300B output valve enables this audio
jewel to produce 8pure watts of spine tingling performance. AirTight are renowned for their attention to detail,
this is realised by point to point wiring and selection of one of the world's finest output transformers from
Tammura audio of Japan. AirTight have incorporated dual mono attenuators to allow direct connection to aline
level source. With close attention paid to every area of build, the ATM300 is clearly ag. -eat investment for any
music lovers record collection.
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THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING
Not only does Hi-fi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with
audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has
designed world-class test solutions from
the award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere eke.
THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
In addition to our awards badges, the
sound/picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at-a-glance ratings on our colour- coded
pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
consumption. See p18 for full details.
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News
Arcam upgrades its DIVA range to FM.1
status at no extra cost, Audio Research
unveils its USB DAC for music on hard
drive devices, plus InFocus shows a
single- chip 1080p projector at just
over agrand

12

Hong Kong Show Blog
Spread over three floors and attended
by the major UK and US audio
companies, the Hong Kong High- End
Audio Visual Show is the largest in the
Far East. Bob Hawkins takes you there

16

FutureTech
Talk of asub-£ 100 Toshiba player
to scale your DVDs beyond Blu-ray
quality, plus even higher fidelity
courtesy of anew kind of CD...
Barry Fox goes in search of the facts

OPINION & ADVICE
71

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our
team of music specialists

78

Opinion
AV topics of the day explored by Barry
Fox, Jon Thompson, Ken Kessler, Steve
Harris and Christopher Breunig. Barry
Willis writes from the US, while in our
European Editor's hot-seat is Andrzej
Kisiel of Poland's Audio magazine

88

Sound Off
Clipping, power conditioners and who
really made the UK's first transistor
amp? Our new-look letters page is the
place to air your comments, ideas and
questions on any audio or video topic

FEATURES
64

Hi-fi @ Home
It was ten years ago that this reader
popped into ahi-fi show on awhim.
The result? Afive-figure music and AV
system split over two listening rooms,
chosen in conjunction with his wife

94

Music on DVD: Pt4
It's not only clips of performers on TV
that have provided material for music
DVDs, but movies too. Ken Kessler
brings you the best of ' em

100 Investigation
Jim Lesurf looks at the behaviour of
cables in search of some rules to help

TO THE INDUSTRY'S MOST INNOVATIVE HI-F1 MAGAZINE

—) THE WORLD'S FINEST HI- Fl
▪ UNIQUELY IN-DEPTH TESTS

you make sense of the specifications
122 Sounds of the ' 60s
Ken Kessler continues his celebration
of hi-fi through the decades: it's the
late ' 60s, which means cassettes,
transistor amps and mono/stereo LPs
130 Classic Kit
Goodmans began in the 1920s then
merged with TGI in 1987. John Howes
thinks its speakers are underrated
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
20

Sony BDP-S350
It may lack Profile 2.0 spec, says
Paul Miller, but will cineasts and audio
purists care when they experience the
magic of Sony's minimalist budget BD

24

Musical Fidelity Al combo
No, not ablast from the past but the
rebirth of alegend. Ken Kessler takes
atrip with MF's new Al amp and
partnering Philips- based CD player

30

ZYX4D
If you're serious about getting the best
from asubstantial LP collection then
this acrylic- bodied MC is amust- listen,
reckons Christopher Breuning

32

Pioneer SC LX90
ICE with that? Pioneer takes on rivals
with a £ 5k HD AV amp incorporating
ICEpower modules. Get ready: it kicks
up astorm, says Richard Stevenson

38

Group Test: Loudspeakers
With £ 1450-£1700 to spend on a
stand- mount speaker, great finish and

fine sound should come guaranteed.
Keith Howard puts the very best on
test, with models from B&W, Dali,
Focal, Kudos Audio and Revel

50

Emillé KI 40L
It sounds French and sports aheart of
glass encased in aluminium, yet this
classic push-pull valve amp is Korean
to the core. We take in the air

Arcam

11
MM KIA AL-

54

PrimaLuna ProLogue Eight
What's this? A CD player with valves in
its line output stage and in the master
clock circuit too? Steve Harris enjoys

58

aplayer that brings older recordings,
killed in the transfer to CD. to life
AudioTechnica ATH W5000

08

IMP Audio

06

Pioneer

32

Audio Analogue

60

Klipsch

12

PMC

14

They're the kings of Audio-Technica's

Audio Research

06

Kudos Audio

38

PrimaLuna

54

Audio-Technica

58

McIntosh

12

Revel

38

B&W

38

Meridian

06

Shanling

closed- back range, but are these
'phones worth the premium over AT's
entry-level offerings asks Keith Howard

Dali

38

Monitor Audio

08

Sony

Monster

06

Tannoy

Focal

08/38
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Icon Audio

07

Musical Fidelity

24

Thorens

14

InFocus

07

Opera

60

ZYX

30

60

Super Second System
Electronics from Audio Analogue team
up with speakers from Opera to make
acompact system that has Robert
Powell craving more classical music
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New products and upcoming events...

LITTLE RED DEVIL
MERIDIAN DOCKS SUCCESSFULLY
MINNESOTA'S FINEST GO ON A HARD DRIVE

Meridian has unveiled the new 180
universal dock for the iPod. The design
echoes the sensuous curves of the
company's F80 and comprises ahigh
precision moulded shell fitted to aheavy
die-cast zinc alloy base. Whichever
species of iPod you own, the i80
connects neatly into the F80 allowing
you immediate and complete control.
Track information is relayed via the F80's
display and selections can be accessed by
the F80's buttons or remote control.
When the i80 is connected to the
mothership F80, Meridian's ' intelligent
conversion technology' actively
processes the compressed music formats
in an attempt to emulate the spectral
content of the original recording. Price
is £ 195.
Meridian Audio Ltd 01480 445678
wvvw.meridian-audio.co.uk

Never one to rest on their laurels, those
hard working guys at Audio Research
have realised the increasing popularity of
storing music on ahard drive. Following
requests from its customers for ahighend Digital-to-Analogue converter, it has
launched the DAC7. This is aUSB DAC

The company claims that MP3 files
are likely to sound at their very best
while the DAC7 remains fully compatible
with uncompressed LPCM way files up
to 48kHz transmitted through the USB
interface. The unit comes with remote
control for functions including power,

that connects with Macs, PCs and servers
to deliver, what the company says, is a

mute, phase inversion and input selection.
The DAC7 also conforms to the HID

new benchmark in high resolution digital
music playback.
The DAC7 has the flexibility to act as

which should have it appear on the

(Human Interface Device) USB protocol,

ahub for multiple digital sources and

Device Manager of your PC, for example.
PC control over the play/pause, stop, track

has five inputs; USB, XLR, RCA, BNC and

up arid down functions of the attached

optical (Toslink). There are two singleended one balanced pair of analogue
outputs for connection to XLR-equipped
pre- and integrated amplifiers. The
internal architecture of the DAC7 is also

USB device should then be possible.
Naturally, the DAC7 is cased in the
usual Audio Research house style and
promises to bring high- end sound to USB
audio. The £ 2545 DAC7 will be reviewed

fully balanced and utilises anew direct-

exclusively in aforthcoming HiFi News.

coupled FET output stage driven from a

Absolute Sounds 0208 971 3909
www.audioresearch.com

24-bit/192kHz Burr- Brown DAC.

KNIGHTS OF THE ANALOGUE CABLE
GATHER AROUND THE TABLE TO HEAR THE ' ULTIMATE' CABLE

Developed in conjunction with legendary
artist and producer Dr. Dre, Monster
introduces anew headphone, ' Beats by
Dr. Dre'. They are said to provide abrand
new level of headphone audio performance
offering extreme clarity and deep bass.
All this thanks to acombination of new
and advanced materials, sophisticated
construction, extra large drivers and a
high- power digital amplifier. Beats by Dr.
Dre promise to deliver clear
vocals, detailed highs

Galloping hard on the heels of the Silver Knight Executor and Silver Knight Solid

and super low deep

cables comes the Silver Knight Ultimate from IMP Audio, an analogue interconnect
of impeccable pedigree. The centre conductor is 28AWG 6N- purity unicrystal OCC

to keep one step

Silver, shrouded in four alternating layers of natural ( unbleached) cotton insulation,
two layers of Teflon tape, two silver-plated OFC 5N- purity braids, one Teflon jacket
and then finished off with heat resistant nylon

bass. So if you want

braid. Finally, each cable is terminated with

ahead of the
posse then pop
down to your
local stockist and

Eichmann Silver Bullet Plugs. The cables are
fully burnt- in so that you can expect optimum

blag yourself a
pair. Otherwise

performance straight out of the box. The Silver
Knight Ultimate costs £ 300 for 0.5m length,

6

D- D- DOCTOR BEAT
DR. DRE HELPS YOU HEAR CLEARLY

they will cost
you £ 279.95.

and £ 100 per additional 0.5m length.

Monster UK

IMP Audio 01525 376066
www.impaudio.co.uk

www.
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FOCUS ON IN FOCUS
FULL HD PROJECTOR FROM BUDGET MASTERS
Film and gaming fans will be pleased to hear that
InFocus has augmented its already strong projector
range with the E12991N80 home theatre projector.
This is asingle-chip1080p DLP design with an
unspecified light engine.
Said to offer apunchier and more detailed
picture at aclass- beating price, the IN80 utilises
Texas Instruments' DarkChip DLP technology with
BrilliantColor processing, delivering1080p resolution
with a2500:1 contrast ratio ( 7500:1 with the auto
iris engaged). The 1N80, we are told, has video

KIND OF BLUE...
ALL- IN- ONE HYBRID IS AN MC-30 ON STEROIDS
Shanling has added another product to its strong range of visually
stunning components. The MC3000 builds on the early, lowerpowered MC30 [
HFN, Jan ' 08] combining aCD player, FM tuner,
iPod docking station and amplifier in asingle unit. The new amplifier

optimised brightness and is calibrated to deliver
film-standard D65K colour accuracy in nearly any
home theatre on screens up to 4m wide.
InFocus (CSE Solutions) 01423 359054
www.infocus.com

section comprises avalve preamp, utilising twin 6N3P tubes, and
asolid-state power amp delivering 60W per channel. The MC3000
also boasts aseparate headphone amp, again powered by two 6N3P
valves. Also provided are preamp and coaxial digital outputs plus a
coaxial iPod video output. The MC3000 is priced at £ 1000.
Real Hi Fi 0870 909 6777
www.realhi-fi.com

SONY PERFORMS AN ENCORE

A NEW STYLE ICON

NEW BRAVIA HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS IN A BOX

ICON AUDIO ADDS INTEGRATED STEREO 25

If your idea of home- cinema- in-a- box is alacklustre selection of
plastic boxes then think again. Sony introduces three new BRAVIA
Home Theatre systems: the DAV-1550, HTD-89015 and HT- 15100. The

and Stereo 60 integrated amplifier designs comes

DAV-I550, despite its sleek and compact looks, is rated at atotal of
450W and, in common with all three systems, includes golf ball- sized

Following the success of the company's Stereo 20
Icon Audio's Stereo 25 Integrated. The Stereo 25
utilises four EL34s operating in Ultralinear mode
and delivering 30W/ch into 8ohm. The Stereo 25 is

speakers with wireless rears. The package accommodates DVD, CD
and MP3 playback with surround processing and an RDS FM/AM radio

designed by David Shaw, founder of Icon Audio. The

tuner in aunit just 21x10cm (wxh).

wired circuit.

Meanwhile, the HTD-89015 adds digital TV recording plus a

basic design is based on ahand- built, point-to-point
The amplifier has provision for three line- level
inputs and one pair of speaker outputs are provided.

DVD/FIDD recorder with 160Gb capacity, sufficient to store up to
455 hours of TV. Sony's Digital Media Port technology also allows you

The Stereo 25 incorporates asoft-start circuit and

to stream music from your portable device. The HT- 15100 is ahighly

custom hand-wound output transformers. Icon Audio
is also offering various upgrade paths including a 15W

integrated home theatre solution for your Blu-ray disc or DVD player
as it combines all the surround processing and amplification in a
single hideaway subwoofer unit.
Sony UK 01932 817265
www.sony.co.uk

triode output stage and upgrade from EL34s to KT88
output valves. The Stereo 25 costs £ 499.
Icon Audio 0208 971 3909
www.audioresearch.com
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New products aind upcoming events...

CLASS MONITOR

PEDAL TO METAL

RADIUS HD RANGE RECEIVES A MAKE- OVER

ARCAM UPGRADES DIVA TO FM.1
Who in these cash- strapped times is going to
give you something for nothing? Well, Arcam
has retired its DIVA range and upgraded its
entry-level models to up-market FMI status
at no increase in price.
Replacing the DIVA A70 at £ 450 is the
remote- controlled FMJA1 8amplifier, rated
at 50W/8ohm. The FMI A18 uses logiccontrolled volume and input selection and
has provision for six line- level inputs ( plus
a3.5mm socket for portable players), a
moving- magnet phono input, two tape and a
preamp output.
Meanwhile, replacing the DiVA CD73,
Arcam's £ 500 FM.I CD17 uses the latest
Wolfson WM8741 24- bit DAC. Arcam
says that these upgrades offer audible
improvements over their predecessors
thanks, in part, to the proprietary ' Stealth
Mat' and ' Mask of Silence' technologies
synonymous with the FMI range of separates.
wwvv.arcam.co.uk
Tel 01223 203200

• •

Monitor Audio's Radius range of
sneakers was developed to give

decor-friendly route to high quality
multichannel sound, offering awide

genuine hi-fi sound from enclosures

choice of compact speakers and

that ' hug the contours & your home.'
MA says this decor- matching range of

finishes while incorporating further
refinements. MA's Metal Matrix Polymer

ultra- compact sat/sub speakers has
been so successfLI that it has taken five
years to set about an upgrade.
Inspired by the original Radius

(MMPII) and Ceramic- Coated Aluminium
Magnesium ( C- CAM) cone technologies,
developed for the company's high-end
Platinum speakers, are also employed in

concept, this nake-over retains the

this up- dated and re-worked range.
The Radius HD satellites
are designed to operate
perfectly in LCR positions.
One exception is the

mid- bass driver and inverted aluminium/
magnesium tweeter in acast aluminium
enclosure. Available in ahigh gloss black and
soon in high gloss white, amatching bass

new Radius design, which

sound. The Dome is available in 2.0, 2.1 and

provides complete system
surround for use with LCD

5.1 packages priced at £ 499, £ 999 and
£1499 respectively.

and plasma screens. Two

Tel 0845 660 2680

new active subwoofers,
the £ 400 R360HD with

www.focal.tm.fr

upgrade will leave Monitor
Audio free for at least
another five years before
having to get the paint
brushes out again.
Monitor Audio Ltd.
01268 740580
www.monitoraudio.
co.uk

NOVEMBER 200

Focal has launched anew high-end miniature
speaker, said to deliver true musical
performance from atiny footprint. The Dome
is atwo-way design featuring apolyglass

reflex subwoofer complements the satellites.
The combination promises alush full- range

that such acomprehensive

www hifinews.co.uk

ROUND SOUNDS
VVELCOME TO FOCAL'S PLEASURE DOME

£450 ' Rone HD', awholly

100W amp and £ 500
R370HD with 200W amp
complete the line-up. The
luxury finishes suggest
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Right on Q
Just when you thought, it couldn't get better.
KEF's new Q Series, the latest development
in the

most

successful

loudspeakers

the company has ever produced,
to achieve the impossible and

series

manages
improve

on perfection!
All

new

remapped

models

benefit

crossovers

to

from
ensure

extensively
incredibly

and off- axis performance of the new Uni Q6
point source array, featuring the ' tangerine'
wayeguide, ensures a wonderfully even tonal
response throughout the room and helps to
deliver outstanding realism.
Audition the new Q Series at your local KEF
retailer today.

smooth sound and the unrivalled detailing

GP Acoustics tl.K) Ltd., Eccleston Road,
Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP U.K.
Tel: + 44 (0)1E22 672261
Fax +44 ( 0)1622 750653

014

KEF and Uni P are registered trademarks. UniQ Is protected _wider G6 patent 2 236929, U.S. Pat. No. S,548,6S7 and other worldwide patents.

wvvw.kef.com

INNOVATORS IN SOUND

WHEN

ONLY THE

BEST WILL

DO

e

SUPERIOR

VO EVOLUTION
CD

PLAYERS

FROM

CYRUS

b...

So, after 18 month's development the ' Servo
Evolution' (SE) CD players and dedicated CD
transport have finally arrived.
The biggest limitation in hi-fi CD players is the
laser and servo that reads the music from the
disc because it is not specifically designed for
high performance audio. Knowing this is a
performance barrier, Cyrus spent 18 months
developing its own CD engine specifically
designed for the highest sound quality possible.
The SE engine is all the elements before the
DAC. Cyrus has carefully chosen the disc
loader, laser, motors and most importantly,
the software that controls the laser travel,
focus and data spiral tracking accuracy. The
servo software is the bit that controls these
components and allows Cyrus' engineers to
tune the elements for ultimate accuracy.

The new SE based players comprise:

CYRUS SE CD PLAYERS

Ahigh-end CD transport using the SE

AVAILABLE AT THE SEVENOAKS STORES MARKED •

engine and several dedicated power supplies.
Based on the same platform as the
transport but with an advanced DAC section
and twin low noise power supplies.
Benefits from the same high
performance SE platform but has simpler DAC
and power supply sections.
And in true Cyrus tradition the players are each
upgradeable!
Hear them in action at aSevenoaks store near
you.

You don't need to be an experienced hi-fi buff
to appreciate the differences, the new SE based
CD players sound obviously better because it's
unique new CD engine is 'made for high-end
audio" To learn more and download the new SE
brochure go to www.servo-evolution.co.L.

Visit www.SSAV.com today!
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Aberdeen
01224 252797

Kingston •
020 8547 0717

Reading •
0118 959 7768

Bedford •
01234 272779

Leeds - Wetherby •
01937 586886

Sevenoaks •
01732 459555

Brighton - Hove •
01273 733338

Leicester
0116 253 6567

Sheffield
0114 255 5861

Bristol •
0117 974 3727

Lincoln •
01522 527397

Southampton •
023 8033 7770

Bromley •
020 8290 1988

Loughton
020 8532 0770

Southgate
020 8886 2777

Cambridge •
01223 304770

Maidstone •
01622 686366

Swindon
01793 610992

Chelsea •
020 7352 9466

Manchester •
0161 831 7969

Swiss Cottage
020 7722 9777

CheltenIsam
01242 241171

Norwich
01603 767605

Tunbridge Wells •
01892 531543

Epsom
01372 720720

Nottingham - Sherwood
0115 911 2121

Watford •
01923 213533

Exeter
01392 218895

Oxford
01865 241773

Weybridge •
01932 828525

Glasgow
0141 332 9655

Peterborough •
01733 897697

Witham - Essex •
01376 501733

Guildford
01483 536666

Plymouth
01752 226011

Wolverhampton
01902 312225

Holborn •
020 7837 7540

Poole •
01202 671677

Yeovil •
01935 700078

the experts in home entertainment

CHANGING FACES
TANNOY'S NOT SO QUIET REVOLUTION

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

evolve and develop and remain afirm favourite.

Ayear ago, Intel co-founder
Gordon Moore admitted
that his 40-year-old theory
stating that the number of

The Revolution range is now available to an even
wider audience and is derived from the Revolution

transistors on acomputer
chip would double every two

Signature series. The speaker range unites the
company's Dual Concentric driver technology with a

years would soon no longer
hold true. Well, scientists now

radical ultra- rigid trapezoidal cabinet, where the nonparallel sides are said to reduce internal resonances and

claim they can carve patterns
onto silicon chips that are
smaller than the wavelength

Tannoy's Dual Concentric driver technology has won
many fans over the years. The company's roots go back
some 80 years, during which time it has continued to

reflections. Espresso light and dark oak veneers for the
cabinets evoke acertain lifelstyle ethos - you can just
smell the coffee.
Further technological improvements include new
high- power, wide- bandwidth versions of the Dual
Concentric drivers. The unit places a ' WideBand'

YOU

of the light used to make
them. In practice this means

LATEST

HI- Fl

GOSSIP

411i2A
\e
dge!
ABOVE: How low can you go? The

carving out grids that are 25

Aquabeat will play 3m under water

nanometres wide using light with

that guide the trapped light out of

awavelength of 351 nanometres!

the device. Whereas incandescent
bulbs emit 15 lumens per Watt, the
new OLEDs emit around 70 lumens
from aWatt of power.

titanium domed tweeter with neodymium magnet
system contained within the bass driver. The Revolution
DC4T floorstander and the DC4 LCR centre channel

That could mean memory cards of
amazing capacity. Let's hope this
manufacturing process is a ' nano',

speaker also feature asupplementary 4in bass driver.

rather than a ' no- no'.

Crossovers use low- loss laminated core inductors,
and audiophile-grade

LET THERE BE LIGHT

polypropylene caps.
Internal wiring is all

Meanwhile, ateam at the
Universidade Nova de Lisboa
claims to have figured out away

oxygen-free copper.
The Revolution range is

THE

HOW LOW CAN YOU GO?
Last month Italked about speakers
for your swimming pool. Now
iRiver has announced an MP3
player for the swimmer. The

available now priced at

Effect Transistors ( FETs). In tests

Aquabeat is awaterproof music
player capable of operating down

£300 apair for the

engineers were able to get the

to three metres. Weighing just

DC4 bookshelf models,

paper to act as both the insulator

35g, it is designed to float for easy

£500 apair for the
DC4T floorstander and

and the substrate, which could

retrieval - unlike the swimmer.

£250 for the DC4 LCR
Centre speaker. A single
Revolution Sub 10
subwoofer will set you
back £ 250.

of using paper to make Field

'The kind of ill-thought-out idea
you might see on Dragon's Den'
mean that perhaps one day we'll
enjoy completely disposable hi-fi!

Tannoy Ltd
01236 420199
www.tannoy-speakers.com

On the subject of saving
our universe, researchers at
the University of Michigan and
Princeton University believe they

enough entertainment should
you happen to be swimming the

have solved the problem of the
inefficiency of OLED technology.

MUSIC CASSETTES!

Currently, the light released from
an OLED equates to around 20%

decided to start manufacturing
music cassettes again, the kind

of the total produced, far more
being reflected within the device.

of ill-thought-out brainwave

The new technology bends

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
19-21 SEPT

Audiofreaks Unplugged 2008, Renaissance
London Heathrow Hotel.

Unfortunately, with just 1GB of
storage, it probably won't provide

English Channel.

Five years ago aUS company

you might only expect to see
on Dragon's Den. However, the

more of the light out, increasing
output by some 60%. It does this
by the use of an organic grid

company has had the final laugh,
now selling thousands of titles to
prisoners and making millions of

combined with small micro lenses

dollars in the process.
You see, most prisoners are
not allowed to download content
from the internet while CDs are
banned because, well, if you've

19-21 SEPT

London Sound & Vision Show, Park Inn.

ever broken aCD into sharp pieces
you'll know what Imean.

12 OCT

www.chestergroup.org
Audio Jumble, Angel Centre, Tonbridge, Kent.

does need to remove the metal

18-19 OCT

www.audiojumble.co.uk
Home Entertainment Show, Manchester.

www.audiofreaks.co.uk

www.home-entertainment-show.co.uk

However, LA- based Pack Central
screws from its cassettes as these
are also forbidden in many prisons.
ABOVE: A hit with prisoners - Pack
Central's tapes come without screws Just thought you'd like to know. (5
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First sight of new products & technology

HK
SHOW
2008
Report by Bob Hawkins

D

oes the 8th of August 2008 sound
familiar? To audiophiles in Hong
Kong it wasn't just the day that the
Beijing Olympics opened but the day

the sixth Hong Kong Audio Visual Show began
at the HK Cultural & Exhibition Centre in Wan
Chai. Most major UK and US audio companies

1. The ticket desks at the HK

were represented. Finally it seems that the

Culture & Exhibition Centre.

West has woken up to the fact that the Asian

Entrance to the show cost just

market is virtually unaffected by the sub- prime

HKS60 (£ 4), the price including a

fiasco. And with no purchase tax in Hong Kong,

souvenir SACD with contributions

USA- equivalent product prices and a230V

from exhibitors. Over three days

specification, it's abuyers market.

the organisers counted 23,000
visitors in attendance. It's perhaps
no wonder that the Hong Kong
Show is the biggest audio-visual
event in South- East-Asia.
2. Get in touch with your
feminine side. Launched at the
show these latest floorstanders
from Klipsch ooze elegance and
have aclaimed sensitivity to
match ( 99c113/2.83V / 1m). Power
handling is quoted as 400W cont/
1600W peak and impedance at
4ohm. Tri-wirable, the Klipsch
Palladium P- 39F is available from
October with aguide price of
HKS200,000 (£ 13,700).
3. Japanese designer Junji
Kimura of 47 Laboratory created
this unorthodox turntable.
Unorthodox? The 4724 Koma
features counter- rotating
aluminium platters in abid to
eliminate wow and flutter. The
price of the deck excluding the
pictured 4725 Tsurube tonearm
is HKS100,000 (£ 7000).
4. There was no shortage of vinyl
at the show, with many new and
secondhand records for sale.
Here, at the stall of the Encore
Record Co, visitors seek out
secondhand classical bargains.
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4. The Droplet CDP3.1 is the latest

1. Analogue sound, valve amplification
and DIY has ahuge following in Asia.

advanced 24- bit upsampling CD player

Many local companies, such as Jadis,

from one of China's premier audio

have designed their own components

companies, Opera. Developed from the

to meet demand and Audio Space had

successful CDP5.0 player, talk was that it

ahuge variety on display, of which this

is asuperb performer, and asnip at just

image shows only asmall selection.

HKS 10,800 (£ 745).

2. Cable supports and many other natural

5. Ever wondered what happened to the

wood accessories imported from China

Star Wars robot R2D27 Look no further as

were available. A made-to-order service

he has anew role starring as the centre
piece of JungSon's Impression CD player.

was on offer and business was brisk.

To play aCD the entire ` head' powers

e")
C. :
.j1 174e

colt' fr:

3. Ms McIntosh shows off the American

up 60° once activated via the remote

company's flagship XRT2K loudspeaker.

control. The JungSon, which translates

Standing 214cm tall, this cost- no-object

into English as the Spirit of the Gong,

design is said to recreate accurately

also sports both RCA and balanced

the sonic impact of afull-size orchestra

connections. And the price of this little

in the home. The price of such luxury?

head-turner from China? It will set you

HK$ 1,058,000 apair, or £ 72,650.

back HKS98,000 (£ 6800).

NOVEMBER 2008
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First sight of new products & -_
echnology

1. Sadly Thorens' new TD550 was not demonstrated in my presence
but it's not hard to see why it was voted top deck in Germany earlier
this year. The platter alone weighs 6 kg. The cost of this turntable
with 10125 tonearm (shown) is HKS136,000 (£ 9400).
2. Local dealer Audio Extreme used traditional Chinese instruments
such as the guzheng to good effect to demonstrate live versus
recorded music using German- made Adam Tensor Alpha active
speakers at HKS520,000 (£ 35,900). The band costs extra.
3. While not considered high-end in Hong Kong, the Shanling brand
remains as popular as ever with audiophiles the world over. It had a
comprehensive line-up of familiar faces on show.
4. PMC chose the Hong Kong Show to launch its latest loudspeaker,

11#114 ,1-4***. eft.
*Acted*. + MI* Well"
/ t(L Ck)4EALrittzill ,
Ityteurgor
-- 11182teldl.

the BB5i. This passive design weighs in at 160Ibs and has aclaimed
range of 17Hz-25Hz, asensitivity of 91dB and impedance of 4ohm.
Price is estimated at HKS300,000 (£ 20,695).

www.réchcoln coin

e
5. Sanyo claims to have the world's first 4- LCD optical engine
projector with aLiquid Crystal Colour Control Device. By controlling
the amount of yellow light, the CCD increases colour pJrity by 20%.
The 330W projection lamp produces 7000 lumens. No price as yet.
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Oxford Audio are Martin Logan
specialists - so why not call us today...

•
•

1.CLX

LOUDSPEAKERS

-

L () r,

The new industry benchmark for resolving

detail. CLX utilises dual electrostatic transducers to render the
most complex musical passages as faithfully as acrystal prism
disperses the full colour spectrum. This is the limitless spectrum of
the CLX - the absolute truth in musical reproduction.

aim

mom

2. SUMMIT _

AMPLIFICATION

Culminating decades of MartinLogan

research and development, the SummitTm more than lives
up to its name, rendering music and soundtracks alike with a

e

richness, subtlety, impact, and depth unmatched by any other
loudspeaker. Listening to asystem anchored by apair of Summits
is atransformational experience for anyone who appreciates
exquisite sound reproduction.

DIGITAL

3. SPIRE _

The first new MartinLogan speaker of the CLX
generation, Spire marks anew paradigm for high-performance
sound. Crossover engineering derived from the CLX loudspeaker
seamlessly blends the high-resolution XStatTM and PoweredForceim
drivers. When it comes to performance, Spire takes no prisoners.

ANALOGUE

4. VANTAGE _

o

mul
AV

men

o

Based on the state-of-the-art
Summit"' loudspeaker, Vantage offers unprecedented performance
for its size and price. Key to this achievement is our PoweredForceTM
active woofer technology, which generates deep, articulate,
dynamic bass from an astonishingly compact cabinet.

5

.VISTA _ Vista is MartinLogan's most affordable
XStatTM equipped fioorstanding speaker. Incorporating ultrahigh-resolution

PROJECTION

XStatTM and AirrameTM

developed for the cost-no-object

technologies originally

SummitTM;

Vista is capable of

an exceptionally dynamic and realistic performance.

5

. PURITY _ Purity narks an exciting new direction
for electrostatic loudspeaker design. Internally powered with
a200-watt high-resolution switching amplifier, Purity allows an
unprecedented level of system connection flexibility. Equipped
with astandard RCA line- level input, Purity is able to connect

TV

directly to devices such as digital music players, flat screen
televisions or even computers.

I

I

7. SOURCE -

Source is the world's most affordable
he-performance hybria electrostatic loudspeaker. Incorporating
ultra- high-resolution AirFrame",technology ( originally developed

imou
SUPPORT

for MartinLogan's Summit loudspeaker) Source is capable of an
exceptionally dynamic and realistic performance.

8. PREFACE _ Preface, like every MartinLogan
product, meticulously advances those recognisable characteristics
of passion and performance hat consciously equate to pride of

ACCESSORIES

o
SAVE MONEY
SEE OUR EX- DEMO/
USED ITEM LIST ON
THE WEB SITE

oossession and elevated quaky of life. At first sight and first sound,
you know this is truly aMartinLogan, just for you.

Tel: 01865 790 879
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 1.11)

Fax: 01865 791 665
info@oxfordaudio.co.uk
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

TAKING IT HIGHER
Toshiba promises better than Blu-ray quality — this time from alow-cost DVD player — plus a
new style silver- based super CD from Memory-Tech of Japan. Barry Fox whoops for joy

D

espite dropping HD DVD, Toshiba has still not
committed to Blu-ray and has instead been

promoting its obsolete HD DVD players as
ideal for up-scaling ordinary DVDs to near- HD
quality. Prime supporter of HD DVD, Universal, still uses
an HD DVD player in the reception room of its London
office, up-scaling DVDs for display on ahuge Sharp LCD
screen. Now Toshiba will launch alow cost DVD player
(the XD- E500, costing S149) which uses Toshiba's new
Quad Core HD processor chip to scale DVD resolution
up to or even beyond Blu-ray quality.
Ironically the Quad Core is based on the Cell
Processor chip which Toshiba jointly developed with IBM
as the heart of Sony's PS3 videogame console - which
was the deciding factor in Blu-ray's defeat of HD DVD.
Plans for aEuropean launch of the new Quad Core
player are not yet firm, but will very likely be announced
at IFA in late August.
Blu-ray still has two things going for it, though; more
advanced interactivity and better sound than DVD. The
jury is still out on whether consumers are interested in
enhanced interactivity, but the huge capacity of the

'Toshiba's new chip will scale DVD
resolution beyond Blu-ray quality'
Blu-ray format ( 25 or 50GB per side) makes it possible
to deliver lossless and far higher surround sound
quality than DVD, which has amaximum capacity
of 9GB per side. The Dolby and DTS DVD audio
compression standards are set in stone, so unless there
is atechnology deal between Toshiba, Dolby and DTS
it is unlikely that the Quad Core chip can offer any
improvements to DVD's audio. Neither Dolby nor DTS
has responded to requests for comment on this.

SOMETHING TO REFLECT ON...
Meanwhile, Memory-Tech of Japan, one of the world's
largest manufacturers of blank CDs (with adomestic
market share of around 30%) is claiming higher fidelity
from anew kind of CD. High Quality CDs ( HQCDs) will
cost five times more to make than conventional CDs,
so will sell for premium prices and be aimed at classical
music and jazz enthusiasts. Memory-Tech says HQCDs
RIGHT:
Toshiba's
Blu-ray beater,
the XD- E500,
is expected to
cost less
than £ 100
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ABOVE: Global CD manufacturer Memory-Tech says
its new discs offer higher fidelity - but at aprice
promise ' ahigher signal reflection ratio' thanks to a
coating of silver- based alloy instead of conventional
aluminium. A new polycarbonate plastic also has ' a
higher light penetration ratio.'
This, says Memory-Tech, 'translates to more
accurate data- reading by the optical pickup, resulting
in more precise audio playback.'
US company Mobile Fidelity has used gold instead
of silver to press limited edition CDs, but MemoryTech will convert six of its CD production lines to
High Quality CD production and has promised to start
making two million amonth in August for sales to
begin in September this year.

SEEKING THE FACTS
So we asked for harder fact information, for instance
on the percentage light reflection and transmission
of the new HQCDs compared to current conventional
CDs. We also asked Memory-Tech to quantify the
claimed improvements in sound, and explain how
the company believes the sound of conventional
aluminium CDs has been compromised, given that the
powerful error correction provided by the basic Red
Book CD standard repairs all but the most serious read
errors and delivers a ' perfect' signal for the player
electronics to decode.
In reply aspokesman for Memory-Tech sent only a
Japanese newspaper report based on the company's
original publicity, and has so far failed to offer any
additional substantiation to the claims. c5

Meridian F80. Listen closely.
The Meridian F80. developed in collaboration with
Ferrari. represents 30 years of audio research and
manufacture condensed into asmall and beautiful
shell. Its a complete system: a CD and DVD player
with iPod connectivity and AM/FM/DAB digital radio.
You'll be amazed that something so compact allows
you to hear more of your music, recovering buried
information from the recording and producing
asound full of detail and depth. But then it shares

7111111‘

the same technologies as Meridian's flagship
components and loudspeakers: sound systems
so advanced that if amicrophone can detect it, the
system can reproduce it. Hearing really is believing.
Call 01480 445678 to arrange a demonstration
of the F80's outstanding performance.

"a brilliantly designed and made compact music system"
Hilt World
"truly unbelievable performance"
The Robb Report, january

2008

"there is nothing available elsewhere that compares"
AVRevIew.co.uk

www.meridian-audio.com
Ferrari
OIMICIAL LICRNSRD PRODUCT
•
; pA. FERRARI. the PRANCING HORSE dev.ce. aII assovated
logos ano d,s1,nct.ve des g's
vademarks of Ferran SpA. ', Pod' ts atrademark of Apple Inc

/VIERIDIAN

Hi-fi news tests explained
WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK...
HiFi News has the most comprehensive

subwoofers and heaophones. HiFi News

electronics are measured using the

and trusted test regime of any hi-fi

is also in the unique position of offering

six-channel QC Suite testing station

magazine in the world'. Each month we

similarly in-depth testing of home cinema

developed by HiFi News' Editor,

offer aclear evaluation of all types of

products including DVD players, AV

audio equipment - two-channel audio
from turntables, integrated. pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and

receivers and processors plus advanced

Paul Miller, and now an industry standard.
Not only does this exhaustive testing

display technologies, whether plasma,
DLP or D- ILA.

CD players, through to multichannel

Our loudspeaker Lab Reports are all

give HiFi News apowerful edge, but we
are also the only magazine to offer its full
test report data online. Log onto www.

DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting

conducted and written by our Consultant

hifinews.co.uk and follow the links to

the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,

Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All

obtain free downloads.
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DIRECT ACCESS

Want to skip directJy to our
detailed description of sound
or picture quality? Then look for
these icons

le SOUND QUALITY...
PICTURE

hi-finews

LAB

CLASSE

CDP-202 CD PLAYER / £4750

Qumirry...

RESULTS

:4 .11111•If

UNDER THE BONNET
Ever wondered what makes an
amplifier, CD(DVDiUniversal player or
AV orocessor tick? This is where HiFi News
lifts the lid on each and every review product
to give you the Inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of the
product's inner workings.
As awile, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be ' inked to
specific areas of performanœ in the Lab Report
No longer an anonymous 'black box', visualising
key areas of strength or weakness within a
product permits afar greater appreciation of its
build quality and rnate•ial value.
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Three 'two-channel' analogue output
stager with sepa 'ate I
-to-V conversion
and filtering. The centre section driver
the ur balanced stereo outputs, the
(doub e-differeltal) outer pars drive
the two balanced XL outputs
Three stereo PCM17'92 24-biti192kHz
capable DACs from Burr-Browr.

11111 •

rl
Analog Devices ADV7170 videoDAC daises the corr posite arm
S-videc out uts

Xilinx pliocessor takes data

mle

W.W.I

THE HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
lia-

GRAPHS

t:

They say that apicture is worth athousand
words, so it's certainly worth spending alittle
time getting to grips with the graphical content
of our Lab Reports. To enable comparisons
between issues, one of the graphs on each
Lab Report will be repeated for products
of similar type. For example, our reviews of
CD/Blu-raelniversal players, outboard DACs
40
-1110
420
and AV processors will always include agraph
Cl/mooing, Pell %pal Level >a
ffl illustrating how distortion increases with
decreasing digital signal level at both 1kHz
(black infill) and 20kHz ( blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have agraph showing
how its dynamic power output varies with different loudspeaker loads. The second graph
in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other technical feature that's typically unique
to the product under test. You might see agraph showing abnormally high jitter from a
CD player, for example, or how an amplifier's distortion increases with frequency at,
typically, 10Witiohm.

(2)

WATERFALL GRAPHS

This specific 3D or 'waterfall plot' accompanies
most of our loudspeaker reviews. The graph
illustrates the 'cumulative spectral decay' of a
loudspeaker, showing the output of its drivers
and cabinet in response to abrief transient or
. -•.--.. \, .....4
. 00 impulse signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows
.
,. the frequency response of the speaker plotted
. 2 ,...7• A. e , eet
.
from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops,
"
almost every speaker carries on producing some
-. _
.
-..
output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers
.
to cabinet resonances and reflections within the
..»
ma.
box. These residual honks, rattles and buzzes,
Frequency in Hz >,
however subtle, are depicted by the cascade
(2) that follows the initial impulse response. Our
plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker up to 5msec (five thousandths of a
second) from the initial transient and are adirect indication of how clean or coloured the
design is likely to sound.
V4111•111111111111.1111RIffb
(1)

38 Group test: five £ 1500 standmount speakers fight it out

THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT AND RATINGS

Our expert reviewers sum up all that's important about a product in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the sound (or picture) quality, the breadth of features and
facilities, the quality of its construction are all allocated aslice of the pie. Plus, and here's an
important extra consideration in our era of Global Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build and Economy slices are rated in percent; the larger the
segment, the better the sound, the greater the number of features, the higher the standard
of its construction and the more economic it is to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like speakers, cartridges and passive preamps do not
draw anything from the mains. Similarly, we
do not allocate speakers or MM/MC cartridges
VERDICT CHART COLOUR KEY
arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching figure for
'value' as this perception is largely dictated
by the priorities and wallet of the beholder.
Instead, products are divided into three
colour-coded price bands - the pie-charts are
coloured purple for products up to £ 1000,
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT
blue between £ 1001-£3000 and red for the
UP TO E1000
OVER £ 1000
OVER £3000
rarified high-end at £ 3000+.

SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY

FEATURES & FACILITIES

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all the
passion you'd expect from our team of worldclass reviewers and their enthusiasm is reflected
in the score for the equipment's sound
or, indeed, picture quality. As ever,
this rating represents abalance of
subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will
sound identical, they will offer a
better overall performance than
those ranked below. Within each
of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound
quality, 60% is good, 70% very
good while anything over 80%
is excellent. Only state-of-theart items will score over 85%.

This slice of the pie is very
straightforward - the more inputs,
outputs, knobs, bells and whistles
featured on the equipment. the
higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input
selector and volume control
will score close to 20% while
amultichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMI
inputs plus ahost of DSP
options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of
ahigh score for features will
depend on your priorities, but
a50% rating represents the
average haul expected from
aproduct of its type.

ECONOMY RATING
Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's alittleappreciated fact that running a50in plasma or LCD
screen for several hours aday can end up costing
afew hundred pounds ayear in power alone. The
power consumption of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and projectors may
demand some 300W while the highest of high-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of 500W. Our
0-100% scale covers apower consumption from
1000W+ down to 1W. The smaller the green wedge,
the more it'll cost you to run and the more CO, that
will be on your conscience.

MUSICA L

FiCeITY

24 Musical Fidelity Al CD player/amplifier combination

32 Pioneer SC-LX90 HD AV amp

50 Emilie 10 401. amplifier

54 Primaluna ProLogue Eight

58 Audio-Technica ATH-W5000

BUILD QUALITY
With years of production
engineering and test
experience on tap at HiFi News.
we are uniquely able to assess
the build and component
quality of all our review
products. Remember, just
because aproduct looks
pretty or is finished in a
stunning, polished wood
veneer, doesn't always mean
it's built like abrick outhouse
or designed to last as long.
To score in excess of 85%, the
equipment must be backed by
aminimum 5year guarantee.
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BLU-RAY PLAYER TEST

Going Live
SONY BDP-S350 (£230)

Sony holds up tie promise of full BD- Live
interactivity with its latest arid highly
affordable BLray player

hi-f
inews
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Review and Lab Report by Paul Miller

T

here is some small irony that the company
behind what is arguably the most powerful

and flexible Blu-ray player - the PlayStation 3
-should have lost the race to deliver the first

'Final Standard Profile' model for the separates market.
That honour has already been scooped by both Samsung
and Panasonic. So while Sony's ludicrously affordable
BDP-S350 may include some substantial technical
advances on its previous BDP-5300 model, it does not
yet adhere to the final Profile 2.0 specification [ see
boxout, below]. We are told that Sony's top BDP-S550
model will be shipped ready for BD- Live, but at the time
of writing its launch had been slightly delayed.
and configuration menu. The ' S550 will include 1GB

ABOVE:

of exchangeable USB storage and the requisite 5.1

Multichannel
aucho content is

combination of ultimate sound and vision, this slip of

channel analogue outputs. Here's where costs have
been cut - quite sensibly in my v'ew - for the BDP-

aplayer (just 6cm high) is already comprehensively

5350 features adownmixed two-channel analogue

specified. Unlike its forebear, the BDP-S350 has an
HDMI 1.3 output that carries Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD
High Resolution Audio and Master Audio bitstreams in

output only. It's legitimate to consider the BDP S350
atrue ` minimalisf BD player - abudget BD transport
-trading multichannel for plain vanilla stereo outputs
on the assumption that enthusiasts will be pouring
digital video and audio through the HDMI 1.3 pipe into

A GYMSLIP PLAYER
Nevertheless, for enthusiasts interested purely in the

addition to multichannel Linear PCM. Dolby TrueHD
content may also be decoded within the player and
output as LPCM for compatibility with the earliest HDMI-

acompatible HD AV receiver. Losing that multichannel

downmixed to
stereo for the
two- channel
analogue outputs.
Analogue video
connections are
selected via Sony's
Xross Media Bar
menu, along with

equipped AV amplifiers. Sony's ' 24p True Cinema' mode
will output 1080/24p BD film content natively while an
improved upscaling regime renders legacy DVD content

analogue board with its three DACs while simplifying
the audio DSP ( no bass management required) will have
represented asignificant saving without compromising

its HDMI output.
The LAN/Ethernet

ready for Full HD displays. Even the BD- ROM drive

either video or ( digital) audio performance.

port facilitates

mechanism has been upgraded.
Support for AVCHD discs with x.v.Color is promised

connection to the
internet

GOOD SIGNS

along with compatiblity across aspectrum of 5in disc
formats, including BDRIRE ( BDMV and BDAV modes),

Sony's Xross Media Bar is certainly very versatile but you

DVD+12/
4-RW, DVD-RI-RW, CD, CD-R/RW ( CDDA format),
and JPEG on DVD/CD recordable media. Neither HD-DVD

Settings menus to ensure the optimum audio stream,
video colour space, aspect and resolution are directed

or SACD discs are recognised.

out of the HDMI connection. Fine adjustment of noise
reduction, sharpness and other secondary parameters

BUDGET BLU -RAY TRANSPORT?

are not available.
Picture quality via HDMI is largely dependent on
the encoding and bit rate of the BD source. Mov es

In practice, both the anticipated BDP-S550 and
vanguard BDP-5350 models share the same feature
set, including Sony's distinctive ' Xross Media Bar' setup

PROFILE 2.0 - JAM TOMORROW
While this BDP-S350 offers afar greater
compatibility with all that Blu-ray has to offer
than, say, the previous BDP-5300 model (
HFN,
March ' 08), it still lacks the full Profile 2.0
specification of Panasonic's DMP-BD50 (
HFN, Oct
'08). Sony's press release urges us to ' connect the
player to the internet and download the latest
firmware, which will be available by October
2008'. Once installed, the BD- Live and BD-Java
firmware should open the window to on-line
bonus material, games and other interactive
content played through the BDP-S350 via an
optional USB flash storage device. Of course,
should you not wish to expose yourself to
any additional franchising or peripheral hype
surrounding the latest movie or BD music release,
then you needn't connect the player to the
internet in the first place...

should take great care with both the Audio and Video

It's legitimate to consider the BDPS350 as aminimalist BD player — a
oudget BD transport for enthusiasts'
including Signs and Unbreakable with their average
- 20Mbps

video stream lack some definition in dark
areas of the picture and there's asuggestion of motion
judder with brisk horizontal pans but the bite and
clarity of outdoor scenes is as good as you'll see with
competing players, including the Panasonic DMP-BD50.
The nightime cornfield scene from Signs has afar
greater sense of depth than it does with the same
movie delivered via the BDP-S350 with 1080p-upscaled
DVD. The BD version looks cleaner, betrays agreater

AUDIO

FILE

Blu-ray[DVD
player with HDMI
13. Upguadable
to Profile 2.0
functionality
Price: £ 230

delineation in its blacks with the moonlight splashing
across the wind-strewn corn and allows amore
penetrating beam from ( Mel Gibson's) flashlight than

Made By:
Sony Corporation

does its DVD cousin. The same DVD replayed through

Supplied By:
Sony UK Ltd

Denon's top-light DVD-A1XV gets closer, but the BD
version through the BDP-S350 still wins hands down!
Higher bitrate material, including the ~ 50Mbps
stream from the Pirates... series looks proportionally
slicker with improved resolution in shadows, greater

Telephone:
020 7365 2947
Web: www.sonystyle.co.uk

subtlety in tonal colour and shading and less edge G,
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SONY
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BDP-S350 BD PLAYER /£230
Sony's BDP-200 is anext-generatiom
'Precision Drive' HD transport that
apples correction to the laser trading
in all three dimensions. Improved
playback of imperfect discs is claimed

RESULTS
A switchnoade Fal supports
the rdlazivev Mcjh demands of
both the tore gocessor and
BD transport mechanism

Sony has integrated all its ccre
HD decoding, audio and video
processing (incsiding scaling,
colour processing and HDMI
encryption ancfcontrol) into an LSI
solution beneath this large heatsink

ABOVE: Navigating through Sony's feature
set is made all the more entertaining with its
Xross Media Bar on- screen menu

reinforcement across starkly contrasting sections of
the image. As ever, the hardware is only as good as the
software in its drawer.

(P COMMANDING SOUND

Analogue airtio and video output
board with asurface- mount
AKM4382 s:ereo DAC drying the
two-channel outputs

The sound of the Sony, delivered as 5.1 channel LPCM
or ( preferably) DTS-HD Master Audio over HDMI is
absolutely first class, from the haunting melody that
builds such tremendous tension throughout Signs to
the thunderous resonance of cannonfire and tearing
wood that underpins the early ship-to-ship encounter in
Master and Commander.
In common with the best multichannel audio players,
Sony's HDMI connection has the capacity to deliver a
sound that hangs in the air, directed by and yet not
bound to the speakers around the room. It places you
in the centre of the action, spellbound by amusical
score, transfixed by poignant dialogue and moved,
quite literally, by the most powerful bass. Your choice
of HD AV receiver will surely play adominant role in the
'sound' of the Sony, but it's useful to know the BDP-5350
will not let the side down.
CDs replayed via the stereo analogue outputs will
not give any standalone music players pause, but this
performance pales against the revelation of 96kHz/24bit multichannel audio accompanying the early raft of
music BD software, including the selection of Lizst piano
pieces played by Ayano Inukai at the ambient Main

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Despite setting the digital output to retain
96kHz data intact, the analogue outputs
are resolutely downsampied to 48kHz, as
we've seen with other BD players. So the
BDP-S350's response with CD, 48kHz and
96kHz DVD media is restricted to ± 0.3dB
over a20Hz-20kHz span unlike competing
DVD players that may stretch to 45kHz.
The basic performance of the AKM4382
DAC fitted to this player is not quite as high
as the PCM1791 used in the BDP-S300,
with apoorer 56dB stopband rejection
and slightly rippled passband response
even if the 107dB A-wtd SIN ratio and
mere 0.0009% peak level distortion are
comparable. Jitter remains very low at
140psec from 16- bit CD and - 50psec
with 24- bit DVD/BD content, although
this is likely to increase with LPCM audio

-105

-zo

intensely moving experience that audiophiles should

I 4°
-

seek to experience, and budget BD players like the BDP-

4 .100

MO
1

to full Profile 2.0 specification
isn't of more interest to the PS3

PICTURE

86%

generation than the hard-core
music and movie audience.
If the delivery of lossless

415
420
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-80

1Dec r . 210191 DlgOal Segnal Level

Iam bound to wonder if the drive

Some streamlining of the analogue
output stage may be responsible for the
very slight increases in 1M distortion from
0.00007% in the BDP-S300 to 0.0013% in
this BDP-S350 although stereo separation
is improved from amin.mum of 80dB to
just under 100dB in this model. Naturally
with astandard stereo output there's no
bass management to consider here.
Readers may view afull ,ange of CD and
48/96kHz DVD tests for tne BDP-5350 in
detail by clicking onto the led Download'
button at www.hifinews.co.uk. PM
Epos

1 -so

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

There's also astray idle tone at - 1.5kHz (a
repetition usually originating in the DAC's
noise-shaping), although at - 120dB below
its full scale 2.0V output, this is unlikely to
be audible.

°

Hall in Tama City. This combination of 1080p imagery
and liquid, multichannel sound represents anew and

S350 make this prospect all the more accessible. C5

transmitted across the HDMI interface.

- 100

-140
-3500

- 120

-2000 - 1000

klE1Fsi

20kHz ( blue ,nfill); ABOVE RIGHT: Digital jitter is very low for information

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Output Level

2.01Vrms
107.4dB

1080p imagery are king then

Distortion l
kHz. OdBFs/-30dBFs)

0.0009% / 0.0037%

Distortion & Noise ( 20kHz, Od8Fs)

0.0025%

Frequency response ( 20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0dB to -0.21dB

even when partnered with the

Digital jitter ( I6-bit / 24- bit)

140psec f53psec

best flat panel technology or

Resolution @ -100dB ( 16- bit / 24- bit)

±0.3dB I ± 0.3aB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>98dB

all the boxes. This entry-level

standalone projectors.
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that is converted within the player itself ( 24-bit148kHz data shown here)

multichannel audio and

player just keeps on giving,

IODO

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black intill) and

A-wtd S/N Ratio

Sony's BDP-S350 already ticks

0

Jtler F/ ,.querey »

3500

DENON

R acy for acmat
ocrformanc ?

DVD-250OBT Blu-ray Transporter IAVR-4308 High Definition A/V-Receiver. Two thumbs up for our
new dream team. The DVD-250OBT is the only pure digital Blu-ray DVD/CD Transport. It requires a HDMIready monitor or projector but still sets theatre standards in both audio and video. Playing alongside is the
AVR-4308 High Definition AN- Receiver. A 7- channel power amplifier delivering 170 Watts per channel and
featuring an all new circuit layout with ultra short signal paths for increased entertainment quality. Go and visit
this show first at your local retailer or www.denon.co.uk or call 01234 741200.
DENON Ls atrademark or registered trademark of D&M Holdogs,

Multi/ayer Housing
makes DVD-250OBT
aHeavyweight:
9,2 kg of massive
quality.

CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER TEST

Hot Stuff
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al CD PRO (£ 1499)
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al (£ 999)

The Al legend returns,
running alittle cooler and
partnered by anew
top- loading CD player

hi-finews

HIGHLY
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MUSICAL FIDELITY Al CD

p0 WE
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Review: Ken Kessler

Lab Report: Paul Miller

R

etro for its own sake is no longer agimmick:
it's asane commercial decision, like
manufacturing fountain pens instead of

roller- balls. As for the aesthetics of the past,
look at how retro transformed the nature of affordable
automobiles in the face of EU legislation that might
have rendered all cars bland. Instead, we have 21st
Century versions of the Mini, VW's Beetle, Fiat's 500, as
cheeky and charming as the originals.
Now it's hi-fi's turn. Lux, Yamaha, Tannoy and others
have turned to their archives for styling cues, while
Musical Fidelity has seen the wisdom of applying the
marketing brainwave that revitalised the small car
sector to one of the company's 1980s classics. And
precisely like the relationship between a 1959 Mini
and the current offering from BMW, everything's been
updated ( and, yes, ' up- priced'). Thus, the new Musical
Fidelity Al integrated amplifier is not supposed to be a
replica nor even what the Al would have become had it
evolved continuously over two decades.
Rather, the Al captures the shape and spirit of the
original, most notably the ' reverse slope' lower half
of the front panel and the heatsink top plate. Though
devoid of rotaries, all other functions are accomplished
through push buttons positioned where the faceplate
meets the slope, just like the original. Unlike the old Al,

As aresult, the new Al will ooze nostalgia fo , anyone
who started in hi-fi when Duran Duran were A-listers
and Tony Blair was still plotting the destruction of
England from the backbenches. However, I, for one, do
not want to re- live the controversy ncr the sturm und
drang that accompanied the Al all those years ago. The
legendary unreliability, the was- it- or-was- it- not- Class-A?
contretemps, heat output that rendered its grooved
top- plate an ideal surface for cooking steaks. One could
believe that George Foreman used the Al as inspiration
for his Lean Mean Fat- Reducing Grilling Machine.
What Ido recall is that aworking Al sounded

this baby has afull-function remote.

sublime with high-sensitivity speakers, and that was

MUSICAL RE -IMAGINING

enough at atime when the NAD 3020 was considered
the budget yardstick. For this edition to succeed, all it

This product is not, at £ 999, ' entry level'. It is not
stripped of facilities, featuring as it does an LCD display
showing source and volume, there's aproper movingmagnet phono stage, home theatre throughput and a
L156 socket to accept connection to aPC. The controls
and functions lead to one conclusion: precisely in the
manner of the new Mini, et al, it is a ' re- imagining' with
aface that can't help but jog the memories of those
who remember the ur-Al.

reeds to do is sound warm, rich and detailed, with just

ABOVE: Basic
stereo audio and
digital outputs
on the CD player
(top) are more
than matched
by the phono,
three line and
tape loop inputs.
There's also a
separate preamp
output and - just
visible here - a
USB input should
you wish to drive
the Al from aPC

enough grunt to operate medium-to- high sensitivity
speakers in a3x4m or similar room.
In forging the transition, Musical Fidelity
promises low distortion and very good load-driving
characteristics. The new Al also has an excellent
signal-to ratio and awide, flat frequency response.' In a
display of candour unusual for Antony Michaelson is this

'With tightly-focused little speakers,
especially the Tannoy Minis, this
system images like athoroughbred'
gob- smacking admission: 'The build cuality is a
substantial step up from the original.' Alert the media!
As for the Class A codswallop, the idea of an amp
running in Class A mode for just afew Watts is nonsense,

SCHIZOPHRENIA, MUSICAL FIDELITY- STYLE
A new low- power amp from Musical Fidelity raises
aquestion: has Antony Michaelson suddenly
succumbed to schizophrenia? For some years now,
like abarker at acircus, Antony has been hectoring
all and sundry about the need for sheer power,
even producing agiveaway ' ready reckoner' that
stops just short of calling you asheep worrier if
your amp puts out less than, oh, agigawatt. So how
does he reconcile that with the Al Redux? Simple:
he suggests you add his Supercharger to it if the Al
won't drive your speakers! Cynics will brand Antony
'opportunistic'. Iprefer ' pragmatic'. Regardless,
the new Al is anifty little amp, and Ihave far

awaste of time, and Iwish MF would stop beating that
particular drum. This is, for all intents and purposes, a
low-ish power, richly- biased integrated amp with cool
styling. End of story.
As for the matching CD player, Iswitched off when
Iwas regaled with hyperbolic stories about how it
blows away every CD player ever made, ad nauseum. I
ignored the litany of multi-thousand-pound players it is
said to best, masterpieces that established the current
standards at the extreme high-end. All Ineeded to know
was that it was aperfect match for me Al in every
way, and that it was atop- loader, which regular readers
know is something Ihate with apassion. Other details
include the use of Philips' CD Pro2 mechanism with, as

more important things to worry about than AM's

t's minimalist in the extreme, coaxial and Toslink digital

motives. Indeed, if other brands were this blatantly
commercial, they wouldn't be in deep poo.

outputs being the only ' extras'.
Connected to each other with Yter interconnect
and to Sonus faber Cremona Auditor Elipsas, PMC DB1+

AUDIO

FILE
CD player and
integrated
amplifier. Rated
at 361Ni8ohm
Made and
supplied by:
Musical Fidelity
Telephone:
0208 900 2866
Web: www.
musicalfidelity.
corn
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hi-fi news

LAB

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Al PRO CD PLAYER / £ 1499

RESULTS
1
to-V conversion and final
analogue output stages

Custom-made toroidal mains
transformer feeds separate lin
power supplies for the transport,
digital and analogue circuits

This is the OW- capable
version of Barr- Brown s
'1792 DAC, 3Ithough

ABOVE: First seen on the FBP preamp
Aug ' 08] this simple back- lit LC
display shows track, time and status info
[HFN,

the CO Pro ooes not
play the SACO layer of
hybrid discs

or Tannoy Autograph Mini speakers with Yter speaker
wire, Ialso fed the Al with the Ortofon 2M Blue moving
magnet in the SME 30/SME Series V. And, no, it wasn't a
blast from the past: the Al sounds ' modern', if such an
adjective isn't too heretical in this context.
0

Burr-

owns SRC4' 92

asynchronous upsa -npler
elevates CD's 44.1kHz
data t.D 192kHz

The top CC-Pro version of Philips'
CDM12 mechanism takes pride of
place here. The CD is held in place
by amagnetic puck

HEAPS OF HEADROOM

There was always asense of nervousness about the Al,
both sonic and practical: Ialways expected it to blow
up or take out aspeaker, and it sounded like it was
working as hard as ahooker in ahurry. The new Al,
even with the hungrier speakers, seems more relaxed.
Headroom was never an issue in non-headbanging
mode, even when asked to reproduce the thunderous
bass of Willy DeVille's 'Assassin of Love'. It delivered the
rich opening of the Kings of Leon's ' Knocked Up' with
enough panache to exploit the PMC's deeper-than-you'd
expect lower octaves, while preserving the textures of
the percussion and that slicing lead guitar positioned to
the far right of the soundstage.
In its spatial characteristics the Al excelled, sounding
so wide that Iwas reminded of acontemporary of its
granddaddy, the DR-series Classe amps. Set up with
tightly-focused little speakers, especially the Tannoy
Minis, this system images like athoroughbred package G>

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
With anod and awink at some higher cost
players, including its own A1008 co Pro
[HFN, Aug ' 08], MF's Al CD Pro also benefits
from the slick track access, excellent data
recovery and error correction afforded
by Philips' top CD mechanism/decoder
combination. From this point on, the core
upsampling, DAC,1-to-V and analogue filter
stages are related to those featured in its
A1008 and A5.5 CD players [
HFAI, lune ' 08),
minus the tube output buffer, naturally. As a
consequence, the technical performance of
the Al CD Pro is not hugely dissimilar.
For example, digital jitter is reduced
to state-of-the-art levels for 16-bit replay
at < 120psec, the rejection of digital
images remains > 125dB just as Mrs smart
analogue layout holds stereo separation
>100dB across the audio range. The
frequency response shows its familiar, but

inconsequential, -0.28dB drop at 20kHz
just as distortion holds to within 0.00150.004% through the midrange over the top
30dB of its dynamic range [see black trace,
graph below left]. By omitting the valve
output buffer, however, the player's overall
A-wtd S/N ratio is improved to 109.5dB
while high frequency distortion is reduced
(0.0012% versus 0.04% at 20kHz/OdBFs).
In fact, so well controlled is the Al
CD Pro's HF performance that peak level
distortion noise and low-level linearity are
all slightly improved at 20kHz compared to
its midrange. This is not especially common
and clearly illustrated by the 20kHz
spectrum [graph, below right".
Readers are invited to view an extensive
QC Suite report for MF's Al CD Pro by
logging onto www.hifinews.co.uk and
clicking on the red ' Download' button. PM
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THE CLASS WARS
Musical Fidelity is certainly down- playing the

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at 1kHz ( black) and 20kHz

Class A facet of the latest Al but, like its illustrious
forebear [ above] it does still bear the legend 'Al

- note freedom from ultrasonic noise and low

Integrated Class A Amplifier'. The manual quotes
an output of 36W, but this must surely be in
traditional Class A/B. In practice, the Al's power

(blue); ABOVE RIGHT: High resolution spectrum of peak level 20kHz signal
-0.001%

2nd-4th harmonics

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level ( 1kHz, OdBFs)

2.15Vrms

consumption at idle is 75W, increasing to 125W

A-wtd S/N Ratio

109.5c

at its rated 2x36W18ohm output. By contrast, the
legacy Al idles at 90W and has sufficient standing

Distortion ( I < Hz. OdBFs/-30dBFs)

0.0015% I0.0037%

Distortion ( 20kHz, OdBFs)

0.0012t

Frequency response (
20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0dErto - 0.28dB

Digital jitter

'19psec

Resolution ( 1kHz @ - 100dB)

±0.5cB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>101dB

current in the output stage that it still draws 90W
when delivering 2x2OVV/8ohm. It also runs very,
very much hotter than the new Al, though I'd
certainly not recommend you place the partnering
CD player on its fluted surface! PM
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"Not just good, but stupefyingly good"
HiFi News July 2008

Until now. Listen, and the Music will Engage You. DAC1 PRE.
Engineers and audiophiles have grown to rely on Benchmark for critical digital audio conversion
for more then 10 years - consistently finding themselves engaged in the music in away that is
rarely achieved with digital converters. And it's the same story with the award-winning
DAC1 PRE, amastering- quality, 2- channel 192- kHz 24- bit digital- to- analog audio Converter,
preamp and headphone amp.
With the AdvancedUSB'"' interface utilizing the UltraLock' clock system to ensure that the
performance of the USB input is equal to the performance of the other inputs, ( regardless of the
jitter present), and with such apure, coherent and transparent sound, no wonder it's aHiFi News
Distributed by SCV London: benchmarkescvlondon.co.uk

www.scvlondon.co.uk

'Outstanding Product

SHARP

Slim Line

Highly Defined

SHARP

Introducing the exciting new Aquos X20 and XL2 range of Full HD LCDs — some of the slimmest and most
stylish televisions the world has ever seen. XL2 models are an astounding 9.58cm deep while the X20
models are understated elegance at just 9.46cm.
A 10 bit signal processing panel* delivers finer reproduction of colour graduations and brings
your picture to life in amazing detail. The 4millisecond response time** is ideal for rapid motion in movies
and sports scenes giving you the ultimate viewing experience. With 1.07 billion colours and a contrast
ratio of 2,000:1 ( 10,000:1 dynamic contrast), images are highly defined, clear, crisp and sharp, with vibrant
natural colours.

See breath taking Full High Definition at its very best on the new Sharp
Aquos X20 and XL2 models, in achoice of 32", 37", 46" and 52" ( X20) and 42", 46"
and 52" ( XL2) at www.sharp.co.uk.
Profile view

AQUOS
*8bit signal processing on X20 models ** 6m/s response time on 32 .. and 37" models

digitalM

HD

EMI
1080n

HDITII x3 MIL '
uij
Slim- line Design

FreevÀew
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RESULTS
Burr- Brows PCfv12705 USB digital
aLdio interface and DAC solution.
Such an cezttail was never available to
the original A amplfierl

PCA2320 stereo volume contra: chip
from Burr-Brown is directed either
by the up/down buttons on the Al's
fascia or via remote control

1.111.1.1»

This white coating is heatsink compound,
applied liberally te tie alloy krunking
that has the Al's Sanken ST1303 output
tram iston bolted tc one side. With
the Muted top-plate ir thermal contact
above, this output s:age has plenty of
heatsirtking at its disposal. Note the
thermal tip, connetted top left

ABOVE: The retro theme continues with
original Al inspired casework graced by
aminimalist back- lit LC display

Large main PSU trarsfcrmer.
for this size of ampl fier, with
separate pre/power regulation

of the £5k variety. And that applies to all three
dimensions, not just the stage width: if you don't push
the Al too hard, you'll add ametre to the perceived
space behind your speakers.
What Ialways did appreciate about the original,
possibly due to its Class A element, were warm, lifelike
vocals. The new Gerry and the Pacemakeus' Columbia
box set ( no, I'm not kidding) was recorded during
George Martin's golden era, and the remastering
reveals nuances in Gerry's vocals that almost warrant a
reassessment of his talent. The Al delivered them loud
and clear, Gerry managing to interpret sophisticated
standards in aMerseybeat context without irony, his
own vocal tics come through with vivacity; the Al
combination is transparent in amanner simply not
available in the affordable sector of 20 years ago.
A FAIR MATCH
While the amp certainly delivers on all counts except
for power, the CD player is, to my ears, merely OK. At
£500 more than the Quad 99 CDP-2, which throws in
asuperb multi- input digital preamp, it should deliver
something that suggests sonic superiority. Instead,

dinnown.

•
orliiiitiaa-

771144 i=ginel

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Measuring new and old Al amplifiers back
to back [see boxout, p27] illustrated just
how much has changed in the last 20 years!
The latter just managed 2x26W/8ohm and
2x2OW/4ohm with ahigh and creeping
distortion rather than an obvious clipping
point. The new Al, however, offers some
2x4OW/8ohm and 2x6OW/4ohm at far
lower levels of distortion. Under dynamic
conditions [see graph, below left] it's
possible to squeeze 44W, 80W and 100W
into 8,4 and 2ohm loads. The old Al
managed about 6W into 2ohm before
exceeding 1% distortion...
As befits arichly- biased amplifier,
crossover distortion is very, very low with
19/20kHz IM distortion at 0.0006% and
harmonic distortion holding as low as
0.009% at 20kHz. The difference between
the Ais is evident from the graph [ below
right] which shows new Al distortion
[dashed trace] often 100x lower from 20Hz-

20kHz than the cloud of harmonic:s ejected
from the old Al [ blue infillJ. Moreover, the
new Al benefits from afar lower 0.06ohm
output impedance (versus 0.35ohm) which
ensui es amore consistent amp/speaker
system response. Into aflat 8ohm load,
the Al has agently tailored response, just
-0.1dB at 20Hz and -0.15c18. at 20kHz.
rolling away to asensible - 2.5dB at 100kHz.
The digitally-controlled analogue volume
also ensures far better channel matching
(<0.1dB) than was achieved with the old Al.
One interesting diferente appears in the
S/N ratio - while the gain of the old and new
Al is similar at +41.5dB and + 42.6dB, it's
the older model that has the wider range at
89dB vs. 81dB (re. OdBW).
Readers are invited to view full QC
Suite test reports for both the original and
latest Al amplifiers by logging onto www.
hifinevvs.co.uk ard clicking on the red
'Download' button. PM

Ifound it leaner and more fatiguing than the Quad.
While many will want the Al CD Pro simply because it's
aphysical match for the amp, it is merely ' good' rather
than jaw-dropping, competent rather than brilliant. (5

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Not bothered by the

S. -1
11ND

original's claim to be a ' Krell

75/80%

for Munchkins', I'm more

101‘

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output vs. distortion into 8ohm ( black trace),

concerned with the reissue's

4ohm ( red), 2ohm

(and the CD player's) sound

FEATURES

and features vis a vis price.

AO

For £ 2500, there are, oh,

65/80%

Hl- FI NEWS S EClFlCTI s
NS
Power output, 814ohm (< 1% THD)

can match the Al sonics.

BUILD
80/80%

But these you can buy for
a far more valid reason:
fun to own as the new Mini.

blue) and lohm ( greer) loads; ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion

vs. frequency at 'IOW/Bohm ( dashed trace = new Al, blue infill = original Al)

'

20,000 other pairings that

they're as retro cool and

401,
F i!.1

ECO
88/6596

' 39W f62\Ai

Dynamic power, iii4i2ilohm (< 1% THD)

44W /' 80W ¡ 103W I59W

Output impedance (
20Hz-20kHz)

I
0.057-0.1

Frequency response (
20Hz-100kHz)

- 0.06dB to-2.48dB

hm

Input sensitivity (
for Cd8W/36W)

21mV I12 4mV

Right: Ratings for CD player/

A-wtd S/N ratio ifer OdlIW/36W)

80.9d13

amplifier

Distortion ( 10Wjtiohrb, 20Hz-20kHz)

r
95.5cIB

, 0.0015-0.809%
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Zyx appeal
4D-X (£2450)

Light as afeather, singing
like abird, this new
moving- coil soars
high above the
competition

Review: Christopher Breunig

claimed 2000 hours life. The box-

Lab Report: Paul Miller

shape structure allows easy setup,

1

presenting anarrow rectangular
notched front which facilitates

nour September 2006 MC
cartridge group test, the

Zyx R1000 Airy 3 emerged

well and Iended up buying

the review sample. I've lived very
happily with it since. However,
now Mr Nakatsuka has produced a
flagship MC, which he describes as
built ' like the Parthenon'.
He's referring to its skeletal

azimuth adjustment (
eg, with
unipivots) and subsequent manual

In character, the 4D-X is unlike
the more forward-sounding Airy
3-XH. Its most obvious improvement

'Recordings thought to be only
average in sound quality were shown
to be far more praiseworthy'

acrylic body, designed to eliminate
panel resonances, which results

cueing. Extreme groove modulations
were securely tracked at an ideal

in anet weight of only 4g. This
would present aproblem for

2.0g [ see Lab Report] and minimal
bias was found to be optimum - I

many tonearms, so the 4D has an

was using the Origin Live Conqueror

accessory ( SB2) top- plate in silver,
which adds 3.9g.

arm. ( One should beware off-centre
or rippled discs which may throw
the 4D at such high levels.)

The 4D-X has 0.035mm crystal
copper windings, the alternative

near- 50 year old copy has suffered
the indignity of numerous cartridges
and surface unguents!

is in the resolution of low-level
information, especially with lowregister instruments. With Karajan's
1963 DG recording of Stravinsky's
Rite of Spring some previously
unheard repetitive accompaniment
figure could be picked out far back
in the orchestra.
A simple - again repetitive - soft

Sor G types have silver and
gold. ' H' suffixed models provide

0
INNER DETAILS
In musical terms this meant the

double the output voltage. All are

difficult vibraharp parts in the

cryogenically treated and utilise
aboron cantilever with a ' MicroRidge' profile stylus offering a

Modern Jazz Quartet's One Never

4D-X makes the music really ' sing',

Knows [
Atlantic] were cleaner than I

besides having exceptional timbral
fidelity - the tapping ( perhaps

have ever heard before - though my
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ABOVE: As well
as 6N copper
windings, the
4D-Xis available

vibe pattern on the A/11Q LP, was

in both silver

clearly audible under the piano

and gold-coil

melody in the title track. And the

versions:
'H'-suffixed
models enjoy a
higher output

hi-finews

LAB

ZYX

4D-XMC CARTRIDGE / E2450

RESULTS

Skeletal corseuction results in
alow mes Dcdy of only 4g, so
the 4D is fited with asilver top
plate. increaslrig this to 7.9g for
increased torearm compatibility

Zyx's generator (the moving
coils, the armature, polepiece, front and rear yokel is
cryogenically treated at
96°C
for improved performance

ABOVE: The box-shape structure helps with set-up, the
notched front allowing easier azimuth adjustment
on the piano body), hand-cymbal and drum parts in
'The Golden Striker' were precisely positioned in the
soundstage, utterly realistic. The timing aspect is a
huge step forward for Zyx - as the Duke Ellington 1940s
78rpm transfers In A Mellotone [
RCA] testified.
If there is adownside it's that the 4D-Xtells you
almost more than you want to know. While it extracts
more music from familar records than you will have
encountered before, mono or stereo, it also exposes
poor transfer engineering or limited range. Surface
clicks and groove wear are also noticeable.
But when VTA and downforce are correct, the
imaging comes into superb focus. With another of
my 'warhorse tests', the Jul'lards in Bartók's Fourth
String Quartet [ CBS], the precise moment when the
leader lifts his bow in the pianissimo ending of ( iii) was
breathtaking. What's more, the colours and dynamic
shadings of the pizzicato ( iv) were vividly rendered,
passing from one instrument to another, yet the
imaging had abinding full-bodied quality. And even the
aggressive lurch into (v) could be enjoyed - well, almost.
NEW INSIGHTS
In more general terms, Inoticed something else.
Because Iwas dragging LPs off the shelves I'd neglected
for years, and trying composers Idon't often listen to
anyway - Bach, Schoenberg - Ifound the 4D-Xgave
insights into performances not widely admired. Karajan's
later Bach Brandenburgs and 8-minor Mass, for instance.
You could appreciate what he was striving for, and the

The 40-series of cartridges
uses aboron rod cantilever
feed with a0.07mm micro nog& diamond stylus

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
comparisons with Zyx's earlier Airy
3-XH moving-coil (see HFN, Sept ' 06)
are instructive because the two models
share various family traits. Not least, both
models have astrong treble, the 4D-X
rising fiercely above 5kHz to reach + 6.2dB
on the right and +3.2dB on the left at
- 15kHz [see graph, below left]. Which
possibly explains the cartridge's sensitivity
to surface noise, pops and clicks but also
its positive emphasis of edgy detail. By
way of correlation with the 3-XH. Zyx's
stylus mounting has VTA set very high at
30 degrees, requiring the arm pillar to be
dropped, bringing its treble into line.
The 4D-X has alower 380uV output than
the 620uV available from the 3-XH, but this
is still higher than its rated 240pV and only
2dB less than the rating for the higher'
output 4D-XH version. Channel matc hing
is absolutely superb at <0.1d13I The coil
impedance is around 5ohm and input
impedances > 100ohm are recommended.

The cantilever suspension is also
engineered with amore uniform 15cu
vertical/lateral compliance than Zyx itself
suggests which, with the silver base plate
in place, yields a 10Hz system resonance
with tonearms in the - 8g effective mass
range. The + 13/14dB resonance peak is
moderate, so arm damping is discretionary
in my view.
Tracking at the recommended 2.0g
downforce (the 4D-Xaccommodates a 1.72.5g range) just holds out to the maximum
80pm band ahead of the 3-XH which
suffered 1.8% distortion at + 15dB and 45%
at + 18dB excursions against 0.7% and 2.5%
for the 4D-X. Distortion is impressively low
across the board with the 4D-X, from as
little as 0.6% through bass and midrange
to 3.1% at the highest trequencies [ see
graph, below right]. Readers may view a
full QC Suite report for the Zyx 4D-Xby
clicking onto the ' Download' button at
www.hifinews.co.uk. PM

admirable technical accomplishment in the playing.
Recordings thought to be only average in sound quality
were shown to be far more praiseworthy: Geza Anda in
Mozart's Piano Concerto K467 ( used in the film Elvira
Madigan), for one.
In short, familiarity with the 4D-Xwas just like
grasping the characteristics of afine Leica lens: its
luminosity in the shadows! How can Inow hope to fully
savour my substantial LP collection without one? c_'
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1*

ABOVE LEFT: Frequency response ( left channel, black trace) and channel

Anyone serious about getting

separation ( right channel, red trace); ABOVE RIGHT: Impressively low total

the best from a substantial LP

SOUND

88%

collection, in particular those
who listen to classical music
or intimate jazz, should

harmonic distortion at - 8dB re. 5cm/sec ( left channel)

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
380pV I0.02dB

Sensitivity! balance (
re. 5cmjsec)

consider the Zyx 40 movingcoil. It represents a significant

Compliance (
vertical/lateral)

15cu

advance on its previous

LIR Tracking ability (
at 2.0g downforce)

80pm ! 80pm

Vertical Tracking Angle (
VTA)

30 degrees

LIR Distortion (- 8dB. 201-tz-20kHz)

0.60-3.14% / 0.62-6.85%

I./ RFrequency reap. (
20Hz-20kHz)

-0.10dB to +3.2dB / -0.15dB to + 6.2dB

Stereo separation (
1kHz

28dB / 30dB

Airy 3 models, good though
they were, and it's difficult
to imagine there's much
more information in those LP
grooves that it fails to dig out.

Zak

Ftervenc »

Fr ewe.,

BUILD

J 20kHz)

15cu
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AV AMPLIFIER TEST

ICE king on the cake

PIONEER SC-LX90 ( E5 COO)

Pioneer's long- anticipated ` Susano' HD AV
amplifier finally takes up its cudgels against
heavyweight competition from Denon and
Yamaha. Will its ICEpower amp modules
provide acutting edge?

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

32
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Review: Richard Stevenson

Lab Report: Paul Miller

p

ioneer's flagship Susano amplifier arrived
amidst an unseasonable summer tempest

that lashed the south of England with high
winds and heavy rain. An auspicious start for

an amplifier that derives its name from the ancient
Japanese god of storms. Sadly, divine intervention didn't
go so far as helping me carry it to the listening room
because it's the size and weight of asmall stone temple.
The SC-LX90 is Pioneer's statement of intent at the
upper echelons of the AV amplifier market, sharing
the same piano- black fascia and cosmetic cues as
the company's top- end plasma screens. And there's
no denying it's abit of alooker. The fit and finish is
exemplary, the styling subtly sophisticated for such a
massive beast and the cabinet surpasses even Denon's
battleship AVC-A1HD for sheer build quality.
Internally the design runs to the usual extremes
of Japanese hi-fidelity fastidiousness and sumptuous
component choice. The result is nearly 36kg of AV
processor/preamp and ten channels of power claiming
140W into 8ohm. Unlike the direct competition, the
Denon and Yamaha's DSP-Z11, the SC-LX70 uses Class
D ICEpower modules rather than traditional Class A/B

kicking. On the down-side there is little on- board video

analogue power stages.
This ought to reduce weight, size and power
consumption - atheory somewhat denied by its sheer
mass and the sizeable cooling fans. The reason is

processing aside from simple analogue video upconversion to HDMI. But if you have adecent source and

explained by the Susano's sonic prowess, says Pioneer

ones. For starters you actually have to power- up and
assign speaker outputs ( simply numbered L1- L5 and R1R5) before powering down to connect the speakers.
Not only is the on- screen menu arather dull, simple

(albeit in a 10- page PDF document rather than in those
few words). Not only is this aTHX Ultra2 Plus approved
amp, it carries the AIR Studios ' Monitor reference' seal
of sonic approval - its highest recognition.
A TINY GRIPE OR TWO...
In terms of features, the answer is 'yes it does' to almost
every question that starts ' does it...?'. The complete list
can be found taking up afair hunk of Pioneer's website
but it would be rude not to mention the cutting-edge
1.3a HDMI connectivity and the legacy RF AC3 input
should your old Pioneer LD player still be alive and

decent display this is rather amoot point anyway.
Perhaps my only significant gripes are operational

text 7ather than agorgeous GUI, that sexy LCD display
is not what it seems. Unlike older Parasound and Rotel
AV preamps that tave featured LCD screens to display
the input video image, the SC-LX90's screen is aglorified
fascia display. It is actually mono with aswitchable blue
or yellow backlight rather than full-colour and will only
show the operational menus rather thar input video.
This is an oopo -tunity missed for those who like their
multichannel music, because it could have afforded

ABOVE: Ten
assignable
power amps
are joined by
USB, Ethernet
and iLINK
ports, six HDMI
1.3a, seven
optical / four
coax digital ins,
eight analogue
(inc. MM), an
8-channel in and
a 10.2-channel
preamp. Plus
an RF input for
legacy Laserdisc
players!

'Being the last of 2008's tranche of HD
super-amps to grace my listening room,
the Susano had alot to live up to'
access to disc set-up and playback menus without
having to boot- up your TV or projector. Doh!
LAST OF MY SUPER-AMPS
Like all higher- end modern AV hardware, the ' LX90
is also festooned with audio- processing and filtering
ON DISPLAY
This Susano has possibly the most extensive
filtering network of any AV amp to date. The full-fat
multichannel acoustic calibration system offers
multi- point parametric EQ across all channels,
standing wave control, reverb measurement and
full bandwidth phase control. The array of both
manual and automatically variable parameters is
vast and the results can be shown graphically on
the display or dumped to your PC to analyse. But
do we need all this when an amp sounds this good
with all the trickery switched off? Er, probably not.

trickery, Ethernet network connection and DLNA
media streaming compatibility. The filtering is initially
controlled through the auto-set-up routine and fairly
easy to disable when you get the hang of it. However,
the default setting is 'all trickery on' and even if you
switch all this gadgetry off, amere suggestive look
at the menu re-engages the audio equivalent of ABS,
traction control and an annoying beep if your seat belt
isn't fastened. On the up- side, the single remote control
is simple yet superb and far easier to use than Denon's
fancy EL- backlit device.
Being the last of 2008's tranche of HD super-amps to
grace my listening room, the Susano had alot to live c-

AUDIO

FILE
7.3- channel AV

receiver with
Dolby & DTS HD
decoding and 6x
HDMI 1.3. Rated
at 140VV/8ohm
Made by:
Pioneer Corp
Supplied by:
Pioneer GB
Telephone:
01753 789789
Web: wwvv.
pioneer.co.uk
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AV AMPLIFIER TEST

RIGHT: Pioneer's
flagship AV amp

up to: Yamaha had to send the boys round to relieve

is driven from

me of the ' 211 sample, and Iloved Denon's AVC-A1HD
so much Isold my car to buy one. Setting- up the SC-

this on-screen
setup menu

LX90 in 7.2 mode afforded the use of twin subwoofers
and maximum power, aclaimed 7x200W, to the main

displayed via

system. Large speakers all-round negated any possible

the 5.1in LCD

dilatory effects of bass management and the auto- setup
routine was point perfect on speaker distances and
relative levels.

monitor that
crowns its fascia

e

RIDING THE STORM

It seemed fitting that the first blood went to ' Riders on

the Storm' from The Doors' LA Woman. It might be old
and recorded way back in an analogue-only age, but the
track's opening rumble of thunder and ripple of rain can
send shivers down your spine. The Susano simply nails
it. In Pure Direct mode, receiving an analogue feed from
the CD player, it creates amassive sound that is wholly

'The sound is immediate, attentiongrabbing and forthright but manages to
avoid excess in any particular area'
BELOW: The two

imposing in its sheer solidity. The rain washes over you

massive rotary

in waves before the infectious bass guitar rhythm and

encoders scroll
through different

Manzarek's signature keyboards fill the room. Even at
modest volumes this amp sets out its stall as full-bodied

input selections
and volume

and weighty, and further up the volume scale it simply
takes over the room with asumptuous presence.

adjustment.
Secondary

EYE WATERING STEREO

caused by producer Bruce Botnick pushing the levels
on the original analogue master, is perfectly preserved.
Stereo separation is eye-wateringly good, the left- right
switchback keyboards in The Changeling emerging over
ametre outside the speaker placement on both sides.
Morrison's voice is glued to the centre stage but the
Susano takes no prisoners with the near 40-year-old
recording in this respect. The slight nasal character to
his articulation that many of the studio albums suffered
is laid bare. The effect is to move the vocal physically
back into the soundstage. Ifind this actually adds to the
ambience of the work and defines the era in which it

MCACC controls,

The sound is immediate, attention-grabbing and

surround modes
and setup

forthright but manages to avoid excess in any particular
area. The bass extends way, way down into gizzard-

navigation is all

wobbling territory. It has an addictive tautness and

hidden away
beneath a

was created, rather than detracting from it — although
it's damned rare for an AV amp to resolve this in any
meaningful way.

seemingly the ability to elicit another half an octave out
of your loudspeakers. Riders' hard upper keyboard notes

drop-down flap

And it's not just crusty- old drug-fuelled rock and roll
at which the Pioneer impresses. Tori Amos's seriously

are rendered pitch- perfect and the recorded distortion,

moody Strange Little Girls is glorious in its richness and
warmth. Her version of Joe Jackson's ' Real Men' is full of
Amos's scale and vocal dexterity and the Pioneer tracks
the dynamic with pitch- perfect precision. The haunting
cover of Slayer's ' Raining Blood' is equally intense and
enveloping, with Amos's vocal emerging from the
growling backing track like abeacon.
It's no secret that previous Pioneer AV amps have
been abit up-front and toppy for my liking but the
Susano firmly puts that criticism to rest. Isuspect some
may even find the SC-LX90 alittle too robust in the bass
and mid- bass. However Ifound that it doesn't take long
to warm to that extra grunt, and revel in the articulation
and tonal separation across the LF range.
Also of note, the perceived sonic differences
between listening to CD through the Pioneer's standard
analogue input mode (with all filtering switched off) and
its Pure Direct mode is unusually slim. As it's rather good
in either mode Iwould suggest this says alot about the
refinement of its internal design.

MULTICHANNEL MAYHEM...
And so to multichannel, with the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra playing Aaron Copland's
Appalachian Spring in 5.1 channel Dolby TrueHD on Bluray. Now, given the choice between listening to Copland
for pleasure or chiselling my toes off with aspoon: it's
aclose call. But the Pioneer's monstrous presence lets
the orchestra come alive in the room and demands your G.>
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"The Missions combine warmth,
transparency, strong bass, an
even tonal balance and
smooth clear treble."
David Berriman
Hi Fi News - Oct 08

hnews
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IAG House Sovereign Court
Ermine Business.Park Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE29 6XU

T01480 447700
F01480 431767
www.mission.co.uk
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WHEN

ONLY THE

BEST WILL

GET MORE FRO
YOUR VI\YL COLLECTIO\
Michell Engineering represents traditional
British craftsmanship. For over 30 years, the
family- owned business has hand-crafted
exquisitely engineered turntables, designed
to extract the wealth of information buried
deep within the grooves of vinyl records.
When you invest in aMichell turntable you

involved in its creation.
The Michell range includes the Gyro SE,
Orbe SE, TecnoDec,TecnoArm Aand HR
Power Supply.

Norwich •
01603 767605

Bedford •
01234 272779

Nottingham - Sherwood
0115 911 2121

GYRO SF

Brighton - Hove
01273 733338

Oxford
01865 241773

Based entirely on the GyroDec, but without

Bristol
0117 974 3727

Peterborough
01733 897697

the costly acrylic plinth and dustcover, the

Bromley •
020 8290 1988

Plymouth
01752 226011

Gyro SE brings the same qualities in amore

Cambridge
01223 304770

Poole
01202 671677

affordable and compact package. AGyro SE

Chelsea
020 7352 9466

Reading
0118 959 7768

Cheltenham
01242 241171

Sevenoaks •
01732 459555

Epsom
01372 720720

Sheffield
0114 255 5861

Spider chassis, suspended stable subchassis

Exeter
01392 218895

Southampton
023 8033 7770

Massive acrylic/vinyl platter of high inertia,

Glasgow
0141 332 9655

Southgate
020 8886 2777

with gold-plated brass weights

GuHdford
01483 536666

Swindon
01793 610992

Inverted oil-pumping bearing

Holborn
020 7837 7540

Swiss Cottage •
020 7722 9777

Custom arm boards available for most

Kingston
020 8547 0717

Tunbridge Wells •
01892 531543

Leeds - Wetherby
01937 586886

Watford
01923 213533

Leicester
0116 253 6567

Weybridge
01932 828525

Lincoln e
01522 527397

» ham - Essex
01376 501733

Optional Orbestyle platter and clamp

Loughton
020 8532 0770

Wolverhampton
01902 312225

Optional dust cover

Maidstone
01622 686366

Yeovil
01935 700078

Finished in silver

Manchester
0161 831 7969

Opening Soon - Dublin
Subject to legal completion

can always be converted into aGyroDec by
purchasing aplinth and dustcover.

tonearms
High-quality standalone DC motor
Optional clamp

MICHELL ENGINEERING
Visit www.SSAV.com today!

Optional HR supply

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

HEAR MICHELL TURNTABLES
AT THE SEVENOAKS STORES MARKED e
Aberdeen
01224 252797

can be certain that the company's founder,
the late John Michell, was personally

DO

VISION

the experts in home entertainment
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LAB

PIONEER

SC-LX90 AV AMPLIFIER / £5000

RESULTS

Class D amplifica:ion remains a
very efficient chdce, but there's
¡till asubstantial power supply
driving the ten ' Direct Energy
-1D' (customised . CEPower400)
lower amplifiers The equally
.ubstantial supply for Pbneer's
digital circuits is located
underneath this 'dubble'l

ABOVE: Pioneer's novei on- screen menu

Beneath this board lies the
09P heart of the SC- 1X90 with
its 2xSHARC EX processors
accommodating all Dolby and
CRS HD audio formats. Video
processing includes an Analog
Devices ADV7802 decoder and
Marvell 88DE2710 de-interlacer
and scaler. Pioneer has chosen
multiple Burr-Browm SRC4192
upisamplers with SACOcompatible
Wolfson WM8741 DACs diving
the analogue outputs
.
- -

is

driven from keypads on either its fascia or
via the matching remote control
full attention. From an absolutely silent background the
violins cut through the room with jaw-dropping dynamic
projection. Even as Iam closing the cutlery drawer
the upright- bass section kicks in with every bit of the
Susano's genuinely storming bass. No integrated AV amp
at any price has exerted such grip and control over my
big Tannoys, and at realistic volume levels the effect is
iced-water-down-the- boxers stunning.

...AND FLAG-WAVING TOO
On the same Dolby sampler disc is Jane Monheit and
John Pizzrelli's version of 'They Can't Take That Away
From Me'. Smoother and more mellow than the Copland
piece, but the Pioneer loses no time in turning the
TrueHD sound into alush tapestry of jazzy ambience.
The rhythm is foot-tappingly infectious with excellent
timing and apace that would embarrass some of the
most fleet-footed two- channel amps. The brushed snare
sits in the mix with wonderful balance, if with perhaps
just alittle too much grain, and Monheit's rich tone
suggests that it is generated deep beneath her ample
bosom. You can almost feel her presence in the room.
Clever recording and production of the piano puts
the instrument to the right side of the stage. The
Pioneer neatly resolves the reverb in the rear channels

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPOle Despite the use of highly efficient Class D
ICEPower technology, the fact that there
are ten modules idling simultaneously along
with enough power-hungry DSP to service
amodern jet fighter, the SC-LX90 ticks over
at 140W. inc reasing by some 240W per
channel with each 2001N/8ohm of output.
With all ten channels running at 200W
each, this adds up to about 2.5kW from the
wall and leaves Pioneer's noisy cooling fan
spinning into overdrive!
In practice each of these ICEpower400
modules will deliver afull 2351/t/i8ohm
and 430W/4ohrn with, as the strictures
of Class D dictate, very Httle headroom
under dynamic conditions. Nevertheless,
the 240W, 480W, 380W and 200W into
8. 4, 2and loh -nloads [ see graph, below
left] is avery close match for the Denon
AVC-A1HD [
HFN, July'08]. The difference
lies in distortion which, while impressively

low at 0.002% through bass and midrange
with peak level digital signals [dashed trace.
graph below right], is fundamentally higher
at - 0.05% from the ICEpower modules at
lkHz/10W. Distortion also climbs with level,
from 0.0016% at 2W through 0.012% at
100W and 0.05% at 200W/8ohm.
The response peaks at 60kHz into
8ohm before dropping away thereafter
but is slightly rolled-off into the very deep
bass (- 1.9c18/10Hz). The 80dB A-wtd SIN
is slightly below average and digital jitter
higher than expected at 710psec. All Dolby,
DIS and bass management modes are
slickly executed, as Iwould expect from
these masters of the DSP art!
Readers may access full QC Suite
reports covering the analogue, digital and
multichannel performance of Pioneer's
SC-LX90 by clicking onto the ' Download'
button at wwwhifinews.co.uk. PM

M IA«

to add precise depth, breadth and height information to
the venue. The effect is aflag-waving advert for
multichannel sound. Better still, this amp manages the
trick at awide range of SPLs rather than just at ASBOinducing ones. Add to this the extensive features, good
looks, fabuious build and neat remote and one can only
describe the Susano as athoroughly storming piece. (
I)
100
Dynamic Power Output »
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SCUND

EOM

The Susano majors on bringing
realistic scale, detail and
solidity to both movies and
music. With awide range of
inputs it manages to eek-

FEATURES

89%

out instrumental nuances
or cinematic effects and
broadcast them with awholly
realistic dynamic. It then gels
the whole set together with
the consummate ease of a
seriously potent amplifier. It's
aserial over-achiever!

BUILD
ECO

85%

106

1k
Freequemy »

tek

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output vs. distortion into 8ohm ( black), 4ohm
(red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green); ABOVE RICHT: Dolby Digital distortion
vs. freq. ( all channels), LPCM (dashed) and analogue 113W/8ohm ( blue infill)

HI- fl NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum power output, tii4ohm (< 1% THD)

2x238 W, 5x220W. 7x210W

Dynamic power (< 1% Th0. 8/4/2/1ohm)

240W / 480W / 380W

r
2x430W

I200W

Output impedance (
20Hz-20kFlz)

0.035-0.02uhm

Frequency response (
analogue)

-0.3d8 to 44.1d8 ( 55kHz): -3d8 at 80k-lz

Distortion (
anaogue/cliçitaL 20-1z-20kHz)

0.025-0.25% / 0.0013-0.017%

A-wtd SIN ratio (
analogue re. OdBW/cligital re. Od3Fs)

80.0d8 / 106.1dB

Digital jitter (
24-bit/48kHz)

710pser
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FILE
BMA/ 8055
Price: £ 1600
Tel: 01903
221800
Web: www.
bowers-wilkins.
COT

Dali Mentor 2
Price: £ 1400
Tel: 0845 644
3537
Web: www.dali.
dk
Focal Electra
1007 S
Price: £ 1699
Tel: 0845 660
2680
Web: www.focal.
tm.fr
Kudos Audio
Cardea Cl
Price: £ 1450
Tel: 0845
4586698
Web: wwvv.
kudosaudio.com
Revel Performa
M22
Price: £ 1700
Tel: 01423
359054
Web: www.
revelspeakers.
COT

e

8

e
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£1450-£1700 LOUDSPEAKERS
Models from B&VV, Dali, Focal, Kudos ALdio and Revel are given aworkout
REVIEWS AND LAB TESTS BY KEITH HOWARD

1

nmy int -oduction to HFN's last speaker group
test in the June issue, Iextolled the key virtue of
floorstanding speakers compared to stand- mounts:

instruments because
of its generally
pcorer transient

that, while occupying the same floor space, they

performance. But
whatever the truth

offered greater internal volume and hence more bass
extension or higher sensitivity - or some trade-off
between the two. So why choose, instead, one of the
five upper-crust stand- mount models on review here?
The tradit onal reason for preferring compact
speakers is obvious from the old adjective used to
describe them: ' bookshelf'. But few readers of this
magazine would do something so crass as : 0 put their
high performance loudspeakers between Cibbons'
Decline and Fall and Titchmarsh's The Kitcten Gardener.
To extract the best from them, most compact speakers
will be used as intended by their designers, on sturdy
stands positioned astride or so away from both bac<
and side walls. Where the space beneath the speaker is,
in effect, squandered.
Small speaker cabinets have their advantages,
though. For astart, they are inherently stiffer than large:.
equivalents znd hence less prone to add colorations
through structural resonance - although by the same

of that - which is
complicated by there
being many different
reflex alignments,
some with markedly
better transient
behaviour than others
-the pragmatic
stance taken by all
five manufacturers
in this test is that

nonlinear distortion)
outweigh the
disadvantages.
As an aside, it is
worth noting in this

because of their smaller enclosed volume. Perhaps

context the role that

because they more closely approximate apoint source,

digital audio has

small speake -salso have areputation for p-oducing

played in shifting

tweeter, whereas floorstanders are often two- and- ahalf-ways or _
hree-ways, and can struggle to sound as
seamlessly integrated, as aresult. It's all swings and
roundabouts, in other words, as is so often the case with

B&W's woven Kevlar
cone causes bending
waves within it
to have different
velocities in different
directions, helping
suppress breakup
resonances

the advantages of
reflex loading ( which
include reduced bass

token they are also subject to higher internal pressures

superior stereo images. And they are generally simp.e
two-way desgns, with just abass- mid driver and

Tweeter module
is compliantly
mounted and
incorporates a
Nautilus i
werted
horn to essipate
rear radiation from
the alumhium dome

'Controversy corrinues to rage
over the relative merits of closed
box and ported bass loading'

speaker design.
REFLEX LOADING
In that previous gioup test Italked of convergent

the goalposts in reflex loading's favour. When LP
ruled, it was common to see the bass

evolution, and it is even more in evidence here. All

drivers of reflex loaded speakers
undergoing large excursions at

five speakers in th sgroup are reflex- loaded designs,

very low frequencies, particularly if

allowing them to achieve acceptable bass extension

the turntable's pickup 7>

without too neavy asacrifice in sensitivity. Controversy
RIGHT: The generously curved back

continues to rage over the relative merits of closed
box and ported bass loading in respect of bass quality,

view of the 8055, one of three

with the latter accused of smearing the sound of bass

bi-wirable designs under scrutiny

CO
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B&W 805S
You don't need acompany logo to identify the 805S, as all the familiar visual cues are
there: separate tweeter module with Nautilus tube for dissipating the aluminium alloy
dome's rear radiation, woven Kevlar bass- mid driver cone, and acabinet with ahorseshoeshaped horizontal cross-section where asingle piece of plywood is formed into 3 broad,
deep loop to join either vertical edge of the flat front baffle. The top panel beneath the
tweeter is slightly crowned too. These curved cabinet walls add stiffness to help suppress
structural resonance, but still further measures are taken internally in the form of B&W's
long-standing Matrix construction, in which alatf ice of intersecting MDF sheets adds
distributed bracing throughout the interior. Other technical features include the bassmid unit's -Balanced Drive' system, in which copper and aluminium rings are deployed to
suppress distortion caused by motion- induced changes in voice coil inductance

-

GROUP TEST

Double-tweeter module
combines ribbon supertweeter
with aconventional dome
tweeter to ensure horizontal
off-axis response is well
maintained to 20kHz

Dali aims to make its speakers
present easy-to-drive loads.
This is assisted in the Mentor 2
by compensation of the usual
impedance peak and phase
shift at the dome tweeter's
fundamental resonance

to crossover design, different cabinet shapes. For
instance, while the UM 805S, Focal Electra 1007 S
and Revel Performa M22 all use metal dome tweeters
-made of aluminium alloy in the first two instances,
titanium in the third - the Kudos Cardea Cl and Dali
both have soft dome units instead.

TITANIUM yALUMINIUM
By the way, titanium is not superior to aluminium as a
tweeter diaphragm material whatever its aerospace
and F1 credentials might suggest. Many years ago
JBL ( Revel's partner in Harman Audio) got rather
steamed up at my promulgating this notion, but it is a
straightforward and incontrovertible matter of Young's
Modulus, density and the bending velocity of thin
sheets. Proof is apparent in the ultrasonic frequency
responses of the metal- dome models in this group, the
UN tweeter having its primary ultrasonic breakup
resonance at 30kHz while the Revel's, at 22kHz, is only
just above the nominal audible frequency range, causing
its high treble response to be lifted as aresult.
Titanium domes have also been shown to

arm effective mass and cartridge compliance were less
than optimally matched. The cone displacement could
easily be sufficient to move the voice coil out of its
linear operating range, thereby negating one of reflex
loading's theoretical advantages. As aresult, closed box
bass loading was often preferred, since the infra- bass
hash from vinyl disc generated much lower amplitudes
of cone movement.
Today's digital audio hegemony has changed all that.
CDs don't produce the high levels of infra- bass that were
once the norm due to record ripples, and removing this

generate sub- harmonic frequencies when driven hard,
although that probably isn't relevant here. In case
you're wondering, the Focal's ultrasonic response
has, curiously, adip at around 30kHz rather than a

'Tonally, the sound offered by the
Dali Mentor 2s could hardly have
been more different'

problem has been amajor fillip to the fortunes of the

peak, suggesting that an electrical network has been

reflex loaded loudspeaker. Compact sealed box speakers

incorporated to quell the dome resonance.

are now quite ararity as aresult - although if you still
use LP as aprimary music source you should at least

All stand- mount speakers depend on the stand they

consider bucking the reflex loading trend and seek out
the closed box models that remain.

are used with to deliver of their best. Although the
speaker stand has apassive role, it is no exaggeration
to say that it can make or break the sonic performance

All these speakers bar one are also classic two-way
designs, featuring abass- mid driver and dome tweeter,
with the crossover between them set in the region of
3KHz. The exception is the Dali Mentor 2, which is a

of the speaker placed atop it. So it's essential to include
the price of agood stand in your financial calculations,
which can easily add £ 200-E300 to the price of
the speakers themselves. All good stands are, in my

three-way, but with adifference in that its third driver
is asupertweeter, which takes over from the dome

experience, metal and heavy, with sand
and/or lead shot used to damp resonances

tweeter above 12kHz. This helps maintain off-axis
oJtput up to 20kHz, allowing the Mentor 2s to fire

assembled and offer the opportunity to

straight down the listening room as Dali recommends.
(The reasons for this are explained in the Mentor 2's
box-out below.)

in their uprights. If stands have to be
incorporate sand, then spend afiver at your
local builders' merchant to buy sufficient
sand to fill them. Yes, it's amessy job. Yes, it

These common traits notwithstanding, there are

takes time when all you really want to do is

enough detail differences among this group to keep the

listen to your new speakers. But you won't

mix interesting: different materials, different approaches

regret the paltry sum and minor effort

DaLi Mentor 2
As we've explained in these pages on anumber of previous occasions, Dali takes a
distinctive stance on speaker positioning that, pardon the pun, reflects back into the
design of its products. Some speaker makers regard room reflections as an evil they would
rather do without. Dali, on the other hand, considers lateral room reflections in particular
to be desirable, provided that they have aspectral content sufficiently similar to the
sound reaching the listener's ears direct. Because most loudspeakers become increasingly
directional at high frequencies, this generally isn't the case - lateral reflections from the
room's side-walls being bass-heavy/treble-light as aresult. Dali tackles this two ways:
first by recommending that its speakers are aligned to fire straight down the listening
room rather than toed- in towards the listening position, and second by ensuring that its
speakers achieve the desired frequency response at 30° off their forward axis.
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BELOW:
The Dali is a
rear ported
two-way,
bi-wirable
design featuring
adouble
tweeter module

This . nverted Al/Mg tweeter
dome is flush- mounted into
abaffle-wide curved metal
mountmg plate. A protective
grille is supplied but this is
easily removed

extra cable. Even better is bi-amping if you have the
requisite additional power amps as well, since the sonic
improvements are often very worthwhile. Indeed,
bi-amping can be acost-effective upgrade path. Because
it helps realise the full performance of many speakers,
Iused bi-amping for this review wherever possible, the
power amplifiers being afour- pack of Exposure XVIII
Monos. But Iused single-amping as well to represent
more typical use.
Only with the Focal Electras and Revel Performas
was bi-amping impossible as they each provide just a
single set of input terminals, and presumably do so quite
deliberately. It was the same with the ( cheaper) Focal
Chorus 716 Vs in our last group review - but that didn't
stop them winning the test.

Weictity MDF cabinet
is 50mm thick in places
to suppress structural
resonalces and sculpted to
reduce diffraction effects
horn tte baffle edges

involved, which will more than repay you in enhanced
sound quality.
If you use the stands on acarpeted floor, make sure,
too, that they are fitted with long, sharp spikes capable
of penetrating to the hard floor beneath. And take care
adjusting these - and tightening their locknuts - so that
each stand is as stable as possible. If the supplied spikes
are too short or have awide cone angle that prevents
them piercing the carpet, then buy some superior
aftermarket replacements. ( Most ' stardard' spikes
use either M6 or M8 threads - be sure which fit your
stands before ordering.) If you don't take this trouble
over setup then some of your speakers' performance
potential will be squandered - and you'll have only
yourself to blame ,ftheir sound falls short of what I
describe below!
Iused apair of old four- upright Huygens stands
for this review. Although no longer available, they

e

STARTING WITH ELLA

For the detailed listening comparisons Isettled on using

four very different pieces of music, mostly from CD
-all of them well recorded and of high musical quality.
In other words, not ' audiophile' recordings per se.
Simplest of all in its content was ' ICried For You' from
Intimate Ella, a 1960 recording of Ella Fitzgerald giving
silky if emotionally restrained performances of mostly
melancholic standards, accompanied only by Paul
Smith at the piano [ Verve 839 838-2]. Also simple in its

'The Focal Electra 1007 Sreturned
something of the liquidity and warmth
of the 805S but with extra clarity'
musical forces was Schubert's Lieder ohne Worte (
Songs
Without Words) on cello and piano, but emotionally
highly charged in the hands of Mischa Maisky and Dana
Horova on DG [ 449 817-2]. Upping the complexity,

BELOW:
Focal's sculpted
enclosure

Duke Robillard's 'Albi Ain't Here' from After Hours Swing

involves cabinet
wall thicknesses

Session [
NETCD 0033] is, as the album title suggests,
apiece of accomplished but relaxed swing, featuring

of up to 50mm.
Like the Revel,

epitomise the dreadnought approach to speaker stand

Robillard's electric guitar accompanied by bass, piano,

it's anon

design, having more than enough weigit in themselves
to punch spikes through carpet, even before the speaker

drums and wind. Last up, and the only 24/96 recording

bi-wirable

of the four, was the spritely opening March, K189,

speaker

is placed on top. At 460mm high they are alittle short

from Linn Records' Mozart Serenades,

foi the smaller models here but Iadjusted my listening

performed with gusto by the

height accordingly.

Scottish Chamber Orchestra under

As Ihabitually do, Iplaced three large Michell
Tenderfoot cones between the stand top plate and the
underside of the speaker cabinets.
With speakers that have asplit crossover it can also
pay to experiment with wire links rather than solid metal
links between the input terminals if you are using them
single-wired, or with bi-wiring if you have the necessary

Alexander laniczek.
Ibegan the listening with
the Ella Fitzgerald track. For this
exercise in vocal minimalism to
work at its best, it is essential that
the speakers do absolutely nothing
to call attention to themselves C.

Focal Electra 1007 S
If the B&W 805S takes asophisticated approach to the control of cabinet structural
resonances, the Electra 1007 Sadopts amore brute-force solution in the form of MDF
enclosure walls up to 50mm in thickness. More than any other of the speakers here, the
Electra also uses complex shapes - acurved front battle and chamfered side panels - to
minimise the diffraction effects caused by secondary radiation of sound from the front
baffle edges, where in aconventional box- shaped cabinet the expanding wavefront
encounters asudden change in radiation impedance. A significant body of opinion in the
audio industry holds that the resulting short- delay reflections have no significant audible
effect, even though their energy may only be 20dB or so below that of the direct sound
from the speaker's drive units. To judge from the effort and expense Focal has put into
reducing this effect in the Electra 1007 S, it would seem that it thinks otherwise.
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Like the Da ,i, the Cl has
asoft-dome tweeter. A
high-end Excel unit from
SEAS, it features in many
more expensive speakers
than this one

the Mentor 2s. It can be difficult sometimes to tell

BELOW:

the difference between mic aberrations and speaker

The Kudos Cl

aberrations but was some of that breathy coloration
of Ella's voice down to the Cis? If so it's tempting

allows for

to ascribe it to this speaker's uneven presence band
response. This apart, the sound was essentially open,
even and insightful. Bi-amping elicited amore spacious,
but at the same time more precise, soundstage and

bi-wiring while
its 12- litre
cabinet sports a
rear-firing port

delivered greater transparency, but that coloration
stood out more.
flex-loaded 180mm
bass-mid driver has
adoped paper cone,
cast chassis and 39mm
diameter voice coil for
high power handling

CROSS OVER CROSSOVER
Substituting the Focal Electra 1007 Ss returned
something of the liquidity and warmth of the 805Ss but
with alittle extra clarity - even compared to the B&Ws
bi-amped. That breathy coloration was still in evidence
but better controlled than via the Cardea C1s and,
not for the first time with Focals, Iwas left wondering,
frustratedly, how much more might be extracted from
them via asplit crossover. I'm resigned to the fact that
I'll probably never know.
Its high treble rise aside, the Revel Performa M22

in respect of midrange coloration or sibilant emphasis,
while delivering astable, spacious stereo image and not
clouding the piano sound in any way.
First up was the B&W 8055, aspeaker Ihave used
on-and- off at home for the past two years. Its stock- intrade is acreamy midrange coupled with an unusually
clean and delicate, albeit slightly prominent, treble.
True to form, Ella's honeyed tones were sumptuously
delivered, without any sibilant emphasis or spininess,
but with the single-amped connection there was some
homogenising of the otherwise spacious soundstage.
Changing to bi-amped mode wrought asubstantial
improvement, adding clarity to both voice and piano
without denuding the sound's inherent voluptuousness.
I'd have turned the lights down low, poured aslug of
scotch and settled in for the whole disc - but it was 3
o'clock in the afternoon. Shame...
Tonally, the sound offered by the Dali Mentor 2s
could hardly have been more different. Firing straight
down the room as recommended rather than being
toed- in towards the listener, they delivered amuch less
sumptuous sound, lacking chest tones on the vocal
and being atouch clangy on the piano. Overall the
result was less inviting, less cogent and more obviously
'hi-fi' - some of the magic was dissipated. Arguably the
sound was better single-amped than bi-amped, as the

has the flattest on- axis frequency response of the
group and this was immediately apparent from the
opening piano break, which had atonal neutrality
unique among the group. But, expectations raised, I

'Best of all was the Kudos, which
combined apretty neutral tonal
balance with good clarity'
was alittle disappointed with the M22's vocal delivery
which sounded atouch constrained, both spatially and
dynamically. Iexperimented with the treble control,
eventually settling on the - 0.5dB setting as giving the
optimum balance. But that sense of effortless musical
flow epitomised by the Focal was never quite matched.
Next in the player tray was the Schubert, albeit
upsampled to 24/96 and authored to DVD-A by Cirlinca
Solo - aprocess which helps cut through this track's
almost ( but not quite) excessive reverberation and so
delineate more clearly the intensity
of the cello playing. Any speaker
short on resolution will reverse
this process, dulling the impact of
Maisky's full-on performance.
For this track Itook the speakers

latter's enhanced resolution added to the sense of the
presentation being over-etched.

in reverse order, beginning with the

Hooking up the Kudos Cardea Cis delivered a
compromise. The sound still wasn't as smoochy as
with the 805Ss but neither was it as austere as with

Revel. The M22's tonal neutrality
bore fruit on this track. Whereas the
speakers with mild presence band (+>

Kudos Audio Cardea Cl
If you know Kudos Audio at all, it is probably as amanufacturer of speaker stands rather
than boxes to go on top of them. Founded in 1991, its first product was the well- received
5100 speaker stand, which was followed thereafter by the less costly and popular S50. Now
Kudos has diversified into manufacturing loudspeakers as well, beginning with the fourmodel Cardea range of which the Cl is the entry-level model. A small manufacturer like
Kudos doesn't have the R&D and manufacturing resources of big industry players like B&W,
Focal and Revel, so the Cl's engineering story is less littered with acronyms and trademarks
than is the case with other speakers in this group. Instead Kudos takes the well-tried route
of carefully marrying externally sourced drivers with an internally designed crossover and
cabinet, relying on meticulous attention to detail and sharp pairs of ears to offset the
engineering clout of the larger companies with which it competes.
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FROM THE VALLEYS - TO THE UNIVERSE...
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Audio Destination
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Guildford Audio
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KJ West One
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Music Matters, Solihull
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Synergy AV Ltd.

The Green Room
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T: 01260-280017
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Entertainment Solutions
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T: 01484 516670
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The world's finest Full- Range
Electrostatic Line Source
Loudspeaker is here...

FREE
UK DELIVERY,
INSTALLATION
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THE CLX MODEL*
'sliect to Iccahon /
distance

The n?agic of

electrostatics

An ele:trostatic is aspecial breed of speaker, capable
of extraordinary, compellingly realistic rep-aduction. Ir
certain cruci::1 respects, good electrostatic loudspeakers
are just bette- than anything else available.
Hear aMart.nLogan electrostatic properly set up in
agood environment by Guildford Audio, and the
difference wit be immediately apparent - no explanation
required
Full MartinLogan range available and trade- nof your
existing loudspeakers always considered... pease call to
discuss.
To discover more about MartinLogan, call Trevor Martin
at Guildlord Audio today on:

+44 (0)1483 537 577.
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AND SETUP ON

design:

4oen

Supported by Guildford Audio

Titanium dome tweeter
features an advanced
co-polymer surround and
Ferrofluid cooling to aid
power handling and reduce
dynamic compression, is
magnetically shielded

The B&W was, oh, so smooth but dragged the rhythm
slightly and lacked alittle vital crispness, despite having
the cleanest cymbal sound. The Dali ploughed its
familiar bright furrow, avoiding ponderousness with its
tidy bass but lacking the weight and warmth required
for this music to project its easy flow.
Nimbler on its feet than the B8.W, the Focal was also
less suave and sophisticated, with aless distinguished

The 6.5-inch bass-mid unit
features Revel's proprietary
Organic Ceramic Composite
cone material and has a
50mm edge-wound voice
coil for high power handling

treble. Best of all was the Kudos, which combined a
pretty neutral tonal balance with good clarity and
effortless dynamics. Similarly neutral to the Kudos
but with aweightier bass, the Revel again fell short
dynamically, lacking the Cl's beguiling dynamic flow.

McMOZART
And so to the last of my chosen tracks. If anything is
going to go awry with the early Mozart piece, it is
likely to sound in your face to the point of harshness.
The Scottish Chamber Orchestra's playing is both
energetic and committed, and the lively church acoustic
obviates the dryness of some of Linn's other orchestral

suck- outs - the B8.W and Focal - sounded alittle soft,
the Revel cut through the reverb to deliver asolid and
believable piano and cello sound. There wasn't quite
the transparency that allows the cello sound to soar and
sing over the very best speakers, but this was agood,
balanced performance.

recordings, but the sound can grate and send you
reeling for the volume control if the loudspeaker has any
harshness in its makeup.
The Revel kept this track's incipient harshness
just in check but didn't quite do full justice to the
expansiveness of the acoustic or the spiritedness of

neutrality of the Revel but with alittle extra elasticity of

'The inherent warmth of its sound
helped it portray auniquely big sound,
both spatially and dynamically'

dynamics that Ipreferted. Ianticipated that bi-amping
the Cl would raise : he oar another notch but in fact I

the playing. Both were abit understated. The Focal

BELOW:

preferred the more coherent, if slightly clouded sound

delivered amuch larger, warmer acoustic and enhanced

The Revel has

of the single- amp connection.

dynamics, and kept the harshness issue well in check.

rear- mounted

The Dali's inherently bright balance was less of a
handicap on this track, allowing its wide, deep stereo
image to be more fuly appreciated, and it lapped up

Straight after the Focal the Kudos seemed alittle
small-scale but after my ears had adapted to its leaner
tonal balance Iagain appreciated its fine handling of
large- and small-scale dynamics. Despite its inherent

rotary switches
for room

In comparison the Focals generated alarger, warmer
acoustic but there was alittle fuzzing of both the piano
and the cello sound, which denuded the musical thrust.
Substituting the Carcea C1almost returned the tonal

bi-amping which added solidity as well as extra clarity to
the sound. But there's no escaping that the Mentor 2is
tonally non- neutral, wh.ch ultimately detracts from the
naturalness of its portrayal.
As already indicated, the B&W produced asofter
sound than the Revel but, particularly in bi-amped

brightness the Dali was just clean enough in the treble
to avoid harshness and impressed with

placement
sound
optimisation

its large image and good dynamic
contrasts. But, once again, awarmer

mode, there was atouch of magic about it that the

tonal balance would confer some
welcome additional weight and make

others lacked, the big- boned cello portrayal in particular

for aless edge of the seat listening

having ahypnotic musical effect.
None of the group maGe areally good fist of the

experience. The B&W's sound was atad
soft, suppressing the level of analysis,

Duke Robillard track, which at its best combines aclarity

but the inherent warmth of its sound

and laidback rhytimical coherence that sum to skilled
but chilled music-making 1hat's infectiously enjoyable.

helped it portray auniquely big sound,
both spatially and dynamically. C
,›

Revel Performa M22
An unusual feature of the Performa M22, particularly in this day and age, is that it has
twin rotary switches on the rear panel above its single pair of input terminals. The left one
of these, as you face them, controls shelving of the bass response to allow the speaker
to be used eithei flush-mounted in awall niche ( nominally 2- pi radiation angle) or stand
mounted in free space ( nominally 4- pi radiation angle). The review pair were used at
the latter setting for all the listening and measurements. To the right, the second rotary
switch is afive- position affair that controls treble level in 0.5dB steps from - 1to + 1dB, the
central zero position being nominally flat. A control of this sort can help fine-tune treble
balance across arange of rooms from acoustically dead to acoustically live, but switches
in loudspeakers are controversial, as they represent apotential source of sound quality
degradation and unreliability.
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We've cherry picked

We're afriendly bunch who have auditioned hundreds of
speakers, amps, turntables, cd players and plasmas to find the
best of the best. Now it's your turn to come and listen for
yourself and decide which of the best is best for you.
Unilet offers you the pick of the crop - with no organic fertiliser
(otherwise known as bulls**t).

Unilet
SOUND+VISION

hi-fi • audio-visual • multi- room specialists
Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820

Tel: 020 8942 9567

BA DA The Pick of the Crop

www.uniletnet

Acoustic Energy • Arcam • Audio Lab • B&W • Bryston • Chord • Chord Cable • Denon • Dynayector

Electrocompaniet • Esoteric • Heed • KEF • Lehmann • Marantz • Meridien • Michell • Mission • Mordaunt Short • Musical Fidelity
Onkyo • Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • Plinius • PM C • Primare • ProAc • Pro-ject • Quad • REL • Roksan • Rotel • SME • Sonos
Spendor • Stax • Tannoy • TEAC • Wilson Benesch • Wharfedale • Yamaha

GROUP TEST

LOUDSPEAKERS VERDICT
First to fall in the final assessment is the

disappoint. But it lacks the je ne sais quoi

The B&W's sophistication of sound is

Dali Mentor 2. Although this loudspeaker

that turns agood speaker into agreat one.

unchallenged here and though it can be a
little lumpen in the upper bass and lacking

generates an expansive soundstage and

Now the calls become tougher. The Focal

avoids any upper-bass/lower-mid cloying,
errs on the side of tonal warmth but has
that rising response trend makes it just too
an easier way with dynamics and projects
bright to deliver low-fatigue enjoyment over alarger stereo image. It might seem to
awide musical canon.
offer the best compromise here but Ifelt it
Revel's Performa M22, by contrast,
is the most tonally neutral speaker here
and, assessed in isolation, is unlikely to
B&W 805S

wasn't quite special enough.

The Kudos doesn't do beguiling but its
more neutral tonal balance and fine grasp
of dynamics make it amusically rewarding

The B&W and Kudos sound so unalike,
but each impresses in different ways.

DALI MENTOR 2

in presence, on the right material it beguiles
like Scheherazade.

FOCAL ELECTRA 1007 S

partner, particularly where rhythm is avital
component of the music. (1)

KUDOS CARDEA Cl

REVEL PERFORMA M22

SOUND

78%
BUILD

75%

B&W 8055

DALI MENTOR 2

FOCAL ELECTRA 1007 S

KUDOS CARDEA Cl

REVEL PERFORMA M22

B&W claims a88dB sensitivity
for the 8055 but we were
unable to match that with pink
noise and music-shaped figures
of 85.9dB and 85.3dB. The
805S is an easy amplifier load
with aminimum impedance
modulus of 4.6ohm at ahigh
19.5kHz and worst-case EPDR
(equivalent peak dissipation
resistance) of 2.5ohm at
8.5kHz. Pair matching is
excellent at ± 0.8dB and
frequency response error
low at ± 3.9 and ± 4.2dB
respectively, the trend being
slightly concave with amildly
shelved-up high treble. The
cumulative spectral decay
waterfall suggests some
breakup resonance linked with
aresponse notch at 1kHz. KH

Dali's claims of 86.5dB
sensitivity is slightly below our
87.0dB mean but, because of
the Mentor's rising response
trend, the pink noise and
music-shaped figures are lower
at 85.0 and 84.6dB. This also
accounts for slightly elevated
response errors of ± 4.8 and
±5.4dB but these may be
reduced on the intended
listening axis. A minimum
impedance modulus of 5.6ohm
at 156Hz and EPDR of 3.2ohm
at 100Hz make this an easy
load, in part because Dali's
crossover includes impedance
compensation for the tweeter
resonance. The CSD waterfall
indicates breakup resonances
associated with response peaks
at about 800Hz and 2kHz. KH

Of this group, the Electra
posted the largest disparity
between its claimed sensitivity
(89dB) and the figures we
recorded, which were all
3-4dB lower. With aminimum
impedance of 4.1ohm at
202Hz the Electra looks to be
easy to drive but ahigh phase
angle results in aminimum
EPDR of 2.0ohm at 120Hz, so
this is actually the toughest
amplifier load in the group.
Pair matching was first-class
at ± 1.0dB and the response
errors low at ± 3.3 and ± 4.0dB
due to alargely flat response
trend but for a3dB shelf-down
between 2.5 and 4.5kHz. The
CSD waterfall is one of the
best, with breakup resonances
well suppressed. KH

Kudos' 87dB specification for
its Cardea C Iaccords well
with our mean of 87.3dB. Pink
noise and music-shaped figures
are slightly lower at 86.0 and
85.6dB because the Cl has a
gently rising response trend.
Frequency response errors are
fine at ±4.6 and ± 4.1dB and
would have peen lower but
for suck-outs between 1.7 and
3.3kHz, and 6kHz and 10kHz.
With aminimum impedance
modulus of 6.8ohm at 11.7kHz
and EPDR of 3.7ohm at 6.2kHz,
the Cl presents the easiest
amplifier load of the group.
The CSD wa:erfall shows fast
tweeter deny apart from a
resonance at 17kHz but there
are some midrange modes
between 700Hz and 2kHz. KH

Revel claims 85dB sensitivity
for the M22, close to our
pink noise figure of 84.7dB.
The music-shaped figure falls
to 83.9dB as an ultrasonic
tweeter resonance occurs
just above 20kHz, causing a
rising treble response. This also
accounts for response errors of
±6.4 and ± 6.2dB. Otherwise
the on-axis response was the
flattest of the group, and pair
matching excellent at ± 0.9dB.
A minimum impedance of
4.8ohm implies an easy load
but high phase angles reduce
the minimum EPDR to 2.2ohm
at 116Hz. The CSD waterfall
is deceptively clean because
it accommodates the rising
treble response, but breakup
modes are well suppressed. KH

Cumulatnre spectral decay (waterfall) plot

Cumulatwe spectral decay (waterfall) plot

Cumulative spectral decay (waterfall) plot

Cumulatme spectral decay (waterfall) plot

Cumulative spectral decay (waterier) plot

TEST PARAMETERS IMODEL

DALI MENTOR 2

ISM 8055

FOCAL ELECTRA 1007 S

KUDOS CARDEA Cl

REVEL PERFORM 22

Sensitivity (mean/lEC/ music)

86.8dB / 85.9d8 / 85.3dB

87.0dB / 85.0dB / 84.6dB

85.8dB / 85.6dB / 85.0d8

87.3dB I86.0dB / 85.6dB

86.9dB / 84.7d8 / 83.9dB

Impedance modulus (
min/max)

4.6ohm @ 19.5kHz 1
31.5ohm @ 1.9kHz

5.6ohm@ 156Hz /
18.7ohm@ 70Hz

4.105m @ 202Hz 1
26.8ohm @ 32Hz

6.8ohm @ 11.7kHz 1
39ohm @ 1.8kHz

4.8ohm @ 186Hz /
52ohm @ 28Hz

-51° @ 4.0kHz / 46°@ 24Hz

-37°@ 82Hz / 33° @ 20Hz

-59° @ 96Hz 146°@ 780Hz

-48° @ 3.5kHz I39° @ 748Hz

-63°@ 82Hz / 58°@ 24Hz

±3.9d131 t4.2dB

t4.8dB 1t5.4(113

t3.3dB 1±4.0d8

t4.6dB 1t4.1dB

±6.4d8 It6.2dB

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±0.8dB

±2.5c18

t1.0dB

±1.7d13

±0.9c18

Bass/Treble extension (-6dB)

44Hz / >40kHz

41Hz / >40kHz

55Hz / 29.5kHz/28.8kHz

51Hz 136.3kHz/35.4kHz

40Hz / >40kHz

THD 100Hzi 1
kHz110kHz (90d8 eInv

0.7% / 1.5% / < 0.1%

1.2% I0.7% I0.3%

0.4%1 0.2%1 0.1%

0.8% 10.3% 10.2%

0.4%1 < 0.1%1 0.1%

Impedance phase (
min/max)
_.
Freq. resp. error (
200Hz-20kHz)
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A classic returns, updated and improved.
The new A-Series from Musical Fidelity.
Ask your audio dealer or visit musicalfidelity.com

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.
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Big sonic improvements at small prices.
The new V-Series accessories from Musical Fidelity.
Ask your audio dealer or visit musicalfidelity.com

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

AMPLIFIER TEST

Korean Spice
EMILLÉ IiI-40L (£4800)

Not French but aclassic push-pull
valve amplifier dressed in
post-modern architecture

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

50 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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Review: Hi Fi News team

Lab Report: Paul Miller

S

urfing the wave of new and innovative Far
Eastern valve products, Emillé looks set to ride
atube of its own with the visually stunning
KI-40L. The Far East has been producing quality

components for many years ( see boxout for company
history). However in recent years, as the world has
shrunk thanks to the internet, an opportunity has
opened up for us to try exotic fare on offer from the
likes of Shanling and now Korean company Emillé.
Part amplifier, part sculpture this physically imposing
component is rated at just 40W/ch and forms part of a
five-strong range. The KI-40L, like the other beautifully
crafted pieces that make up the series, would not look
out of place at Garrard the jewellers. It is joined by two

the amplifier is slightly wider than it is deep; confuse the

more stereo amplifiers, one rated at 70W/ch the other
at 120W/ch. Also jostling for the prize of ' King of Bling'
are two monoblocks, one sporting the legendary 300B

width and depth as we did and you'll be faced with a

ABOVE: Five
single- ended

second lift to put things right. Once set up correctly, the
combination boasts acommanding presence.

inputs are
separated

triodes and rated at 10W and the other apowerhouse

We used two different sets of speakers for this
test: the JBL LS40s and and apair home-grown Fostex

120W model, utilising 6550 pentodes.
Common to all Emillé amplifiers ( by the way, Emillé

back- loaded horns. The JBLs offer an 87dB sensitivity

is pronounced em-ee-leh) is the ability to conveniently
adjust the bias on the power valves via trimpots that

with a6ohm load impedance; the Fostex 96dB and
8ohm. The JBLs are generously- sized standmounts and

can be found on the front of the amplifier. The KI-40L
is dual- mono in construction and utilises ' Japan Blue
Velvet' volume controls from Alps.

were positioned on heavy open-frame stands. We also
listened to the KI-40L in two rooms, one measuring
3x4m, the other larger at 5x5m. QED Genesis Silver
Spiral single-wired speaker cable was used throughout.

your breath away. Integral to the chassis, with its
striking anodised aluminium finish, are aPerspex top
and front cover, which double as valve protection. The
amplifier weighs in at 38kg and demands aherniainducing lift to manoeuvre it into position on the
dedicated platform supplied. At 45.5x26x46cm (whd)
AfflielliVereirr-e
-e

panel. Separate
8ohm and
4ohm speaker
terminals, as
4mm binding
posts, are

POWER LIFTING
The sheer scale of this architectural masterpiece takes

between the left
and right ' halves'
of the KI-401's
expansive rear

TAKE THE TUBE

situated above

We began in the larger room with the combination of
the KI-40L and the horns, spinning up Carly Simon's
Taming The Tiger set [Warner B00000AG8X] on a
Cambridge 640C V2 CD player. Made in 1998, this
album is well engineered and allows Ms Simon to show
off her considerable vocal talents. Overall, the leading

The leading edges of notes were
well defined, while high frequencies
sounded remarkably clean'
edges of notes were certainly well defined, while high
frequencies sounded remarkably clean. Bass, meanwhile,
was full and reasonably taut. Vocals, on the other hand,
had aslight bloom to them and suggested that the
singer was perhaps over stretching herself. This was not
aquality that we had heard previously. In addition, the
soundstage seemed restricted. Other familiar material
took on asomewhat unnatural quality.
Moving everything into the smaller listening room
brought benefits. Now the KI-40L sounded much more
at home and hooked up to the Fostex speakers its

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS

character really came through. Under less pressure to

Kwangwoo Electronics was founded in 1975

perform in alarger acoustic, Carly Simon's vocals now

and until 1991 specialised in manufacturing
cathode-ray tube parts for Samsung. In 1991

sounded more relaxed and far more natural - truer to
the presentation we had come to recognise. However,

an audio division was created and named after
the famous Emillé bell. Kwangwoo says that its
design philosophy was inspired by the Emillé bell,

to fans of hard dance or heavy rock music.
Searching for some more suitable material we

an impressive instrument cast in 771 AD and
designed to be heard evenly from all directions.
Kwangwoo amplifiers are all handcrafted and use
the best available components, including military
grade gold-plated PCBs. The hand-wound output
transformers are also designed in-house.

one thing's for sure: this is not an amp that will appeal

decided to pull out some acoustic guitar- based discs.
Acoustic Alchemy started out about 20 years ago as a
guitar duo of Greg Carmichael and Nick Webb ( sadly
Nick Webb passed away some years ago at far too
young an age). One of their first albums, Early Alchemy
[GRP 96662] contains well put together Spanish guitar-

AUDIO

FILE
Integrated valve
amplifier. Rated
at 40W/8ohm
Price: £4800
Made by:
Kwangwoo
Electronics Co.
Supplied by:
Angelsound
Audio
Telephone:
01923 352479
Web: www.
angelsound
audio.co.uk

flavoured tracks. The KI-40L was happier with this sort of G>
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DS Players

the future of music

LINN

Ctompact Diu
Burn
'st Autret 1982
11W
le 16 alunc

When Linn told us they were releasing the
DS line of products we were sceptical to say
the least. We were wrong.
We took delivery of our Linn Majik DS
demonstration model on the 16th of June 2008.
We took our time, listened carefully before
jumping to any conclusions.
We can honestly say we have never been
so constantly amazed at the quality of music
coming from such an affordable product.
We think this component will beat any
CD player.
Simply ripping our CD's, listening to the radio,
or downloading " higher than CD quality" 24bit
music, is just so easy.
We find ourselves ,istening to albums we've
never bothered to play in years.
We love music, we own thousands of CD's,
but I now know I will never buy another
CD Player.
If you also love music, you owe it to yourself to
experience this wonderful produrt.
Please call in to Peter Tyson or Newcastle HIFI.

Linn Majik system offers
Please call for our latest prices on this superb system
Price includes full UK installation

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Onkyo

Mordaunt Short

TXSR506 In black or silver
Now only £219
Full range available,
best prices. Call for details.

Mezzo 1 including
Soundstyle Z2 stands
Now only £299
Mezzo 2
Now only
£399

Atacama
Equinox exclusive
white finish
Stunning must be seen
Prices start at only £ 74

Pioneer
VSX1017 In silver
Now only £229
VSX817 In silver
Now only £119

Linn Event

Brands Stocked

Linn Live Show 2008 Friday September 26"

Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B&O, Bose

2008 Tullie House Museum Carlisle
Peter Trre end Len are get to 'Peseta unctue ne of Live must(
ShowLasIng aRte.ts Porn Imo Pe ords past and pcesent
Places ate le.

Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,

eargotea your Interest r 'Pr eadu,ve eve please

Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,

contact us

01228 546756
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
LINN

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Plus many more.

newcastle

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ

f.
h

Telephone 0191 2857179.
www.newcastlehifi.co.uk

/ Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Monday-Saturday 10am-5.30pm
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EMILLÉ

KI-40L AMPLIFIER / £4800
Asingle ECC81 and two ECC82
double triodes comprise the
high impedance input and
driver stages ( right channel
highlighted)

•

RESULTS
ras adjustment facility
,rid meter

pair of KT77 pentodes
are employed in the
push-pull output stage ( left
channel highlighted)

ABOVE: Bias adjustment for each KT77 pair (Vi / V2 and
V3/V4) is selected then adjusted via athrough- hole screw
material and showed off the acoustic of the recording in
fine style. What's more, plucked strings were delivered
with both accuracy and delicacy.
Wishing to experiment further we next swapped
speaker cable from the QED Genesis, with its two
groups of nine individually insulated silver-plated 5N
OFC cores, to atwisted pair of very simple solid- core
cable of around 12AWG. Despite our expectations that
the physically thinner cable would result in asparser
presentation it actually proved to be abetter match.
The sound now breathed more easily, there was more
space around instruments and greater synergy, while
neither high nor low frequencies were curtailed in any
way. As most of you will already know, there are no rules
in this game, and what works with one amp/speaker
combination won't necessarily work well with another.
But the benefits in this case were clear to hear.
We next plumbed in the JBLs and using the solid-core
speaker cable found again that this was amuch happier
combination. The JBLs produce aprodigious amount of
bass for their size and all was delivered in full measure.
RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
'Emma was astar in everyone's eyes, Emma, Emillé; so
very nearly sang Hot Chocolate. If stars shine brightly,
catching the eye of passers by, then the Emillé KI-40L is

Substantial mains
transformer and PSU

Proprietary output (speaker) c
transformer with M6 grade laminations
and 8ohm and 4ohm secondary
windings (right channel highlighted)

Rated at just 40W per side and yet drawing
acontinuous 175W at idle from the wall,
the power consumption of this amplifier
increases to 220W when delivering 2x3OW)
Bohm. In practice Icould not encourage the
KI-40L to deliver more than 2x3OW through
either 8/4ohm tap into 8or 4ohm loads,
respectively, at up to 1% distortion (36W+
could only be achieved at - 10% distortion).
Even under dynamic conditions [see graph,
below left] the maximum momentary
output is - 33W beyond which distortion
increases substantially.
Before this obvious ' clipping' point,
distortion slowly climbs with increasing
output, from as low as 0.05% at 1W/8ohm
through to 0.2% at 10W/Eiohm and 0.5%
at 28W/8ohm across the midrange. The
amplifier's response is almost ruler-flat
from 5Hz-20kHz but core saturation causes
distortion to increase to 1.5% at 10Hz

and afull 30% at 5Hz just as the limited
compensation prompts alift to 0.6% at
20kHz and 3% at 40kHz [see graph, below
right]. None of these figures are unusual for
apush-pull valve amp of this type, although
the 0.8-0.9ohm output impedance is
usefully lower than average!
The dual mono construction confers an
excellent 90dB stereo separation through
the midrange but it's difficult to match the
independent volume controls to within
0.4dB of each other. Otherwise, once the
two controls lift off the bottom they offer a
solid 60dB of adjustment in steps as coarse
as afew dB at low level to as fine as - 0.5dB
at the clockwise extreme.
Readers are invited to download a
comprehensive QC Suite test report for
the Emillé KI-401, by navigating to www.
hifinews.co.uk and clicking onto the red
'Download' button. PM

certainly astar. After all, it looks amillion dollars.
As for performance, if your musical tastes are for
acoustic material, simple vocal, jazz and piano then
the KI-40L will not disappoint. There is ahint of magic
here, of the ethereal, that manifests itself in adelicacy
and lightness of touch that marks this amp out from the
crowd when it comes to resolving the air and acoustic
cues of well recorded material. (5
SOUND

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

80%

The KI-40L is pleasing not only to
the eyes - where you could be
forgiven for lingering too long
- but to the ears as

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into Bohm ( black
trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and 1ohm ( green) loads; ABOVE RIGHT:
Distortion versus frequency at 10WI8ohm over extended 5Hz-40kHz range

HI-FI NEWS

well.

IFICATIONS

Anyone who feels that this

Power output, 814ohm (< 1% THD)

is a must have purchase may

Dynamic power, 8141211MHz (< 1% THD)

33W 131W

need to dig a little deeper

Output Impedance (
20Hz-20kHz)

0.85-0.88ohm

into their pockets if only to
ensure the speakers used will
speak volumes. Used with
sympathetic ancillaries this
amplifier will surely shine.

CO

3%

75%

30W/ 30w
30W

Frequency response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to +2.60dB

Input sensitivity (for Od6W130W)

31mV f320mV

A-vetd SIN ratio (
for OdBW/30W)

81.6dEl j96.4dB

Distortion ( 10WI8ohm. 20Hz 20kHz)

0.35-0.45%

20W
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CD PLAYER TEST

PRIMALUNA PROLOGUE EIGHT (E 1730)

Not only afull complement
of valves in its line output
stage, but in the master
clock circuit too...
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Review: Steve Harris

Lab Report: Paul Miller

B

g

ut that would take millions of tubes!' said a
puzzled high-end distributor back in 1986, on
first hearing that an American company had

launched avalve CD player. He'd have been
right, if anyone had really envisaged replacing all the
player's integrated circuits with glowing bottles.
It turned out, of course, that California Audio Labs
had just added atube analogue output stage, with
gentle passive filtering, to an otherwise conventional
player. The CAL Tempest was the first of more than few.
In 1998, aDutch company called Ah! started
rebuilding Marantz players with tube output stages and
other mods under the brand name Njoe Tjoeb (' New

its master clock circuit ii what PrimaLuna calls its
SuperTubeClock [see boxout, below left].

ABOVE: Singleended ( RCA)

Well-built and superbly finished, from its hefty

analogue outputs

Tube'). The man behind Ah! was the Benelux countries'
most successful high- end importer, Herman van den
Dungen. A couple of years later, with ateam including

aluminium front plate to the beautiful midnight- blue

ex-Goldmund electronics designer Marcel Croese, van
den Dungen started planning his own range of valve

pleasant to use. Our model aso benefitted from anew

products, which would be made in China to achieve
affordable pricing, yet would be unusually desirable and
ultra- reliable as well.

paintwork, the ProLogue Eight comes with ahefty
metal system remote handset that makes it easy and
1-to-V board upgrade ( an extra E140). And so, after a
few hours running in, Istarted using it.

e

happened to put on Jimmy & Wes: The Dynamic
Duo [
Verve 821 577-2], which really did set my feet

SIX INTO EIGHT

tapping. Perhaps this is fanciful, but it seemed that the
player gave amore than usually revealing view of the

The very first track overthrew some prejudices. I

CD player with acouple of triodes tacked on the end of

subtle amplifier d.stortions inierert in Montgomery's
fabulous, full-bodied guitar sound. For once those

it. The ProLogue Eight has six valves on show, though
admittedly the two big ones are rectifiers, not in the

subtleties did not just disappear into the general losses
and distortions of the system.

audio signal path. Inside, yet another valve is used in

Moving from 1966 to 1989 and Jennifer Warnes
Famous Blue Raincoat [
Classic Records RTHCD 5052],

I

coaxial digital
outputs to service
an outboard DAC
or processor

SINGING IN THE RAIN

The result was the PrimaLuna ProLogue amplifier
range, successfully launched in 2004, and now
culminating in the ProLogue Eight CD player.

But van den Dungen wasn't about to offer just another

only with both
optical and

Ifound the bass too soft, and not very extended.
The mid was warm and invitirg and the treble range

II

smooth, but apparently rolled- off at the top. This time

'The PrimaLuna excels in bringing
older recordings, seemingly killed in
the transfer to CD, back to life'
j
•;10

'238
Pornotun. P.a.« bght

the result wasn't as foot-tapping as it could have been.
There was aloss of some fine detail, for example in the
multitude of percussion sounds in Bird On AWire'.
Then again, Eric Bibb's 'Tail Cotton', the great
opening track on Diamond Days [
Telarc CD 83660]
showed just how likeable the PrimaLuna could be,

TICK TOCK SUPERTIMECLOCK
Just as adigital wristwatch requires the regular and
precise beat of a ' crystal' as atemporal reference,
all CD players regulate the flow of data from disc
through to final D/A conversion with reference to
acommon ' Master Clock'. In practice this clock

even though the player didn't seen to care much
about tiny details, and those handclaps wee almost
indistinct. If the bass lacked defirition, this hardly
marred enjoyment of the track. Bibb's voice was more

circuit employs acrystal reference of known and

honey-toned and persuasive than ever, and the lovely
township guitar had amellow ring and depth.
Turning to orchestral music, the 1959 RCA recording

precise frequency ( 11.2896MHz and 16.9344MHz

of Heifetz and the Boston Symphony under Munch

are common frequencies used in digital audio

playing the Mendelssohn violin concerto [JMCXR-0010
in JVC's XRCD reissue series], the PrimaLuna had Heifetz

players) combined with avery high speed amplifier

AUDIO
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CD player with
valve output and
I-to-V upgrade
Price: £ 1590 +
£140 upgrade
Made by:
PrimaLuna

circuit to render the stream of square clock

sounding truly passionate, rather than just piercing.

pulses. Typically the oscillator circuit will drive a
transistorised clock output although there's no

The boisterous orchestral sound was well conveyed
too, with agood sense of space and placement. Here

reason why aminiature triode designed for HF

the PrimaLuna salvaged arecording that is just too
overblown to be bearable on many abudget system.

Telephone:
020 8971 3909

On the other hand, on Beethoven's 5th with Bernard
Haitink and the LSO [ LSO Live LSO 0590], it didn't do so

Web: www.
absolutesounds.
corn

oscillator circuits, like the 6S6B, should not be
used instead. Whether the accuracy of the clock is
influenced depends wholly on implementation. PM

well. Any sense of space around the instruments was (>
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e Rountree OmniMon

i.

Combining an omni-directional driver,
covering the lower 2/3 of the frequency
range, and aribbon tweeter providing
afocused, mono- polar output for the
upper 1/3 of the audible range. The
cabinet is made from aproprietary
low mass material that stores minimal
energy. The result is anon- boxy, very
"real" soundstage with great depth
and transparency. £ 6600.

-4411111111.
aNagra DAC.
Possibly the ultimate DAC, providing 192 kHz/
24 bit up sampling to all incoming signals;

-4)

16 bit signals from regular CDs convert to a
smoother, more elegant sound. Transparency
is greatly increased and sound stage expands
in depth. Incorporating an Adaptive Time

d Accuphase E-3501E-450.

Filtering module from Anagram Technologies,

Significant improvements in the design

input and output clocks are kept complete

of these new integrated amplifiers, such

independent eliminating jitter. From £ 7850
b HRS SXR Audio Frame and Isolation Bases.

as the innovative volume control, are very
audible. The novel AAVA-Ilvolume control

c Ypsilon CDT loo.

HRS have designed amore affordable and

This new CD player/transport from the

completely does away with variable

clever modular equipment support system.

high- end Greek manufacturer is absolutely

resistors in the signal path, producing

The frames are infinitely expandable, both in

stunning to look at. The sound is no less

superb sound quality at any volume

terms of height and width. Used with the new

stunning with alarge, holographic sound

setting. E- 35o loow/8ohms £ 3495;

Si Isolation bases, the SXR system offers a

stage. Their 24 bit DAC chip, with no

E- 45o 18ow/8ohms £4600.

40% reduction in price on their reference

oversampling, produces ahigh level of

MXR version whilst maintaining ahigh

transparency but with an " analogue" sound.

proportion of their performance. Example

Probably anew reference player at this price

prices: SXR-1719 3tier frame £ 2600; Si- 1719

point. fil000.

Isolation base £ 875.

ACUSTICA APPLICATA eACCUPHASE

AESTHETIX

AYRE ACOUSTICS e BENZ- MICRO eCARDAS e DAVINCIAUDIO LABS e ESOTERIC

FUTUREGLASS eGAMUT eGERMAN PHYSIKS eGRAND PRIX AUDIO e HARMONIC RESOLUTION SYSTEMS
MONO PULSE e NAGRA

NORDOST e NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE e PAGODE

LEBEN e L
YRA e MIT CABLES

PEAK CONSULT e QUADRASPIRE e ROUNTREE e SILTECH

SME LIMITED e SPECTRAL AUDIO e STAX e SYSTEM AUDIO eTHIEL eTRANSFIGURATION eVELODYNE ' WHEST AUDIO eYPSILON
How to find us

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

Calleya Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.

from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6
with free and easy parking outside the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA
T 0118 981 9891

It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
Af/HFN/5
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LAB

RESULTS

The player's claim to fame:
a6S68 (OTK30) valve and
24.576MHz crystal - key
components of the master
clock circuit

41111

A Phi ips skefiff effir.b)) signal
processor and decoder solution
provides excellent recoverry from
less-than-perfect discs

42)

ABOVE: 12AX7 and 12AU7 triodes and
5AR4 tube rectifiers are visible once
the protective cage is removed

fuynchi'anous upsanpling
to 192kHz is achieved
through this Burr-13rDwn
SRC41,2

PriAlkee
chcice of
DAC: the
PCP.r11792
fro. BurrBrown

intermittent, and there was afeeling of compression
as well as athickened or congested quality on the
climaxes. Instrumental timbres tended to flatten out
into an blur, and the bass parts which should provide a
foundation were too soft and muddy to do so.
Marta Gomez on Chesky [
Entre Cada Palabra, .
0301]
seemed to show up the PrimaLuna's strengths and its
limitations. It was great on Marta's voice, but it made
the Chesky church sound like some huge cave, the
rhythm instruments in that big acoustic becoming
overpoweringly loose and muddled, so that it almost
seemed as if Marta was struggling against them.
Conversely, with the all-time classic of female vocal
tracks, Rickie Lee Jones' Easy Money', the singer was
presented with tangible realism, everything stayed in
proportion and the track bounced along.
HERE AND NOW
Maybe the Primaluna doesn't actually sound great on
every recording, but it is nearly always enjoyable. It
produces impressive image depth, if not the greatest
width, and it has that kind of alive, here- and- now
valve-amp quality that can draw you in to the music.
If recent upsampling players give such aglossy, finely

PrimaLuna's Supe , l-to-v upgrade
board seen here replacing the
four NE5534 op-amps used in the
standard player

'linear-tracking CD
transport mechanism is
mounted on four conical
springs for isolation

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Let's deal with the 'valve clock' first. In
practice the master clock accuracy is
nearer Class II than Class Iat + 110ppm
while the total jitter [see graph, below
right] amounts to - 330psec thanks to a
50Hz/100Hz supply modulation. This is
not debilitating but could contribute to a
warming of its bass character. Importantly,
the figure is very close to that already
published by Stereophile magazine (with
the same PSU related origin) rather than
the inexplicably low value posted in a
recent UK- based review. No names, no
pack-drill and no evidential graph.
Other technical features of the player
boil down to its final valve output stage
which, incidentally, is largely responsible
for its 50W power consumption. Distortion
reaches a ~ 0.01% minimum with digital
signals as low - 40dBFs [the valley in the

graph, below left] but increases with
increasing analogue output ( reaching a
maximum of ~ 1.5% at its 1.9V peak output)
and with decreasing digital level.
Ordinarily, the SRC4192/PCM1792 SRC/
DAC combination would offer far lower
distortion than this, along with awider
S/N ratio than 97dB (A-wtd). Its low-level
resolution is very good but the relatively
poor 29dB stopband rejection is more of
apuzzle, almost as if the upsampling were
not invoked - afigure in excess of 100dB
would be more typical. The bass response
is also somewhat load- dependent,
dropping to -2.7dB/20Hz with our low-ish
but not unrealistic 12kohm loading.
Readers may view afull QC Suite report
for the ProLogue Eight by navigating to
vvwvv.hifinews.co.uk and clicking ontothe
red ' Download' button. PM

detailed sound that CD sounds like SACD, the PrimaLuna
goes in adifferent direction. In both its strengths and its
limitations, it really does sound more ' analogue'.
It excels in bringing older recordings, seemingly killed
in the transfer to CD, back to life. If you've recently
found yourself blowing huge sums on audiophile vinyl,
maybe you should try this player. It might make you
start listening to CDs again. (.)
-20

-40

,0 •11

-60

- so

- 104

• 110
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at 1kHz ( black) and

You could guess that this player

20kHz ( blue); ABOVE RIGHT: High resolution jitter spectrum with sidebands

has been cleverly designed to

marked in pairs - note 50Hz/100Hz PSU modulation around central peak

produce a pleasing sound,
rather than total accuracy.
Its strengths are a lucid,
unstressed and inviting
midrange, with deep and
well- populated stereo images.

! Maximum Output Level

1.88Vrms

A-virtd Si N Ratio

97.0c18

Distortion lkHz, Oafs,/ -30des)

1.45% I0.028%

It shines particularly on

Distortion & Noise ( 20kHz. OdfiFs)

1.45%

analogue recordings, where

Frequency response ( 20Hz--20kHz)

-2.70dB to + 0.26c18

Digital jitter

330psec

Resolution @ - 100dB

±0.5d8

Stereo separation (
20H1-20kHz)

>74d8

its seemingly rolled- off treble
and lack of bass precision
aren't usually serious issues.
Ideal for the vinyl enthusiast.
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HEADPHONES TEST

AUDIO"
ATHW
CEnAudio-Techñica s

flagship ' phones earn
their wings? For sheer
insight, few closed- back
cans compare...

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

Review and Lab Report by Keith Howard

A

short while ago Iwas
contacted by an American
reader of HFN who, having
enjoyed our reinvigorated

headphone coverage, urged me
to try Audio-Technica's top- of-theline ATH-W5000s. No sooner had I
responded to the effect that I'd love

to, but this mod& didn't appear
within AT's UK product line-up, than
the call came through from HFN HQ
to tell me that situation was now
rectified and these flagship ' phones
would soon land on my doorstep.

RINGING THE CHANGES

capsules), the last change is areal
puzzle, since tapping the headband
when wearing the ' phones produces

modest head clamping force make
the W5000s unusually comfortable
to wear.

apronounced ring which will almost
certainly be excited by capsule

They are also pretty tolerant
of wide variations in source

vibrations when playing music,

impedance, the main effect of
high output impedance in the
headphone amplifier being ami!d

whereas the rubber covering of
the W1 000's headband had the
expected damping effect. What
were AT thinking of?
Precisely how the W5000
justifies its price differential over
the rest of the range Ican't tell you

bass boost. So the W5000 should
deliver consistent tonal balance
across awide range of partnering
audio eauipment.

because Ireceived no press pack
and AT's website is less than clear

0
SUBTLE DETAIL
The good news from my listening

on the subject. The 53mm diameter

assessment is that the W5000

unadventurously - much like the

driver's diaphragm material is
unspecified but it features a

model justifies its price differential
over the W1000 by delivering a

lesser W1000s Ireviewed in May.

bespoke ' Permendur' magnetic

more expansive soundstage and

Principal visual differences are that
the wooden capsule enclosures are

circuit with neodymium magnets,

mining more subtle detail than its
lesser sibling.

They look - unsurprisingly, if alittle

dark ebony rather than red-tinted,
the ' wing supports' that all AT's
audiophile headphones employ are
black rather than champagne gold,
and 1he headband comprises twin
thin flat metal hoops rather than
rubber-covered items of circular
cross-section.
Setting aside aesthetic
judgements ( Iprefer those red

58

and is housed in amagnesium frame
to save weight.
Including cable, the W5000s
nonetheless tip the scales at 454
grams: 34 grams more than the
W1000s, which is quite heavy
for amodern headphone. But if
your head is shaped anything like
mine you are unlikely to find this a
problem since the wing supports,
soft leather circumaural earpads and

Iwww.hifinews.co.uk INOVEMBER 2008
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Circumaural
closed- back
dynamic
headphone
Price: £ 700

Made by: Audio
Technica
Distributed by:
Audio-Technica
Ltd ( UK)
Telephone: 0113
277 1441
Web: www.
audio-technica.
corn

On ' IHadn't Anyone Till You' from
Ella Fitzaerald's Intimate Ella, for
example, there was greater timbral

W5000 has
the same 'wing

subtlety on the vocal, aclearer
sense of the ( added?) reverberation
and amore sweeping range of

supports' as
its cheaper
W1000 sibling

dynamic. The only downside was
that the piano sounded more like
an upright than agrand, without

but adifferent

fully developed warmth in the

ABOVE: The

headband
design in the
form of rings

hi-finews

AUDIO-TECHNICA

ATH-W5000 HEADPHONES / £700

LAB

RESULTS

The claphraqm of AudioTecinica's 53mm diameter driver
is fash,oned from an unspecified
rr ai erial. Otherwise, the motor
aEsemly uses its bespoke
'Peurnendur' magnetic circuit
witn ieodyrnium magnets, and is
hpuse.i in amagnesium frame to
saw.... weight

ABOVE: The ATH-W5000 weighs 454g but is, nonetheless,
comfortable to wear over long periods
lower registers. Against. the Denon AH D5000, which
looks similar but: is £ 200 cheaper, there was even less
of acontest - the muffled, midrange-deficient sound
of the top Denon seeming more bizarre every time I
reacquaint myself with it.
MORE PRESENCE
But as Iremarked about the W1000, the W5000 may be
adisappointment to fans of the much cheaper
AFH-AD700, my favourite headphone at around
£100. You often read references to 'Audio-Technica's
headphone sound' as if it were substantially invariant
between models, but that just isn't so.
The W5000 and the AD700 sound very different,
and anyone expecting the former to be asupercharged
version of the latter is likely to be disillusioned. Yes, the
W5000 avoids 1he slightly too laidback tonal balance of
its cheaper open- back sibling, but in doing so it arguably
strays too far in the opposite direction.
On the 24/96 Linn Records download of

The Ycable features an
elastomer sheath, said to
help prevent tangles, and is
terminated in agold-plated
6.3mm stereo jack

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
The ATH-W5000's efficient magnetic
circuit gives it ahigh sensitivity for a
conventional circumaural headphone of
122c18 at 1kHz for 1Vrms input - about 5dB
higher than we measured for the W1000
[I-IFN, May ' 08]. Impedance modulus varies
between 39.4ohm and 53.5ohm over
the audible spectrum, so the W5000's
response is relatively insensitive to the
output impedance of the driving amplifier.
The principal effect of ahigh impedance
source will be to add ashallow hump in
bass output centred on 78Hz.
Even for aheadphone the measured
capsule matching error of ± 9.30 ( re.
40Hz-10kHz) is large but some of the high
frequency disparities will probably be due
to slight differences in capsule positioning
on the artificial ear used for testing, and
perhaps to different left/right pinnae
being employed for each capsule. Below

300Hz the disparity may be due to the left
capsule achieving less than ideal sealing.
Even so the averaged response for the two
capsules doesn't fall to - 6dB ( re. 200Hz)
until 28Hz. The diffuse-field corrected
third-octave response ( not shown)
suggests afairly flat perceived response
to about 2kHz with adrop off thereafter,
but this doesn't entirely correspond with
the subjective impression. Total harmonic
distortion at 90dB SPL b commendably
low at 100Hz but alittle higher at lkHz.
Isolation begins to become effective
at 400Hz and averages 11.5d8 up to
20kHz. The near-field cumulative spectral
decay waterfall [see graph, below right],
recorded with the left capsule hanging
in free space, off the artificial ear, reveals
quite well- damped diaphragm breakup
modes at about 4kHz and 8kHz but a
clean, fast decay otherwise. KH

Mendelssohn's Hebrides Overture. for instance, the
AD700 was less explicit but its big soundstage and
unforced tonal balance made for acompelling, if not
ultimately informative, listen. The W5000 undeniably
had more presence, more pizzazz, but the string sound
could sometimes border on harsh. So long-term listening
to the W5000 is less fatigue-free. d)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SOLING

88°/0

Audio-Technic a's ATH-W5000 is
Ihave heard to date, ear ning

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

its range- topping status
against the lesser W1000 and

COMFORT

90%

justifying its price premium
over Denon's range- topping
AH D5000. But to these ears
price of an upper- mid-forward
tonal balance that not every
listener will welcome.

and right capsule ( red trace); ABOVE RIGHT: The cumulative decay spectrum
shows broadly well- controlled diaphragm resonances at 4kHz and 8kHz

the best closed- back headphone

its extra insight comes at the

ABOVE LEFT: Averaged frequency responses for the left capsule ( blue trace)

31ID

80%

Sensitivity (
SPL at lkHz for 1Vrms input)

122dB

Impedance modulus min/max (
20Hz-20kHz)

39.4ohm

Capsule matching (
100Hz-10IcHz)

e9.3dB

Isolation (
3rd-octave smoothed 100Hz-20<Hz)

11.5dB

LE extension (- 6c18 ref 200Hz)

28Hz

THD 100HelkHz (
for 90dB SPL)

0.1%

Weight (
inc cable and 0.25in connectol

454g

I) 6..6kHz

53.5ohm @ 78Hz

0.2%
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SLiper pAcyr
2nd System
hi-finews

If Arcam's Solo Mini or Denon's uber-micro system are
just too conventional by half then we can always rely on
Italy's Audio Analogue to provide us with an Enigmatic
solution. Robert Powell pieces together the puzzle

C

aro Audiofilia! A fitting
introduction to the

components that
comprise this month's

Super Second System as both hail
from manufacturers proudly based
in Italy. Both brands will be familiar,
Audio Analogue perhaps best known
for its Puccini amplifier, unveiled
in the late ' 90s, and Opera for its
range of hand- made loudspeakers,
with even the entry-level models
frequently finished in an orgy of real
wood veneers and leather.
Audio Analogue's ' Enigma
Multifunction Audio Unit' measures
just 445x100x370mm (whd)
and weighs in at 9.5kg. Puzzling,
ambiguous, inexplicable.., while
the dictionary is certainly not short
on synonyms for the word enigma
this particular all- in-one solution is
as straightforward as they come.

Opera Mezza speaker £600
These diminuitive but surprisingly heavy babies
are beautifully finished thanks to real wood
cheeks and the softest of leather covering the
top and bottom sections. The driver count
comprises afabric dome tweeter and a 16cm
bass unit, both sourced from SEAS. A rear- ported
design, Opera recommends siting the speakers
between 30 and 50cm from the rear wall.
Meanwhile, power handling is rated at 70W and
sensitivity at 85dB.

Audio Analogue Enigma £850
An Italian take on the 'all- in-one' audio solution
was bound to be very different from the likes of the
Arcam Solo or Primare CDI10. The porthole exposing
avalve within gives some clue to its novelty,
although the simple choice of integrated CD player,
two external line inputs and AM/FM radio is fairly
minimalist. There are no preamplifier outputs, only
afixed 1.2V tape output, so this really is alocked- in'
solution. However, the comprehensive remote has
all the space-conscious audiophile could wish for.

db

do is */,
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AA Enigma (amp section)
Audio Analogue has engineered asuitably
'enigmatic' amplifier into this little box, including
an ECC88 double-triode in the line preamp plus
digitally-controlled analogue volume ICs from
Sanyo. This Far Eastern giant also supplies the
LM3886 power modules that drive the Enigma's
speaker outputs. Hence the rather unusual
'54W/8ohm' specification [see lab report].
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ENIGMA

the company's seven-strong

critical listening was not the

clutter their living rooms with

Classic Series. A two-way
design with an 8- litre cabinet,

main objective.
In absolute terms the sound

separates or are looking for a
second system for astudy or

Opera says they can be used
on ashelf. However, like most

with which to entertain their

loudspeakers of their ilk, they
perform best on sturdy stands.

was somewhat monochromatic,
the soundstage sounding
relatively flat — even with the

As such, it will hold real appeal
for those who do not wish to

guests at dinner parties.
Having said that it can be
alittle quirky in use. The unit
switches to standby after you

0

turn it on. It will then take 30

based around an LM3886
intergrated power IC. Having

seconds for the ECC88 valve
inside — visible from aporthole
on the fascia of the unit — to
warm-up before any of the
functions can be operated.
Meanwhile, pushing the CD
drawer to load adisc is ano- no
as it will protest and stick; it will
feel like you have broken it!
As for the Opera Mezza
speaker, at 30x26x17cm ( hdw)
this is the smallest model in

ENIGMA VARIATIONS

The Enigma electronics are

heard other implementations

Switching to afavourite test
track, the haunting ' Violet' from
Seal's epononymously-titled first
album [ZTT 9031-74557-2],
also proved disappointing.
Part written and produced

Simon's Taming the Tiger set

by Trevor Horn, the track is
punctuated with clips from old

[Warner B00000AG8X], a
recording usually conveyed

films. It takes agood system
to get to the heart of this

with plenty of atmosphere, was

recording and the Enigma/
Mezza pairing was reluctant to

volume level advanced. Carly

presented with none of this
intact, while her vocals sounded

release the magic. Increasing

of this particular chip, my
initial impression was that this

restricted and the recording's

the volume only served to

acoustic was lost. The same

push the performance forward,

combination had awarmer

quality was apparent when
listening to Nora Jones' Not Too
Late [
EMI 0946 3 87844 2 5].

rather than enhancing it.

presentation than Imight have
expected. True, the sounds
made by the Enigma/ Mezza

Here it was as if her vocals were

agreeable to these ears, but by

in ' soft focus'. On the upside,
those less-than- perfect CDs

that Imean this system would
be at home in situations where

in your collection are likely to
sound more tolerable.

combination were certainly

SMOOTHED OVER
A huge jazz-funk fan in my teens
and early 20s. Inever lost my
appetite for agood funky bass
line and wondered if more
up-tempo and bass- led music

1
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SUPER SYSTEMS

would find favour with this combination.

on aG-String' - sounded rich and regal. I

Philadelphia- based Pieces of aDream seem
to have been around for ever and produce

could have almost donned apowdered wig
and danced agavotte around the room. I

result that each performer was now able to

melodic, synth and electric- based fusion.

was very pleased finally to have found the

show what they could do. Notes were now

Spinning up their 1997 set Pieces the

sort of music that suited the Enigma/Mezza
combination to atee.

more defined and 1have to say, thanks to
the Enigma's amp section, that Ienjoyed

music was robbed of its attack and, well,
funkiness, in the same way as vocals in the
previous performances were veiled.
Furthermore, even at moderate volumes

It is only apity that my collection does

The bloom that had previously pervaded
its musical landscape was gone with the

the listening experience alot more. (5

not contain acopy of Elgar's Enigma

Ifound the sound fatiguing, but then the

Variations as this could have been the
'Piece de Resistance' - or whatever the

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Enigma's power spec is arguably only just

Italian equivalent of that might be.

It is classical music with which
this all- Italian combo

sufficient to drive the Mezzo speakers
[see Lab Report]. Not thatlfound myself

THE MEDDLING SORT...

rushing towards the volume knob at any

The one thing that you don't get with

truly excels - perhaps
unsurprisingly given

point during the listening sessions, but this

an all- in-one package is abundle of

that Audio Analogue

was certainly an area Iwished to explore.

spaghetti that passes for speaker wires,
interconnects and mains leads. The upside

has apassion
for calling its

of this is that this frees your room of cable

components after

familiar tunes, some of which are likely

chaos; the drawback is that you cannot
experiment with different brands of cables

composers and
Opera - well it's

to have been pressed into service on
commercials or as TV theme music, it

or swap-out components.
Nowlam an inveterate meddler and

all in the name.
With more popular

is just the sort of set that works well as
background music at low volumes.

a `what if?' kind of audiophile. Curiosity
got the better of me and sol hooked- up

fare, this combo

Tchaikovsky's Dance of the Reeds

So it was that I
found myself slipping a
compilation entitled ' Dinner Party Classics'
into the Enigma's disc tray. Comprised

struggled to

aCambridge 640C v2 CD player to one

deliver the last

and Handel's 'Water Music Allegro' were

of the line- in facilities on the rear of the

ounce of detail and

reproduced superbly while Bach's Suite

Enigma. The use of aproven, separate CD

atmosphere.

No3 in D major; Air - better known as 'Air

player certainly improved matters.

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER

AMPLIFIER
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Measured via its tape outputs (the only line
output available), the Enigma's CD performance is
dominated not by the ECC88 double triode in the
preamplifier but by its internal clocking of data. The
clock error of -485ppm may be about 10x higher
than expected but is not of direct importance
(after all, this represents an audible fixed pitch shift
of about 10Hz in 20kHz). Rather it is indicative of
the DAC being clocked directly from the transport
rather than alocal master oscillator, which possibly
explains the vast 7935psec of, broadly, data-induced
jitter. Low-level resolution is also slightly skewed
with errors of up to 5dB by -90d6Fs. By comparison
the 101dB A-wtd S/N ratio is impressive as is the
>104dB stereo separation. Even the - 0.035% peak.
level distortion may be forgiven, especially as this
falls to aminimum of - 0.004% at -20dBFs [ black
trace, above]. PM

Frequency as
Despite the presence of a 'tube', albeit in the
preamp, power consumption is just 26W at idle,
increasing to 190W at its rated 2x54W/8ohm
output. In practice it's possible to squeeze
2x58W/8ohm with alittle dynamic headroom
available lifting this to 2x63W under transient
conditions. The most the Enigma's LM3886 power
modules have to offer is 2x103W/4ohm under
dynamic conditions [ red trace, above] with current
limiting into lower loads. The response shows a
slight subsonic bass rolloff (- 1.8dB/5Hz) but is flat
to within + 0.0/-0.15dB across the audio range. The
output impedance is ausefully low - 0.015ohm
while distortion (acombination of the ECC88 triode
and IC power modules) is aminimum of - 0.02% at
100Hz, climbing to - 0.06% at 20Hz and - 0.04% at
20kHz ( re. 10W). THD also climbs with increasing
output (0.01% at 1W to 0.06% at 50W). PM

We measured alow pink noise sensitivity of 83.1dB
for the Mezza, so this speaker will need plenty
of amplifier volts to play loud. But it presents an
easy load, with aminimum impedance modulus
of 6.5ohm at 186Hz and, because of its modest
phase angles, aminimum EPDR (equivalent peak
dissipation resistance) of 3.7ohm at 110Hz.
On-axis frequency response errors are low at just
±4.2 and ± 3.9dB and the pair matching is excellent
at ± 0.7dB. Principal features of the response are a
low plateau between 800Hz and 3kHz followed by
adip to 6kHz and then arising trend to 13kHz. A
diffraction-corrected -6dB bass frequency of 50Hz
(re. 200Hz) is creditable for the speaker's size and
sensitivity. The cumulative spectral decay waterfall
[graph, above] confirms the small cabinet's inherent
stiffness even if some mild cone breakup modes are
still visible. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIO
Maximum output level ( rec out)

1.20Vrms

Power output (
8p1ohm. < 1% THD)

58W/73W

Sensitivity (
mean/IECImusic)

A-wtd SIN Ratio

100.7dB

Dynamic power (
8/4/2/1ohm)

63W1103W(85W136W

Impedance modulus (
min/max)

Distortion 1kHz (
Oclies/-30dBEs)

0.035%/0.010%

Output Impedance (
20Hz-20kHz)

0.019-0.013ohm

Impedance phase (
min/max)

Distortion 20kHz (
Oafs)

0.038%

Freq. response (
20Hz-100kHz)

-0.13c113 to -2.8d8

Freq. resp. error (
200Hz-20kHz)

6.5ohm
29.9ohm
0 186Hz 076Hz
+37 0
-42°
0) 696Hz
0)92Hz
±4.2dB j ± 3.9dB

Digital litter

7935psec

Input Sensitivity (
OdBW/54W)

35mV/260mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

50Hz

Resolution @ -100dB

±4.9c113

ftewtd SIN ratio (
0d8W/54W)

82.2dB/99.5dB

HF extension (-6dB re. 10kHz)

33.1kHz

Stereo separation (
20112-20kHz)

>105dB

Distortion (
10W. 20Hz-20kHz)

0.021-0.06%

THD 100Hz/lkHzIlOkHz (
Soo iwo

2.0% / 0.5% ) 0.3%
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84.8/83.1/82.8dB

32.5kHz
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nothing compromises the purity of
the recorded signal. The sensational
new Uni-Crdriver array has been
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project an even more natural sound,
while the ultra- low distortion LE drivers
deliver heftier bass with uncanny
clarity. Integration is seamless, thanks
to its high-order crossovers. Before
it leaves the craftsmen who built it,
every loudspeaker is tested against a
calibrated laboratory reference.
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READERS' SYS

As their children grew up, Victoria and Martin
realised that, with some thought given to
refurnishing, they could have separate music
and AV rooms. Then they went in search of
no- compromise systems. As they tell
Steve Harris, they now feel they're set up
for agood few years to come
igantic speakers don't usually make for
domestic harmony, so maybe Victoria and
Martin are the exception that proves the
rule. They enjoy their music room together,
and their home cinema room too. These are the two
main reception rooms on either side of the entrance
hall in abig double-fronted Edwardian house.
As Victoria explains, the story of this arrangement
starts with aconservatory that didn't happen.
'We thought it might be nice to have a
conservatory on the back of the house. But if we did
that, we thought, what would happen to the other
room at the back? It used to be aplayroom. And I
just said one day, " Why don't we put the dining table
in there?" Because it was big enough. And then we
would get another sitting room!
'So that's how this became the music room, it's just
for listening to music. The idea was that there would

GETTING HOOKED
'About 10 years ago,' says Martin, ' Iwent to ahi-fi show.
Iwas walking past one afternoon and Iwent in. They
were demonstrating aNaim system, Ithink. And it was
just fantastic, the difference between that and what we

RIGHT:
Powering the
the active

never be atelevision in it.'

had at home. They did all the usual things, they started
off with a £ 2000 system, then going up to a £ 30,000

speakers are

In the music room, you sit on asofa facing not
just another sofa and apretty view of the trees in

two 300W/
channel

the front garden, but also apair of PMC MB2 XPD
speakers, very nearly six feet tall. Yet somehow the

Bryston
4BSST stereo

loudspeakers fit in naturally. Their darkish cherry

'And then we went to four or five stores, and listened
to different combinations of speakers and amplifiers.

veneer complements the warm colours of the subtle
decor scheme.

Really, it was ridiculous, because every weekend we'd
hear something that was different and you couldn't

It's clear that for Victoria and Martin the system
really is ameans to the end of musical enjoyment,

remember what the previous one sounded like. It was
just impossible to do any comparisons really.

never an end in itself. They've never got drawn into

'We both just got so fed up and bored with this. But
then we ended up at Unilet. It had became quite clear
by then that the budget was probably around £ 10,000,

amplifiers plus
two 600W/
channel 7BSST
amps; above
these is the
10XA active

the ' enthusiast' approach, never got embroiled in
the technicalities of the equipment. All the more
surprising, perhaps, that they've ended up with a

crossovers

system most enthusiasts can only dream of.

pair of PMC
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system so you stepped through the quality. It was
stunning. Vicky came and listened to it as well. And we
decided it was really something we needed to have.

not £ 5000! That set some sort of sense of quality. And
Vernon at Unilet just said " This is the best system you

5.0 m —
Fireplace

Coffee
table

Sofa

1

THE ROOM
Measuring just over 5.5m long into the bay, 4.4m wide, with aheight of
more than 2.5m, this is afine, well-proportioned room which benefits
from solid traditional construction. With plenty of soft furnishings, it
provides avery calm and comfortable acoustic, allowing the big PMC
speakers to create ahuge soundstage. This extremely powerful system
will produce arealistic dynamic range and will play as loud as anyone
could want, quite effortlessly.

¿It _
We ended up at Unilet. It had became quite
clear by then that the budget was probably
around £ 10,000, not £ 5000!'
can get for that sort of money", and brought out a
system that was based on aMarantz CD7 player and
Chord amplifier. We listened to several speakers and

for the Chord CD player. That was quite asignificant
upgrade, because the PMC speakers were about £ 7500
Ithink, and the Chord combination was about £ 8000.

ABOVE: Victoria
(seen here
with daughter
Catherine)
chose the
system with
Martin: they
have ended up

chose the Celestion A3.
'So we bought the system, we played with the

We sold the other equipment to some friends.'

with the top-ofthe-range PMC

cabling and installed it and we lived with it. And

NOT PERSUADED BY VINYL

active speaker

throughout this time, Vernon had been telling us that

'About that time too, we had adebate about whether to
get vinyl or not. We borrowed, actually from somebody

system. With
the grilles in

PMC speakers were " not the prettiest", in his words, but
they were the best. And about two years later, Iwent in

else, avery expensive record player, equivalent to the

place and that
special cierry

make things bett er.
'Vernon's view was that he couldn't improve on the

system we then had. We borrowed that for aweekend,
and we found that the difference between the vinyl and

veneer, rather

the CD was either inaudible, or we preferred the CD.

than the usual

CD player and he couldn't improve on the amplifier, but
he could improve the speakers. So we then went to PMC

Which saved us quite alot of money!'
It was around this time that Victoria and Martin

they blend

speakers, which were the IB2s.
'At that point we also changed the Marantz CD7

bought their home cinema system, but then also came
afinal massive upgrade to the music system. G>

perfectly with
the decor

and said Iwas interested in hearing what he would do to

'pro' black,
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RIGHT: For AV

'We went to one of Vernon's summer parties and

aDenon DVDAl XV player
and AVC-AlXV

he had abig PMC active system playing outside, just
sounding fantastic. Made your hair stand on end.'
This was the BB5 XBD, the company's flagship

receiver feed

active monitor system, far too big for normal

aPioneer 50in
plasma and

domestic indoor use. But having heard it, Martin
and Victoria had ahome trial of the smaller MB2.

a5.1 system

' It sounded marvellous in here, just unbelievably

using PMC OB1,

good,' says Martin. ' So we decided then to buy that.

TB2 and CB6
speakers plus

But frankly, Ithought they were quite ugly. So we
bought the complete suite. Idon't think it sounds

aREL Storm 5

much better, to be honest, than just the top piece,

subwoofer

but it looks much nicer. You could say these are very
expensive stands!'
PMC's active MB2 XBD is essentially the MB2

'The Chord transport
and DAC do look
rather stunning on
the coffee table
beside the sofa'
ABOVE RIGHT:
Source for the

with the addition of the XBD bass cabinet below,
using another of PMC's proprietary 12in Radial drive

music system is

units. This combination stands 1.74m tall, measures

aChord Blu CD
transport with

380mm wide, and weighs in at 88kg per channel,
so they are very big and heavy stands too!

Chord DAC 64
DiA converter,

However, Martin's stands joke is abit unfair,

placed on a
small table unit
at the listening
position, with
the Bryston
BP26 preamp
below

because according to Vernon, adding the XPD
to the active system allowed the PMC engineer
to optimise the bass response in the room,
overcoming aproblem caused by the cavity under
the suspended wood floor.

SOMETHING ELSE TO CONSIDER
Anyway, Martin and Victoria were delighted with
this system, and even now are only very tentatively
contemplating afurther upgrade.
'Now he tries to sell us - and we will listen to it!
-the Chord Red Reference CD player. Which he says
will sound alot better, and he's been right in the
past. But it's less elegant to look at, so I'm not sure.'
As it stands, the Chord transport and DAC look
stunning on the coffee table beside the sofa. The
DAC feeds aBryston BP26 preamp below, and long,
concealed balanced leads connect this to the active
crossovers near the speakers. So the Chord units are
the only immediately visible electronics.
'It's quite fun because people always think that
that's the amplifier there!' says Martin. In fact, the
power comes from adouble stack of massive rack-

listening to it without the silver cables, and he
obviously thought it sounded fantastic. And } said it
sounded to me like Iwas listening to it through net
curtains, it was just slightly muffled.
'He said, " Oh, you want it to sound brighter?", and
Isaid well, possibly, Ijust don't want it to sound like
it's muffled. Tien he changed the cables to the silver
ones and played it and that was arevelation to us.'
'It was that clarity,' says Martin. ' To our ears at
least, it now just sounds like it isn't asystem at all, it's
just musicians who appear. It's fantastic. And if you
take it loud, which we actually do, when there are
only one or two of us in the house - when our son is
here perhaps - the quality is still there, even when the
roof is falling off. And that's lovely too.
'And the width of the soundstage! It goes from
here to the town centre.
'When they fitted this, they had asound engineer
who came with amicrophone and he plotted the
sound response and made it completely flat in the
room, so everything from agrunt to avery high shrill
is absolutely flat.
'You can have it on low, and have chats with
friends or play games, or you can sit and listen to it
more seriously, and the room is just wonderful.'
'It's worth making the point,' says Victoria, 'that
every time we would go to listen to new systems, we
took along our favourite CDs to try them out. Ilike
Sinéad O'Connor and Martin has Thomas Tallis.
'We went to one store that mainly specialised in
Lin, so really all you were being shown was Linn
systems, whereas Vernon seems to have avariety of
things to show you. Linn is good because Ithink
they concentrate on styling for going into your
house without being too intrusive, and the sound is...

hidden behind the sofa in the bay window.

well, there's something gentler about it, which some
people like. We want asort of sharper sound. Luckily
we like the same things.'

'I think it's acase of what sort of sound you
are looking for. Ithink we wanted it to sound very

So the ultimate test tracks are ' Daddy I'm Fine'
from Sinéad O'Connor's Faith and Courage ¡ Atlantic

handled, PMC-customised Bryston power amplifiers

precise, and very realistic. That's what we were

83337-2] and the 1997 recording of Tallis's Spem In

looking for, and each time we did back-to-back
testing, the sound was just much better than

Alium from Philip Cave with the Magnificat Choir and
Players [ Linn CKD 075].

previously, less fuzzy, much clearer. When cymbals

'It had to be that sound, you know, if you suddenly
listened to aboy chorister, that sort of tingling

played, they sounded like cymbals.'
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'When we bought the previous system, with silver
cables,' adds Victoria, ' we were sitting at Vernon's,
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Electra S

When Focal decided to accompany the
successful Electra Be range with aspeaker
line bearing similar attributes but at a
substantially lower price, the challenge
seemed at first to be very difficult.
After all, the Be has proved to be the
perfect speaker for many music lovers and altering aclassic recipe does not
always guarantee savoury results.
VIthe end, the answer proved very
simple. Change very little.
A new tweeter; an Al/Mg alloy unit in place
cf the exotic beryllium dome, a perfectly
natched crossover to ensure each and
every sound is faithfully reproduced and
asimpler finish choice of Classic ( left) or
Macassar Ebony.
And that's about it - apart from the
smaller price tag of course.
Simple

Focal JMLab UK

0845 660 2680
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AUDIO WORKSHOP NORWICH
WORKSHOP NOTES 4: FORMAT FIST FIGHTS

**** NEW ESOTERIC CD/SACD IN STOCK *****

Unlike in AV where format wars leads to one victor and one loser, audiophiles
are happy with mixed formats. CD, SACD, Vinyl, FM..the more the merrier
provided that it lasts and sounds good. This makes sense as great music does not

.4101r

--11r

always appear on every new format. True, SACD failed to replace CD, but has a
lot to offer discerning audiophiles ( it is faster, more organic and truer to the
source). SACDs are dual layer, so buying aCD/SACD player can make musical
and financial sense, except if downloads & servers are going trash everything in
sight. But history suggests that they won't. We'll pick'n'mix as usual....
So while music servers may well be the next big thing in audio, they will not
replace the original and CDs will always sound better on agood CD player
rather than the ripped copy. So if your current CD player is more than, say, five
years old take advantage of the rapidly improving sound of CDs from modern
players, and look into whether SACD is aformat that you could benefit from.

A new CD/SACD player, the X-05 (below left 0500) and anew
CD/SACD transport P-05 ( above) and DAC D-05 (£8500 f
or b
oth) set
new standards at their price points. Both on dem - ca ll us t
o h
ear th
em....

COME TO AUDIO WORKSHOP...we offer
*Large purpose built sound- proofedan d room t
rea t
ed
studio where you hear the equipment no tth e room .
'r Home trial, exchange scheme, delivery and se t- u p.
*Competitive pricing, part exchange
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*Call Julian Musgrave on 01603 618520 and let's talk.
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READERS' SYSTEMS

Electronics for the cinema system, inevitably
perhaps, are the big Denon DVD-A1XV player, with
1080p upgrade, and AVC-A1XV receiver. The 50in

sensation, it had to be that quality of sound, so OK

THE CINEMA SYSTEM
It was in fact the success of the music room system
with the PMC 1B2 speakers that led on to acinema
system. The current setup replaced aSony TV in
the corner of the room, with abasic Denon
receiver and aset of KEF KHT ' egg' speakers for
surround sound.
'I don't think we were necessarily looking,' says
Victoria, ' It was just that Vernon had aroom set up
for the cinema systems, so we saw something he was
showing, Ithink it was Toy Story, and we thought

MB2 XBD

plasma screen is the well-known Pioneer PDP506XDE.

active system
includes

There's also aSky HD box, of course.
'There's not too much HD on yet,' says Victoria,

additional bass
enclosures,

'but the most marked thing Ifind with HD is if you're
watching afootball match. Because you can actually
see everybody in the crowd as adistinct person,

again
using that
spectacular

whereas normally they are just asort of blur of

front-chassis

colours. Immediately you can tell whether it's HD or
not, with afootball match. So it's good. Watching the

drive unit

golf is also spectacular.
'The HD you get in this country from the BBC is

BELOW:

fantastic for sport, but the HD you seem to get of
the American sport doesn't seem to be as good. We

preamp. Long
balanced leads

notice that if you're watching non- BBC golf.

connect this
to the active

'The cinema system was agreat buy,' says
Martin. 'All our friends love that. Ithink only asmall

then, it's worth spending the money to get that.'

LEFT: PMC's

Bryston BP26

crossovers

Each time we
did back-toback testing,
the sound was
just much better
than previously,
less fuzzy, much
clearer'

"Gosh, that's amazing!". So we went through asimilar
process of taking along our favourite DVDs, that we
thought would test it. The one we used alot, because
we wanted the music to be good as well, was Last Of

proportion really appreciate the music system, those

The Mohicans, various scenes in that.'

who do are thrilled by it but Ithink most people see it
as just arecord player. You've got to be quite keen.

'We obviously liked PMC stuff,' adds Martin, ' So he
put together aPMC system and Ithink we then said,

'I think we're where we'll stop now. Ithink astereo
system of this quality you could actually keep for 30

we want something even better, so we upgraded
the speakers. To be honest Ithink he thought we'd

or 40 years.'
And so, while all this was going on, the

overplayed it, he was almost trying to argue us back
down to asimpler system. But where we ended up

conservatory or garden room project was left on

was where we wanted to be.'

hold? 'Yes, although strangely enough, they are
starting to build it next week!' ()

THE AV ROOM
With similar
basic dimensions
but differently
oriented, the
cinema room has
the bay window
on the long side,
and the screen is
placed opposite
this, with seating
at acomfortable
viewing distance
across the room.
The PMC speaker
system includes
full- range rear
speakers. When
not in use the
equipment doesn't
dominate the
room visually,
but the sound
is certainly
impressive and
room-filling.
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Home Media, Maidstone • Kronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Yeovil
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable
Hi Fi Sound, Darlington • Unilet Sound & Vision, New Malden • Videotech, Hudder4eld • Zouch Audio, Asby-De-La-Zouch

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
MOZART/BRITTEN/DOHNANYI

Albur

OF THEI

Chamber works

¡ow,

+Ira a

François Leleux/Lisa Batiashvili/Lawrence Power/
Sebastien Klinger: Sony 886972 85852

Four international artists combine to
give superb performances of music
familiar and unfamiliar. The Mozart
comprises the Oboe Quartet (where

MESSIAEN

Quartet for the End of Time, etc
Pascal Moraguês, Trio Wanderer: Harmonia Mundi HMC 901987

Leleux excels), three transcribed

Messiaen's 1941 masterpiece, the

Magic Flute arias and the unfinished

quartet for piano, clarinet, violin and
cello was premiered in the German

Adagio for cor anglais and strings
where the composer repeats his
Ave verum corpus theme. Britten's
Phantasy Quartet was completed
at 19 but astonishes with its
foretastes of the mature works.
Dohnányi's Serenade for string
trio is in five varied movements
with a ' gypsy' theme in the
opening March returning at
the end of the final Rondo. CB
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prison camp where the composer was
briefly detained. Already, it presents his
two preoccupations: birdsong and the
ecstatic in contemplation of Christian
faith. These aspects are wonderfully
related by the clarinettist in 'Abîme des
oiseaux' - often starting from virtual
inaudibility - and the strings in the two
'Louanges'. An early Thème et variations
completes an outstanding release. CB
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HOROWITZ

RACHMANINOV

STRAVINSKY

Piano Concertos 1and 3

Firebird Suite (1919); Rite of Spring

The Last Concert

Barry Douglas, Russian State SO/ Evgeny Svetlanov;
Sony BMG 886972 79722

Concertgebouw Orch/Mariss lansons: RCOLive RCO 08002
(SACO hybrid)

DG 477 7558

These studio recordings were made in
1993 - seven years after Barry Douglas

It's 30 years since we heard the great

had won the Tchaikovsky Competition.
Svetlanov doesn't let ascrap of
Rachmaninov's orchestral writing pass
unnoticed, and Douglas entirely matches
his enthusiasm and love of the romantic
gesture. Possibly this enterprise makes
you think the composer went out
of his way to say very little in amost
complicated way, but both performances
are deeply fascinating. CB
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Concertgebouw ( under Davis) in Le
Sacre, even longer with the Firebird Suite
(van Beinum, 1956); and it's the latter,
sumptuously coloured, which makes this
new coupling worth hearing. Jansons'
Le Sacre promises the monumentality of
his mentor Karajan's reading but ' Cercles'
(Part 2) is too Ravelian and altogether
-notwithstanding fabulous details - does
not quite build inexorably. Perhaps as it's
compiled from three performances. CB
1111 U
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First release for a 1987 Hamburg recital,
ending with one of Horowitz's great
party pieces, Moszkowski's Étincelles.
Schumann's Kinderszenen was another
favourite and, even after all these years,
he brought something fresh to it. Mozart
was alate discovery, and the outcome
is not that convincing - moments of
capriciousness delight but the K333
sonata gets adogged Andante. His
Chopin Aflat Polonaise scores over
Rubinstein's! Good sound but afew
extraneous noises. CB
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PINEWOOD

The' way to- play vi,nyb

MUSIC

Model 10A

a designer
to b

Model 21

Model 20/1

Model 30/2A

e.

Pinewood Music ex
welcome to this wonderful addition
to the Absolute Studio rarge asks this question: why has no

Series M2 '

built aspeaker like this befor
The Absolute Studio is a unique ensemble
of designs personally selected by Ricardo
Franassovici
of Absolute Sounds
for
outstanding musical performance.

Series 3

Studio agencies: darTZeel, Magic°,
Continuum Audio Labs, Metronome
Technologie, Yter, Crystal Cable.
Mimetism

Series IV

The Pinewood Music
Company

Series V

Ask for details of this superb range:

SMELTDSTEV \IING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1

03 814321

fax: + 44 ( 011903 814269

email sales@sm .1td.uk or visit our website wwvv.smeltd.uk

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
Album ,
month

OF

THE

CHARLES LLOYD
Dream Weaver — The Charles Lloyd Anthology
The Atlantic Years 1966-1969
Warner Jazz 8122 79915 5(2 CDs)

First of many acts to record ' live at
the Fillmore' was not arock group,

THE RYOKO TRIO

but Charles Lloyd's quartet with the
young Keith Jarrett on piano and

Candid CCD 79852

Jack Delohnette on drums. Atlantic
got two big-selling albums out of

Pianist Ryoko Nuruki was born in Japan,
but classical studies brought her to Nice.

those 1967 concerts: here you'll
find the title track and three more
from Love In and two from Journey
Within, but it's the Monterey
festival and studio tracks from
1966 that you'll keep on playing.
The recording is pure, apart
from some dubbed applause — a
wholesome 1960s sound. With
afine liner essay by Jon Newey,
this is agreat package. SH

TORSTEN GOODS

Bonsai Bop

Appropriately, she opens here with Daniel
Goyone's ' Bouches D'Or', building up her
variations with agreat sense of form and
abeautiful touch. Her own compositions
are fresh almost to the point of naivete,
with more pop influence. The trio rather
too predictably caresses Ravel's Pavane,
but then Ryoko closes wistfully with
an unforced and lucid solo on Charles
Trenet's ' Que Reste-t-il de Nos Amours'.
Somehow, an endearing performer. SH
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CURIOS

1980

Novas Bossas

Closer

ACT 9718 2

EMI 50999 214817 2 7

Impure Records IMPS 003

Gone is the little- boy- lost look of My Irish

Guitarist Paulo and pianist Daniel Jobim

Far removed from the noisy riffs of his

Heart (
2006) but the cooler, tougher

are son and grandson respectively of the

Acoustic Ladyland quartet is the sound

Torsten still clutches his trademark blue

great composer, whose songs make up

world of pianist Tom Cawley's trio Curios.

guitar and extracts beautiful sounds
from it. This set centres on the year of

eight out of 14 tracks here. But as well as
achunky version of the classic ' Chega De

This album follows the debut Hidden,
again with bassist Sam Burgess and

his birth, starting with aloungey cover

Saudade', ' Samba Do Aviao' and the rest,

youthful drum talent Joshua Blackmore.

of Freddie Mercury's ' Crazy Little Thing
Called Love', while his own songs are

'Little Sharks & Baby Dolphins' offers
aquiet. Satie like opening, then 'The

arranged with brilliantly-crafted 1980s

you hear Nascimento's own ' Cais' and
'Tarde', for example. With Paulo Braga
on drums and Roderigo Villa guesting

sounds. Goods no longer needs to prove
that he's afine, versatile and appealing

on bass, these are musicians who've
known each other so long that things

Tiling Song' shakes things up, seemingly
taking ahint from Blood Sweat &
Tears' Spinning Wheel'. Cawley's wilful

vocalist, and he's still agreat guitarist we
should hear more from. SH

just couldn't sound any more relaxed. An

switching from introspection to intensity

aural massage. SH

keeps you on the edge of your seat. SH
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T'he Dawn o
new Era

Only available at:
Stratford Hi Fi, Leamington
Zouch Audio, Ashby de la Zouch
Audio Destination, Tiverton
Sevenoalcs, Lincoln

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Rock
Album
r)FTHEmonin

TILLY AND THE WALL
•cr
Mosh, Mash, Records MOSH1CD25

I've loved this sparky Omaha quintet
since being swept away by the
unbridled joy of the massive choral

Ode To J.Smith

title track of their second album.
Proteges of Bright Eyes' mainman

Red Telephone Box PHONE004

Conor Oberst, they somehow
manage to be light and melodic but
also experimental and thrilling. ' 0' is
one glorious treat. ' Falling Without
Knowing' is apunchy indie dance
stomp, ' Blood Flower' sounds like
Jefferson Airplane at afunfair and
'Too Excited' is way more exciting
than its title. The icing on the
cake? They have an amplified tap
dancer instead of adrummer.
How can you not love them? .
18
111 In
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ROSIE AND THE GOLDBUG

TRAVIS

hooks in ' Bottoms Of Barrels', the

Those who've given Travis up for being
too sweet and smooth should find this
more enjoyable. Written and recorded
quickly to inject some rock ' n' roll
spontaneity, this is the heaviest Travis
have sounded since their glam-rockin'
1996 debut. Motorhead it ain't, however,
and there are some beautifully subtle
touches, such as the choirboy interlude
in the catchy ' JSmith'. True, there are a
couple of horribly hackneyed guitar solos
but it's great to hear them rocking out
without pretensions. ./B
U
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BETH HART

RENFRO

Rosie And The Goldbug

Mathematics

37 Days

Lover Records LOVER3P

Meltwater Records MVV1001

Provoque PRO 7258 2

I'm no gambling man but, if lhad to

When Iput this on, Ithought I'd

put money on aband to succeed in the
wake of the Ting Tings, it'd be this lot.

stumbled into an ambient electro
instrumental opus, and then Tim Branney
started to sing like an angel. Branney and

In aworld where the lazy critical
consensus seems to be that Amy
Winehouse is afantastic blues singer,

propelled by the no-frills percussion

his ' sound mixer/excavator' partner Atomlames Draper have crafted amagically

can there be room for someone as ballsy
as Beth Hart? Let's hope so because,
compared to Amy's ersatz school of

of Sarah ' Plums' Morgan, thuddingly

understated slab of what can only be

rock vocal mannerisms, Hart sounds

underpinned by bassist Lee ' Pixie'
Matthews. The songs sound clattery and

called folktronica. Often employing the

like the real thing. This, her fourth

kind of sonic glitches typical of Efterklang
or Four Tet, the music drifts languidly,

album, is arguably her most vibrant yet,

A Cornish trio, they're fronted by the
extravagantly exotic Rosie Vanier and

unfocused at first hearing but, after a

with astonishing switches from tender
vulnerability to throat-shredding screams

go away. Think Kate Bush meets Blondie

never getting more exciting than
raindrops on aplacid lake. If Brian Wilson

and you're getting close. ./8

dreamed of fairlyland, it'd be like this. ./13

towering over bungalows. 113
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couple of plays, they sink in and refuse to
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Music Audiophile
Album
OF THE month

MARC COHN

Mark Cohn

Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-291 180g vinyl LP

Following the gold CD in amatter
of months, MoFi has issued Cohn's
eponymous 1991 debut with a
delicious 180g vinyl pressing.
Compared to the CD, there's more
warmth, and the lower octaves

KB' MO'

Keb' Mo'

Pure Pleasure PPAN57863 180g vinyl LP

Keb' Mo's self-titled debut from 1994

are less dry than when digitised.
Sonics aside, it is, as Iwrote earlier

dragged the blues into the modern era

this year, amildly jazzy singersongwriter effort benefitting from
awhiff of country. No shock there,
when you consider that both

clarity that denied any notions about the
genre being solely of historic interest.

Frankie Laine and Ray Charles
had no qualms about working in
both genres. It's worth buying
just for his modern classic,
'Walking in Memphis'. KK

by adding asense of confidence and

Classics nestle side- by-side with originals,
including the devilishly sexy 'Am IWrong'.
According to Pure Pleasure, this is a
digital original, so no analogue masters
exist. Whatever the cause, the CD has a
sharper, more precise top end, this vinyl
version asilkier mid- band. Regardless:
this is on KK's all-time Top 10. KK
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Little Feat

Perfect Alibi

CLAIRE MARTIN

MUDCRUTCH
mudcrutch

Mobile Fidelity MKS( 1-299 180g vinyl LP

Linn AKD317 (48m 10s) 5.1 SACDMDCD

Reprise Records 455868-1 180g vinyl 2LP plus CD

As with the Marc Cohn title above, an LP
edition hot on the heels of the CD. As this

All- singing, all-dancing reissue of Martin's
release from Y2K, aterrific showcase for

Tom Petty surprised fans this year by

was aterrific vinyl original, though not
without afeeling of swampy murkiness,
the black plastic format better suits

her jazz interpretations of everything

this might- have- been set. And the fans
will adore this reincarnated Southern

it than did the CD - so this gains an
extra star for sound. A sublime debut, it
redefined southern-feel rock despite its
association with the West Coast. Odd
syncopation, gravelly vocals - alt.country

from Jimi Hendrix to John Martyn. One
assumes that Linn prepared this reissue
in 5.1 surround with the added bonus
of HDCD on the CD layer because of its
renewed efforts as asoftware label. It's
aslick set, sounding sensational on afull
surround set-up. Baby Boomers will love

wouldn't exist without this band. Alas,
Lowell George's death truncated the

the opener, her take on the Rascals' How

climb to populist supremacy. KK

'Wailing Wall' as asurprising coda. KK
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re-forming his pre- Heartbreakers band for

rock outfit: one member was/is no less
than Tom Leadon, brother of ex- Eagle
Bernie. The set is loose, the circa- 1970
sound inviting - mellow-ish music ideal
for stoners of acertain age - and there's
even aByrds cover. The LP comes with
an ' audiophile' bonus: the entire album
on CD, made from the uncompressed
masters used for the vinyl! KK

gag 11! (
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NEW

WOW
A UK FIRST!

CHORDETTE GEM

GREAT SOUND FROM YOUR MOBILE PHONE!
ADD TO ANY HI-FI SYSTEM - WIRELESSLY
Imagine, not only can you use your
mobile phone for music on the
move but when you get home it can
transform into aCD quality music
player and connect wirelessly to your
hi-fi or home cinema system.
The Chordette Gem is designed to
integrate with any existing system and
allow the wireless transfer of music
from aBluetooth enabled phone, PDA
or personal computer. A USB port is
also available for direct streaming of
audio from aPC.
The future of music is here - now!

ONLY

ON DEMONSTRATION AT YOUR LOCAL SEVENOAKS STORE

111

£399

SEVENOAKS SUGGESTED HI-FI SYSTEMS

CYRUS

CD6S CD Player & 8VS2 Amplifier .

B&W

CM7 Speakers

SAVE Ufs

ROKSAN KANDY

ARCAM DIVA

MARANTZ

Ill CD & L.III Amplifier

C073 CD Player & A70 Amplifier

CD6002 CD & PM6002 Amplifier

MORDAUNT-SHORT

MONITOR AUDIO

MONITOR AUDIO

MEZZO2 Speakers

SAVE me £144 4

BRONZE BR5 Speakers

SAVE ¡us

BRONZE BR2 Speakeus

SAVE ms

£619

Ask about our range of FM/DAB tuners, turntables, stands and cables to complement these systems

Stores nationwide - visit www.SSAV.com today!
Aberdeen • Bedford • Brighton ( Hove) • Bristol • Bromley • Cambridge • Chelsea • Cheltenham • Epsom • Exeter • Glasgow • Guildford • Holborn • Kingston
Leeds ( Wetherby) • Leicester • Lincoln • Loughton • Maidstone • Manchester • Norwich • Nottingham • Oxford • Peterborough • Plymouth • Poole • Reading
Sevenoaks • Sheffield • Southampton • Southgate • Swindon • Swiss Cottage • Tunbridge Wells • Watford • Weybridge • Witham • Wolverhampton • Yeovil
Some brands/products are not available in all stores. Special/added value offers are not in conjunction with any other offer ( NICWA00). Advert vaild until 16/10/2008, E&OE.

the experts in home entertainment
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OPINION
Hot topics explor-Ed by our columnists...

Opinion

Looking fdr t ihsideir'a
Commentary, analysis an
person2I points of view fro
HiFi News' key columnists on
the crucia aLdio .
topics of he da ,

Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler writes exclusively for HiFi News. He loves Italian hi-fi, hates cables
and is known for his strong views on virtually everything...

A fascinating 'what if?'
One company is offering bit-for- bit copies on DVD-R of recordings made at 176.4kHz/24-bit. All
you need to play them is an up-to-date computer and some free software, says Ken Kessler

D

uring arecent clear-out, I
stumbled upon countless

I've no idea what's under
the bonnet of my PC other

forgotten audio deadends. They reminded me
of afavourite ' dip-'nto' book, Carr

than that Ispent ashed- load
of cash for the best Icould
muster. The Realtek drivers

and Hayes' Wide Screen Movies
(McFarland, 1988), which described
various widescreen and surround

swear it's highest res, my Quad
CDP 99 ( used here as aDAC)

sound formats from the past. DTS-CD,
DAD, DVD-A, SACD - all worked, some
brilliantly, none set the world alight.
And it saddens me to see such brave

It massacred the matching CD.
Johnson says, ' currently we
record at 176.4kHz/24-bits,
with HDCD, and that is what

Because Reference Recordings' Keith
Johnson - one of HDCD's daddies - is

we put on our HRx discs.'
Hence the sampling rate; there

never discouraged. he's created HRx,
which exploits now common harddrive music servers

may be 88.2kHz/24-bit titles in

Johnson makes bit-for- bit copies of
his two-channel titles, three so far.
Because the files are huge and would
take ages to download even with a
fast connection, they arrive as WAV

,,obse

works up to 192kHz and it
played the HRx tracks first try.

efforts relegated to the ' what- if' pile.

ALL THE BITS

MANINOFF
synspihonic dances
OmMoablea.

ABOVE: HRx discs offer master- quality resolution, see
www.referencerecordings.com for more information

'Currently we record
at 176.4kHz/24-bits
and that is what we
put on our HRx discs'

files on DVD-Rs, to copy to aserver.
Unlike Chesky, Linn, et al, Reference

the future, for material recorded when

decided against downloads (
eg
FLAC files), because, knowing their

176.4kHz was not available. ' HRx's WAV
files are exactly the same as our master

customers, they feel ' most people

recordings. As long as the playback system

would prefer aDVD-R', also useful

does not convert or corrupt the bits, they'll
sound as wonderful as our masters.'

as aback-up. ( Reference does offer
lowerres downloads from Hdtracks_
com.) With music- player software such

Johnson is not attempting to launch a
'major' new format: HRx discs ( S45/£22.50

as MediaMonkey, you access HRx via a
PC or Mac with ahot so.indcard into a

each) are aimed at those ever-willing to
go the extra mile, like Americans who

DAC with 176.4kHz/24-bit capability.
Brace yourself for... some of the
sweetest sounds you'll ever hear.

acquire Havana cigars, or wine lovers who
wait decades for their Barolos to mature.
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To play HRx, the computer/server must be
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able to read DVD-Rs and WAV files, the
media player or soundcard must output
176.4kHz/24-bit audio files without
downsampling, and up to 4.7GB of space
is needed per title. These cannot play on
aDVD, CD or SACD player!

ENJOY IT!
HRx promises ' asubstantial increase in
resolution and bandwidth. The realism of
the music will offer you amore relaxed,
effortless listening experience. You will
hear extreme high-frequency extension
and purity, as well as exciting dynamic
contrast.' Assuming Iretr eyed the full
monty - or even if it wasn't - the open
and natural sound identifies HRx as a
worthy but ultra-specialised diversion for
the discerning few.
Rather than regard HRx as yet another
worthy audio cul-de-sac, why not savour
it instead as afascinating ' what if'?

Barry Fox
Technology journalist
Barry Fox trained in electronics with the RAF and worked as apatent agent, but he
gave that up to enter journalism. He is one of the world's top technology writers

Conflicts and resolutions
Barry Fox seeks straight answers from companies over conflicting formats; receiving none he
offers you afew guidlines of his own. Plus, the devices that exploit the 'analogue hole'

F

or the September issue feature
on portable audio and video
formats Itactfully glossed
over the pantomime of trying

RIGHT: No PC needed - the Archos
TV+ is just one of anew breed of
devices that allows the user to
make digital recordings of copyprotected DVDs via the analogue

to get simple clear facts from the
manufacturers. Let's now strip the gloss.
Whereas just about every portable

output of aDVD player

player plays MP3 ( MPEG-1 Audio Layer
3) audio, the words ' MP4' and ' MPEG-

I4

4' mean very little. There are many
different flavours of MPEG-4, of which
the two most important are Simple
Profile Part 2 ' X' Video and Part 10
AVC/1-1.264, and MP4 is often used as
ageneric word for MPEG-4. There are
different audio systems to go with
the video and different Digital Rights
Managements systems to prevent
unauthorised play.
After amonth of asking Sony UK
what kind of MPEG-4 video its latest
Video Walkmen handle, Istill had no

re-11)0
à
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'When Iasked Sony
Ericsson what MP4
meant Igot areply I
shall treasure for ever'

portable player. But instead of paying for
aDigital Copy file or digital download
(£11 for atop title from iTunes!),
consumers can now just connect the
analogue output of an ordinary DVD
player to one of the new breed of
'analogue hole' transfer devices from
Archos, Neuros, Pinnacle and others. This
will then convert analogue audio and
video to H.264/MC without any need

handle screen resolutions up 320x240
pixels, sometimes known as Q(uarter)VGA.

to use acomputer. Grey areas in the

mobile phone division, Sony Ericsson,
first said its mobiles used ' MP4'. Then,
when Iasked what MP4 meant, Igot

Anything higher is described as an
'unsupported format'.

widely sold, and there are no reports yet
of copyright police raiding homes for

areply Ishall treasure for ever: 'Whilst

atreasured collection of iPod music and
video H.264/MC files may refuse to play

At arecent industry conference ( run
by understanding and Solutions) apanel

on arival brand player.
This gives the rule of thumb: stick with
H.264 at 320x240 resolution and MC

of experts was pinning faith on Digital

useful answer. After amonth Sony's

Iappreciate that you're keen to know
about MP4 formats, Sony Ericsson has
let me know that it is not something
that they can speak about. They feel
it is better coming from aproduction
company or similar - who actually make
the movies/videos.'
It took two dozen emails before I
found the only human inside Motorola
and Paramount who really understood
their grand plan to sell Paramount
downloads for Moto's portable player
phones. Ithen gave up on asking
manufacturers and ran aseries of trial
and error tests, converting audio and
video files into different formats, and
trying them on different players. From
the results Iwas able to shake out afew
simple guidelines for anyone buying a
new portable.

An iPod handles 640x480 pixels. So

audio. But expect to pay extra for the
software ' plug- ins' needed by some players
(eg, Archos) to decode H.264/MC.
Bear in mind also that most Apple

law mean these devices are increasingly

evidence of personal use.

Copy as anew revenue stream. Iasked
whether they had tried using one of the
new ' analogue hole' devices to avoid the
need to pay.
Marc Gareton, Executive VP
International, Warner Bros, would say

iTunes downloads have Fairplay DRM which

only: ' Ihave not tried using one. Ihave

stops them playing on rival player brands.

lawyers who would tell me not to.'
Said David Stevens, VP International

The Motorola/Paramount download
service uses ' safe' H.264 at 320x240,

Marketing, Twentieth Century Fox Home

with MC audio. But the DRM is different
(OMA/Open Mobile Alliance 2.0). So far the

Entertainment: ' Iused aCreative player
earlier this year and found it tiresome. In
fact Ifound it incredibly frustrating.'

Paramount downloads will only play on
one type of phone, the Moto Z10!
Apple is hardly quaking in its boots at
this level of competition.

No, no, no, Mr Stevens. All Creative
portable players require the use of aPC
and dodgy software to convert aDVD for
portable play. That's just exactly what I

COPIES COST EXTRA
The movie studios are hoping to earn

was not talking about.

money by charging afiver extra for DVDs

industries appear blissfully ignorant of

-just like aSony PSP and Apple iPod.

with MPEG-4 Digital Copy files. These

But both the PSP and Walkman can only

files can then be copied to acomputer or

the technology that is getting ready to
jump up and bite them.

Sony's Walkmen handle MPEG-4 Part
10 AVC/11.264 files, with MC audio

So once again the music and movie
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OPINION
Hot topics explored by our columnists...

Andrzej Kisiel
Editor of Audio magazine
Andrzej Kisiel is editor of Poland's market- leading
Audio magazine, which was launched in 1995

The net effect
Andrzej Kisiel explains how the British had abig impact on
the Polish audio scene, and looks at the future for magazines

M

ost of you reading this
will be avid users of the
internet. The same is true

in my home country of
Poland. And many you will be regular
visitors to hi-fi and AV forums. So
how has this affected the role of the

Jon
Thompson
Film Producer
Jon Thompson
works as both aproducer and
digital film supervisor for his
company The Hat Factory

Ringing
the
alarm
Apple's new G3 iPhone may
have been eagerly awaited
but for music it's just another
example of convenience over
quality, says Jon Thompson

specialist hi-fi magazine?
To my mind, the future of specialist
magazines will depend on two factors:
their ability to keep offering exclusive
content and their ability offer features
and comment from experts in their
field. Indeed, it is futile for aspecialist
hi-fi magazine to compete with the
internet. It will lose every time when it
comes to speed and interactivity. And
as for basic hard news - forget it. But
when kcomes to putting that news
into context, explaining to the reader

hen HFN was launched
back in 1956 aphone was
something that you had to
ABOVE: Poland's monthly Audio magazine

its consequences and how he or she
might make informed decisions based
upon it, the specialist magazine will
continue to be the first port of call.

MADE IN THE UK
British magazines played ahuge role
in the Polish audio scene back in the
early 1990s. This was when the Polish
market opened for Western products,
and no local hi-fi press existed.
Before this, high-class equipment was
associated with Japanese brands.
Polish distributors raced to import
products from even the smallest of
UK companies, just because a ' Made

'British magazines
played ahuge role
in the Polish audio
scene back in the
early 1990s'
products in specialist shops. For one
thing, the network of independent
shops in Poland is not as strong as

less known on the big Western Europe

altogether in favour of building their

markets. The Danish company Dali
made its presence felt in the ' 90s and

own network of company stores that
would have better chances of survival.
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BLUETOOTHLESS
The launch of the 3G phone created
huge excitement, yet Ihave to say that
while it certainly offers afine range of
features, none is executed that well. It's
aphone, but not agreat one; it's aPDA,
but offers no cut- and- paste option; it has

saw some of the bigger distributors

translate into the presence of certain

have the iPhone 3G from Apple. It has 3G
multimedia as standard, and GPS on-tap
from its slick touch-screen control panel.

acamera, but apoor one; and as amusic

Components from other countries
were also coveted, including those

-though this does not necessarily

doctor about afterwards. Well now we

late, they had just afew decades to
establish themselves before being
challenged by the development of big

developed as the one in Western
Europe, the catalogue of companies
being officially distributed is quite vast

and multimedia was something you
paid for in the back streets of Soho. Oh,
and GPS was what you went to see the

that in some countries. Developing

in the UK' sticker guaranteed extra
points in the eyes of the clients.

is still hugely popular today.
Now the Polish market is as

wait months for the GPO to
install, LPs were the main source of music

networks and internet retailers. This
dropping independent dealers

But the best independent shops
have survived. Sometimes prices
are higher than those found on the
internet or in Germany, but the

and video player it offers storage of
16GB, which is very limited these days.
This led me to examine the features
of both the iPhone and the iPod more
thoroughly. As with modern devices,
wired is out and wireless is in yet the
iPhone does not support Bluetooth very
well. Ok, so it can make and answer calls
via Bluetooth, but you can't listen to
your voice mails via Bluetooth, so don't
expect to listen to them in your car.

stability of the market is shown by our

More importantly, you can't use
wireless headsets with either the iPhone

yearly Audio Show. After all, it's the
biggest between Berlin and Moscow! ()

or iPod music player via Bluetooth.
Even though astandard exists for high C-

Formula
bars don't use
2 star fu
, \
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...their precision components require
the highest quality fuel to optimise performance.
Similarly, your high- end audio/visual system will only perform to
its true potential with pure. consistent re- generated mains power.

Did you know.
the mains supply to your home is already compromised?
Its polluted with various types of noise and grunge.
Add this to afluctuating input voltage of between 220V — 255V.
None of which you have any control over, and you may begin to
understand why your high quality system sounds better or
worse at different times of the day or night.

PS Audio's award winning
Power Plant Premier
delivers pure re- generated AC mains power. stabilised and
provided at aconstant voltage that will optimise the individual
performance of each of your Audio/Visual system
components and deliver asound you have not yet
experienced.

The Power Plant Premier É the only product that
provides true regenerated AC mains, unsurpassed mains
conditioning that can reduce harmonic distortion by a
factor of 10 and its the only product that will protect
your system against both surge and spikes.

To gain complete transparency over your mains
power and arrange ademonstration to hear how
good your system really sounds please
contact one of our approved

hi-finews
OU 1SIANDING

PS Audio dealers

PRODUCT

£1799

hstributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
1208 480 3333

info@signaturesystems.co.uk

vww.signaturesystems.co.uk
Waler enquiries welcome

All inclusive

ho/burn

T 01224 585713
F 01224 584194

T 0141 332 4707
F 0141 332 0122

441 Holburn Street
Aberdeen AB10 7GU

135 Gt Western Road
Glasgow G4 9AH

PERFORMANCE BUILT TO LAST

glasgow
PERFORMANCE BUILT TO LAST

www.holburnhifi.co.uk

www.glasgowaudio.com

"I heard this great sound! It made my heart race and the hairs on the back of my neck stand up."
Come and feel the music in one of our demonstration rooms.

*Ex displayNow

Was

CD Players / CD- R Recorders / Hard Disc Recorders
*Arcam Diva CD73 CD Player ( Silver)
450.00 . 250.00
Cyrus CD6S CD Player ( quartz silver)
650.00 . 395.00
Cyrus CD8x CD Player ( silver and black)
1000.00 . 599.00
Harman/Kardon HD970 CD Player ( silver)
350.00 . 275.00
Amplifiers
*Classé CAP 2100 Integrated Amplifier ( silver) ... 3950.00 . 2950.00
Harman/Kardon HK970 Integrated Amp ( black) 350.00...275.00
*Meridian GO2 Pre Amplifier ( silver)
1750.00...995.00
*Meridian G56 Power Amplifier ( silver)
1495.00...995.00
Loudspeakers
*Pioneer SX-1E Loudspeakers
4500.00 . 3500.00
*Dynaudio Audience 42 Loudspeakers ( cherry) .... 400.00...325.00
*Dynaudio Audience 52 Loudspeakers ( cherry) .... 650.00...495.00
*Dynaudio Audience 72 Loudspeakers ( rosewood).400.00...895.00
DVD Players
*Arcam Diva DV135 DVD Player HDMI
450.00..350.00
*Arcam Diva DV137 DVD Player HDMI
900.00...599.00
*Pioneer DVR940 DVD Recorder ( silver/black)....1300.00...379.00
*Yamaha DVD-S2700 ( silver)
999.95...379.00
*Meridian G98DH DVD Player ( silver)
3350.00 . 1995.00
AV Amplifiers, Receivers Et Processors
*Harman Kardon AVR 745 ( silver)
1700.00 .. 995.00
*Arcam Diva AVR300 ( silver)
1335.00. . 750.00
*Arcam Diva AVR280 ( silver)
900.00. . 499.00
Arcam Diva AVR350 ( silver/black)
1200.00 ... 599.00
*Arcam FMJ AV9 Processor ( black)
3750.00 . 2450.00
*Meridian G68ADVS Surround Controller ( silver) 4995.00 . 2495.00
Sub Woofers
*BEtW ASW-750 Active Sub (walnut)
El 200.00 . E800.00

AJ

*Ex displayNow

Was

CD Players / CD- R Recorders / Hard Disc Recorders
Cyrus CD6S CD Player ( quartz silver)
650.00 ... 395.00
Cyrus CD8x CD Player ( silver and black)
1000.00 ... 599.00
*Classé COP 202 CD Player ( silver)
4750.00 . 3500.00
*Chord DAC64 DAC ( silver)
1960.00 . 1350.00
Amplifiers
*Chord CPM 2600 Integrated Amplifier ( silver)
3500.00 . 2450.00
*Chord SPM 1200C Power Amplifier ( silver)
4800.00 . 3250.00
*Classé CAP 2100 Integrated Amplifier ( silver)
3950.00 . 2950.00
Loudspeakers
*Dynaudio Audience 42 Loudspeakers ( cherry) .... 400.00...325.00
*Dynaudio Audience 52 Loudspeakers ( cherry) .... 650.00...495.00
*Dynaudio Audience 72SE ( cherry)
1750.00 . 1450.00
*Meridian DSP33 Digital Active ( black)
2595.00 . 1750.00
*Meridian M33 Active ( black)
1560.00 . 1250.00
DVD Players
*Arcam Diva Dv135 DVD Player ( black)
900.00...345.00
*Arcam Diva DV137 DVD Player ( silver and black) 900.00 _ 495.00
*Arcam Diva DV78 DVD Player ( silver)
699.90.. 300.00
AV Amplifiers, Receivers Et Processors
*Arcam Diva AVR300 ( silver)
1335.00...650.00
*Arcam Diva AVR280 ( silver)
900.00 ... 499.00
Arcam Diva AVR350 ( silver/black)
1200.00...599.00
Yamaha RX-V2700 ( silver)
1000.00...650.00
*Harman Kardon AVR 645
1100.00...699.00
Mains Conditioning
*Isol8 Sub Station 2 ( silver)
2300.00 . 1495.00

Wadia170iTransport

Cyrus SE Players

New Wadia ipod docking station

CD6 SE, CD8 SE and CD XT SE Transport

Now On Demonstration

Now On Demonstration

accessorysllop
HIGH PERFORMANCE HI-Fl & HOME THEATRE CABLES & ACCESSORIES

Buy these and other offers on line 14 at
www.avaccessoryshop.co.uk
445 Holburn Street Aberdeen AB10 7GU Tel 01224 585771
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CD Players IBtu- ray IAmplifiers ISpeakers IPlasma ILCD IProjectors
Major Credit Cards Accepted IInterest Free Credit Available on selected items subject to status

OPINION

Christopher Breunig
HEN Music Editor
Christopher Breunig used to be an architect, but
music was his first love. He's an avid record collector

*C"W 7711

Ribbon day
Christopher Breunig says the inexpensive DNM Stereo
Interconnect should satisfy critical audiophiles

••••••

ABOVE: The iPhone - you can always use
it as auniversal remote (see p87)
quality music playing - Advanced
Audio Distribution Profile (A2DP) - and
the iPod's hardware supports it, the
software doesn't.
The A2DP lays out the protocols
and procedures for the distribution of
high-quality audio content in mono or
stereo on ACL channels (Asynchronous
Connection-Oriented Link). In practice

1

t's no surprise that Denis
Morecroft has recently produced
aStereo Interconnect cable to
go with his solid core speaker

cable, which Idescribed in the 2007
Yearbook. Priced at only £ 22/metre
(unterminated) it comprises asemitransparent ribbon with four spaced
high purity 0.4mm copper conductors.
The ribbon width is 15mm and the

this means that you can transmit stereo

offset web can be pulled apart to suit
the L/R terminal spacing on, say, your

sound to your headphones.

CD player or preamplifier.

Ilistened to anumber of devices that
support the protocol - aSony Ericsson
W980 Walkman phone and aMacbook,
both through Nokia BH-903 and Sony

'It seems that when
it comes to quality
versus convenience,
convenience wins
every time'

The cable is slightly directional and
so lettered to indicate the correct
'flow', with each core coded - red/
orange for signal conductors, blue/
white for ground return.
This new DNM ribbon proves easy
to work with for DIY enthusiasts
but may also be ordered direct with

digital source. Not that the sound is in
any way bland. Far from it, the Stereo
Interconnect times admirably, focuses
soundstage detail more precisely,
thereby giving one greater insights
into the music. Voice and instrumental
timbres sound more real.
Atest track Irecommmend for
this is the piano piece Cuero, on aCD
largely of Schubert sonatas. It's on the

'The woody
frame sounds and
fading decays all
came across with
enhanced vividness'

appropriate terminations for your
system ( DNM amplifiers will require

budget label Oehms [OC 593]. Cuero

5- pin DIN plugs; Bullet Plugs are
recommended for phonos). Apart

requires the player to run his fingers over
the strings in gently ' conversational'

from the technical aspects - see www.
dnm.co.uk for full specifications and
pricing information - the single ribbon

strings, with acouple of forte poundings
which have long tails of reverberation.

HBH-D5980 Bluetooth headphones
-and was shocked as to how poor the

reduces the rat's nest of system wiring
generally on view and its attendant
stray magnetic fields.

sound was. Iwonder what the people
who define the A2DP use as areference

PRECISE REASONS

for high-fidelity sound?

With the Stereo Precision speaker

murmurs, then pluck the upper treble

The woody frame sounds and fading
decays all came across with enhanced
vividness. At the price you can hardly feel
disappointed with this innovative cable. e)

cable Imust admit that, after the

•

NOT ALL THAT GLITTERS

first flush of conviction that it quite

ABOVE: DNM's Stereo Interconnect can be

Irecently visited an old friend of mine

outperformed the original solid core

'unzipped' for termination

who's avinyl junky. He played me a

ribbon design, Ibegan wondering

record on his Rega turntable that cost

if Ishould go back to it. Idid this

£200 - far less than the cost of an
iPhone. The record he had bought from

with some satisfaction - it seemed

acharity shop for the princely sum of

comfortable for longterm listening.
But then Irefitted the Stereo Precision

one pound! It sounded stunning, and yet
the record was 30 years old.
So why do we continue to fall for
shiny new technology that performs
less well than that which it replaces?

• •

marginally less dynamic and more

single ribbon and haven't felt

It seems that when it comes to quality
versus convenience, these days

prompted to revert yet again to the
older cables!
With the interconnect Imade for
the CD player there was no doubt
about its superior resolution. There's

convenience wins every time. (!)

no sense of induced fatigue with a

ABOVE: The cable is only 15mm wide
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You don't know what you're

mis ig
s

n

—until you try avan den Hul
cable in your hi-fi system
en Hut • s
prov
ur music that will deliver i
accurately and as completely
as possible
To find out more about the ft.!! range of
iiterconnects, a/v. HDIV1I and speaker cables
from van den Hui, and where you can buy
them visit: www.heileydesicns.co.uk
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www.henteydesigns.co.uk

Do you get contused trying to
choose your Hi Fi Cables ?
With every manufacturer telling you
that their product will sound the best
how can you be sure you're making
the right decision ?
We hope that you'll find our approach
refreshingly different as we encourage you to choose the cables that
give you the best performance and
musical pleasure in your own listening
environment.
With the help of the Metallurgy

fi

iiiii n71 ink

The Missing Link, Quality British Hi Fi Cables at Surprisingly Affordable Prices
01623 844478 or 07967 859333 E-Mail: Info@the-missing-lirk.net

www.the-missing-link.net
If you would like more information
on our full cible range
Cesigned and Produced in
Great Britain contact us today

At The Missing Link we offer oirue bespoke service with individually
hand built high performance cables in any length terminated to suit
your preference and with achoice of colour.

Department of Bradford University we
have been able to conduct specialist
research in the pursuit of engineering
perfection for The Missing Link range
of cables.
•Our cables are an exercise in electrical engineering excellence - as
good cable design should be.
•Our materials and construction
methods are the finest available.
•Our laboratory grade pure Silver &
Copper bullion has been scientifically
analysed down to parts per billion.
-We have developed our own unique
heat treatment process to create a
pure conductor that allows the minimum of disruption to the flow of the
electrons.
With the scientific facts to help you
make an informed decision we hope
you will feel encouraged to make your
own comparisons....
and because at The Missing Link your
satisfaction is our priority we offer a
'no quibble' full money back guarantee to give you complete confidence.

The Missing Link .. afresh insight into the recorded arts

Barry Willis
Journalist for top American audio-video publications
While his main interest is high-end audio, Barry Willis also writes about the culinary
industry, visual art, and theatre for ahuge variety of US newspapers and magazines

How not to get agood review
Can good reviews be bought? No, says Barry Willis, and while positive press might ensure a
financial boost to the company involved the only surefire way to success is via fine products

J

ust two days prior to punching up
my monthly bit for HFN, Igot a

call from astartup manufacturer
seeking important advice. What

could he do to guarantee apositive
review in the audiophile press?
This ebullient fellow makes excellent
products. I've heard them and they're
superb. They stand agood chance of
someday earning aspot in the pantheon
of high-performance audio gear, but
are avery long way from becoming
household names.
With no dealer network, and an
internet presence still in development,
this manufacturer is several years from
beginning to see any return on its
investment. Designing agreat product
and getting it produced in more than
hobbyist quantities is atremendous first
step. The next step is all business, and
tough business at that.

PRAISE AT A PRICE?
My long-distance friend knows that,
and has been around this industry long
enough to know that arave review in a
major AV publication can be the financial
equivalent of launching arocket. He's

ABOVE:'Respected reviewers are immune to the panderings of those seeking positive ink'
figures ( insert currency of your choice)

'My long-distance
friend suffers from the
common belief that
reviewers are for sale
to the highest bidder'
also suffering from the common belief that
reviewers are for sale to the highest bidder,
that good relations with the press are
simply amatter of how many favours are
needed to grease the media machine.
Like many people in the electronics

And Irecall ascene in ahotel hallway
at aCanadian hi-fi show in which the
publisher of acertain second-tier audio
publication, after polishing off most of
abottle of expensive whiskey, bragged
loudly about how he had just taken cash
payment from aprominent amp maker
in exchange for arave review. Alcohol is
afantastic truth serum.

THE READER IS KING
Fortunately that sort of stupidly criminal
behaviour is rare. Reputable publications
have relatively impenetrable firewalls
between advertising and editorial.
Respected and respectable reviewers

industry — and like most audiophiles,

are likewise more-or- less immune to the

especially those who spend every waking

obsequious pandering of those seeking

moment in online forums — this fellow is
full of tales about how this editor or that

to the armies of online bloggers eager to

reviewer took payment, or accepted a
Mediterranean sailing trip, or went on
holiday in Switzerland all-expenses- paid.
He believes there's adirect correlation
between money spent advertising in
Sonic Journal (
not areal magazine) and
the amount of favourable coverage that
publication might give his company. He
can quote, almost as if he had been there
himself, the details of adeal in which a
reviewer agreed to praise aproduct in
return for alifelong loan of that product.
My friend is correct that there's
ABOVE: Sonic Journal — artist's impression

that were provided gratis piece- by- piece.

corruption in this business. Ihave
colleagues with systems worth asolid six

positive ink. ( Disclaimer: may not apply
play with free equipment.)
Which is not to say that they don't
enjoy nice meals and gift bottles of fine
wine. They are human, of course. But
however much they appreciate press
junkets to Kyoto and Tuscany, their
loyalty is ultimately to their readers and
their duty, to the truth.
My short answer to my eager friend?
There's only one sure path to good
reviews: make great products and back
them up with great customer service.
Everything else is mere vanity.
Next month: Why are bad reviews
such rarities? O
D
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Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will
find all the music
in your vinyl

°Mon

accuracy in sound

Fi

To find out more about the full range of
hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and
where you can buy them visit:
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

NLE

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
F-•rotessionaily designed kits from VISAI ON
High specification drive units
Fully assembled and tested crossovers
See website for full details or request the new
180 page Visaton Kit Catalogue
dis

MHT

•

o

o
o

CINCI
As, 2 MHT

Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards two
channel Hi Fi, specialising in vinyl replay.
As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstratioi
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we
can offer our customers home demonstrations.
We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers.
We also specialise in acable termination and cable burn in service.
Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse

Anmns

CENIttl

t.

Transmission line kits

'

Visaton make some of the
best drive units in the world,
and are used in som of the
best systems around. They
offer great value
y
dtotal

High End Kits
Home Cinema and surround sound

Buoy

or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.
New vinyl records now stocked

Tel: +44 (0)1733 344768

IMPACT AUDIO

www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
info@i mpactaud io. co. uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

VISAT N

onsultant Edito
teve Harris edited HiFi Ne
between 1986 and 2005. He loves jazz, blues music,
vinyl and vintage hi-fi, in fact anything that makes music come to life...

Manual labour
Do you study the user manual before plugging in new kit or do you rip open the packaging, rack
it up and immediately press play? Steve Harris ponders the complexity of today's components

y

ou

can't ignore them.
Cambridge Audio's instruction
books now come in bright

yellow envelopes with black
warning stripes and abig ' Read Me'
headline. This might be an indication
that Cambridge has had enough of
dealing with queries to which the
politest response is ' read the f'ing
manual!' Still, for most people and
most products, the instruction manual
is something to turn to when all else
fails. And the more complicated the
product, the more daunting the manual.
If the unit is intuitively easy to operate,
users happily ignore the manual. If its
control structure is really awkward or
counter- intuitive, no amount of careful
explanation will fix it.
Well-designed audio products can
appear pleasingly simple, even if they
have many extra features. Controls you
don't use every day can be tucked away
in secondary menus, so you may not
be even be aware of them if you don't
'RTFM'. This is the electronic equivalent
of the old idea - still used today by
Accuphase, for example - of hiding all

leading makers to lend them a

of remote controls sitting with them on

top-of-the- range AV amplifier. ' It was
delivered brand new. We opened the
box, we connected it all up, turned it on.

the sofa. Relatively few owners ever get
round to replacing all these with asingle

Nothing! We got the instruction manual
out. We had our distributor with us, so
there were three of us trying to get sound

'For most people the
instruction manual is
something to turn to
when all else fails'

learning remote.

DIAL M FOR MUSIC
But we may be on the threshold of a
new era, thanks to Apple. Soon, it seems,
we could all be controlling our home
entertainment systems from an iPhone.
Getting this to work could involve
some hard graft on the part of your
dealer, but once up and running, the
equipment should be easier to use than
ever before. With alittle help, perhaps,
from the 14-year-old next door. ( 1
)

tttg

out of it. We had been professionals in the
audio business for well over 20 years each,
but here we were trying to get sound out
of apiece of domestic kit.' Needless to say,

READ
ME

Leema vowed that its own AV products
would be more user-friendly.
As things are, most people who have a
cinema system also have awhole bunch
opt

Lies mich

.
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i
le
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amim
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Lees dit

the fiddly- looking extra controls under a

0
1.7s

front- panel flap.
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OFF THE MENU
When it comes to AV, though, the
complexity is inescapable. Here's a
comment from Lars Worre of Dali:
'I'd say the industry has messed up afew
things in the AV area, because they've
basically created products that nobody

OCambridge Audio

can operate. Very few can set them up
and very, very few can get the best out
of their system. Iknow alot of dealers
who can't even operate the full menu
settings of an average AV receiver. We've
got into asituation where you actually

IMAGE: David Boyle

confuse the customer that needs
guidance, rather than teaching him.'
Lee Taylor of Leema tells the story of
what happened at one of the company's
early hi-fi show appearances. Wanting
to demonstrate Leema speakers in
surround sound, they asked one of the

ABOVE: The new-look manual that accompanies Cambridge kit
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SOUNDING OFF

Hearing is
believing
MORE MS ELLIOT PLEASE

Send in your views to: Sound Off, HiFi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — please use ' Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via e-mail

THE SOUND OF ONE
AMP CLIPPING
WHY NOT DISCONNECT SPEAKERS AND ERADICATE CLIPPING THE SILENT WAY?

Keith Howard's Audio Exposed article
in the June 2008 was great, but Ihave
asuggestion for him. Try working the
problem from the other end. Here's how...
Take aset-up comprising CD player,
a ' typical' 50-100W integrated amp, and
an average loudspeaker with agenuine
89dB sensitivity (approximately) - like
one of those featured in your June
2008 group test. Throw on atest CD,
disconnect the speakers, then turn up the
amp until it is just short of clipping (use
whatever test method you have to hand,
for example an oscilloscope). Make a
note of the volume control level then
re-connect the speakers. You now have a
system that cannot clip.
Play arange of commercially available
CDs with the volume at the level
determined above. Is it loud enough?
Did you need to use a300W amp just
because of loudness concerns?
The system used was ' good but
not high-end' as far as the market is
concerned (Idon't mean to judge its
sound quality). Is there a
problem with amplifier
power, or is it mainly a
workhorse amp?
TN Args, Australia
Keith Howard replies:
This is an interesting
approach but it's not

SOUND

OFF
OF THE

true that asystem set
MON111
up this way ' cannot clip'.
Disconnecting the speakers
from the amplifier means that no current is
drawn from the output stages, and that the
amplifier rail voltages are consequently always
at amaximum. This will not be the case when
the speakers are reconnected, so an amplifier
that is set up as described may still suffer
voltage clipping or current clipping. (I'm
assuming aconventional unregulated power
supply here.) It would also be necessary to
use atest disc carrying asignal which allows
for the OdBFS+ effect described in the August
issue if all clipping is to be reliably avoided,
even without the speakers connected.
Still, this is apractical way to establish an
approximate volume control setting below
which clipping won't occur with aconventional
amplifier (it won't work reliably with
commutating designs), and thereby
decide whether your amplifier is powerful
enough for your chosen speakers and replay
levels. Provided
that you have
some means to
detect waveform
clipping, which
may well
also involve
appropriate
attenuation of the
amplifier's output
voltage.

WIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES
As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct ' 07)
for the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month
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So good to see Janine Elliot now
doing reviews in HiFi News. I
very much enjoy her sense of
humour month to month in
HiFi Confidential, and her
honest and to the point method
of articulation in her report on the
Philips MCi1500H Media server
[see HFN Sept '08] was most
enjoyable and informative. Good
to see she didn't give the usual
80% for sound quality. Perhaps
it's true after all that women hear
better than men!
Mo via e-mail

Push the
button
HELP WITH DOWNLOADING HFN TESTS

Iwould like to download test
reports from your site. Ibuy
HiFi News at the newstand and
would like to investigate your
reviews further by reading the
tests that you offer. Iam mostly
interested in the full results of
tests you have done on analogue
equipment. What's the easiest
way to download the tests?
Also, what equipment would
Ineed to check the wow and
flutter of my turntable? And what
about rumble? And is there atest
Ican do to check for proper
anti-skate settings?
Bill Demers, via e-mail
Paul Miller replies: Readers may
download QC Suite test reports
via the red 'Download' button near
the bottom of the www.hifinews.
co.uk home page. Illustrated with
numerous graphs, these reports
provide amore thorough technical
overview than space allows in
the magazine itself Harneg still
manufactures traditional W&F/drift
meters but, for atune-up, you might
try out the Adjust+ software and test
LP combination from Dr Feickert
-see www.adjustplus.de.

DOWNLOAD
HI-FI NEWS
LAB RESULTS ONLINE

Its Sale Time again at Shadow
Audio on all our Used Items...
Visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk for the latest
product list and remember - the sale price is
just aguide so make us asensible offer** on a
used product and we may just say YES!

Call 0844 800 0073 or 0074 today...
**all reasonable offers considered

eta*
Below are just some examples... Call us today and
you could have the product(s) you have always
dreamed of, in amatter of days*.

Call 0844 800 0073 or 0074 to apply...
'subject to status / written details on request.

Unison Research Performance

Graaf GM50

Nordost TYR 1m RCA

Deposit: £650
Monthly payment: £ 162.50
Months: 36
Total payable: £6,500

Deposit: £ 399
Monthly payment: £ 149.83
Months: 24
Total payable: £ 3,995

Deposit: £ 125
Monthly payment: £93.75
Months: 12
Total payable: £ 1,250

IsoTek Titan

Dali Helicon 400 MK II

SME 20/2a

Deposit: £380
Monthly payment: £ 142.50
Months: 24
Total payable: f3,800

Deposit: £ 680
Monthly payment: £ 170
Months: 36
Total payable: £6,800

Deposit: £ 175
Monthly payment: £ 131.25
Months: 12
Total payable: £1,750

design: C audiography 2008. HFN IIC8.

PREMIER POINTS
IS THE POWER PLANT SAFE TO USE DESPITE MANUFACTURER'S ADVICE?

After reading Keith Howard's review of
PS Audio's Power Plant Premier [see
HIN Feb ' 08] Ibought one. Ihave to
say the improvements it brought were
dramatic - the best I've had from a
single purchase. Thank you!
Irecently bought aused Krell 700cx
and was told by the dealer not to run
it from the Power Plant Premier. Ilater
contacted Krell (who were very helpful)
who said 'line conditioning is definitely
ano-no with our amplifiers'.
Irecal from Keith's review that he'd
driven aKrell FBI from the PPP and that
the results were very good. So, like a
recalcitrant child asking one parent
after another the same question until
they get the answer they want to hear:
do you think it would be safe to run the
700cx from the PPP? If so, do you think
it improve or degrade the sound?
There is areal reason behind this
question is that the 700cx hums quite
audibly when connected to my mains
(which is adedicated circuit to my hifi). It can be heard from more than five
metres away and is apparent when the
700cx is both in stand-by and running.
Iexperimented by plugging the 700cx
into the PPP and set it to stand-by: the
hum disappeared.

its predecessors, is not amains conditioner,
it is amains regenerator. This is an important
distinction. There is awidespread and
understandable concern that using mains
conditioning products may increase the
mains source impedance and thereby have a
negative influence on sound quality - although
Idon't know that this effect has ever been
formally demonstrated. Krell advises against
the use of mains conditioners for this reason.
But as Idemonstrated in my lab report,
this is not arealistic concern with the PPP
Using acurrent sensor in the mains feed to a
Musical Fidelity A5cr power amp delivering
acontinuous 220W per channel into 4ohm
dummy loads, Ishowed that the PPP delivered
atextbook charging waveform, unlike the
wall supply waveform which was flat-topped
by harmonic distortion. This should give you,
and Krell come to that, reassurance that the

PPP will not interfere in any negative way
with the operation of your FPB 700cx. On
the contrary, you may find its sound quality
is improved, as Idid with the FBI. Make up
your own mind on this, without fear or favour,
and use or don't use the PPP accordingly.
The reason why the transformer
mechanical hum is quelled by the PPP
relates to its lowering of mains harmonic
distortion - which is not something you can
readily achieve in any other way. A mains
transformer designed to cope with likely
mains distortion content should not suffer
this defect but products manufactured in the
US for 230V operation have not always been
blameless in this regard.
Even if you can't detect any change in
sound quality when the Power Plant Premier
is used with the Krell 700cx, if it silences that
annoying hum you'll have reason to thank it.

Mike M, vie e-mail
Keith Howard replies: The first point to
stress is that the Power Plant Premier, like

ABOVE: PS Audio's Power Plant Premier is amains regenerator and not aconditioner

Who made the first UK transistorised amp?
A NUMBER OF CONTENDERS ON SALE IN THE EARLY '605 BEFORE LEAK UNVEILED THE STEREO 30

In Ken Kessler's October piece ' Sounds
of the ' 60s' he suggests that the 1963
Leak Stereo 30 may have been the first
transistorised integrated amplifier from
areasonably sized British company.
It seems, however, that Pye had
introduced its HFS3OT integrated afew
months earlier - during February 1963.
Battery- powered transistor preamps
were already on sale from both Worden
Audio and EMG Audio in 1962, whilst
the UK's very first integrated amplifier
came from asmall Stevenage firm, DJT
Industrial Developments. Launched
that August, the 10W Transtereo was
transformerless; it too could be battery
powered although amains unit came
within its £48 price. This 9.75in-wide
unit included lmV pickup sensitivity
circuitry plus radio and tape inputs,
channel balance, tone controls and
high/low pass filter switching.
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ABOVE 8, RIGHT:
Leak's Stereo 30, and
the Transtereo amp
from 131T Industrial
Developments
Ken also mentions the Daystrom
factory at Gloucester. In fact Iwas the
designer/job architect for this modest
industrial building on the city's outskirts.
As the company was American, its
directors wanted Cotswold stone panels
between the office windows!

Designer George Tinett (a
contributor to HIN in the ' 60s) had a
sound-proofed test booth set up, which
he showed me when Heathkits were
distributed within the UK.
Christopher Breumg,
London
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the experts in home entertainment
When you buy from Sevenoaks you are
buying from one of the biggest, longest
established and most trusted Hi Fi / Home
Cinema retailers in the UK.
We have been making home entertainment
come alive for customers for more than
35 years now. With anational network
of stores and ahard-won reputation for
outstanding customer service we are
confident that we can do the same for you.
Ultimately, our stated aim is quite
simple... to offer atotal home
entertainment solution, no matter what
the customer's need.

The philosophy behind Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is simple,
customer- focused and hasn't changed since the day the company
started. When you shop at Sevenoaks we guarantee you:• Superb customer service, including after-sales care and attention to detail.
• An unrivalled product range, with every leading manufacturer in stock and
impartial advice on offer.
• Knowledgeable staff that are highly trained, dedicated to customer
service and have agenuine passion for home entertainment.
• Demonstration facilities in every store, offering pleasant and comfortable
surroundings to test high-performance products in ahome- like environment.
• Competitive prices across the whole range of products stocked.
• Leading edge expertise in bespoke design and Installation with Cedia
qualified staff in many stores.

Brands Stocked Include'
Acoustic Energy
Arcam
Artcoustic
Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Beyer Dynamic
Chord Company
Chord Electronics
Cyrus

Da- Lite
Denon
Draper
Escient
Goldring
Grado
In Focus
Ixos
KEF
Linn

Loewe
Logitech
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
Nevo
Onkyo
Optimum

Optoma
Panasonic
Pioneer
Pixel Magic
PMC
Primare
Project
Q Acoustics
QED
Quad

Quadraspire
REL
Roksan
Rotel
Samsung
Sennheiser
Sharp
Sim2
Sonos
Sony

Sound Org
Sound Style
SpeakerCraft
Spectral
Spendor
Stewart Screens
Teac
Toshiba
Van Den Hul
Yamaha

•Some brands/products are not available at all stores - please confirm before travelling.

Find out more - visit www.SSAV.com today!

Demonstration Rooms

SEVEN0a<S

the experts in home entertainment

Hi Fi Separates

Home Cinema & HiFi

Pro-Ject Turntables
Pro-jects excellent range includes the mult award-winning

From astraightforward hig -1
definition
flatscreen TV to a1080p projector, from
aDVD Recorder to acomplete Blu-Ray
based solution, we can offer every
conceivable flavour of Home Cinema.

move the human soul like nothing else.
Choosing components/systems that will
'gel'together correctly in your borne is

When it comes to surround sound we
know exactly how to help )eou achieve
the effects you're after within the budget
you've got.

And with demonstration roorrs in every

The new Genie 2

store, you're positively encouraged to
bring in your favourite discs or hook

is an deal choice
for vinyl lovers

Music, when conveyed through ahigh-

Debut, versions include Debut LISB - ideal for converting
your favourite tracks to your Pod and Debut colour
-available in finishes to suit any decor.

no easy task but our vastly experienced
staff do it day in, day out so let us help.

on abudget

up your MP3 player to give asystem a
thorough workout before you buy.

and is supplied
complete with

quality audio system, has the power to

LCD & Plasma Screens

4,4

NEW

Thew new
screens from

cartridge.

Home Cinema Separates
Onkyo
' •
l essive range includes the " i(-SR606
:ured) and TX- 5R506,

Pioneer are
1080p HD

Arcam FMJ Series

CD17/A18
Combining sleek design, flexible connectivity and alevel of

ready and
feature KURD

reproduction far beyond that of budget separates systems

technology for
<L,

the deepest
blacks

Pioneer G9 KURO Series Plasma TVs
\lei,/ SO & 60 inch models Full 1080o HD ready

Primer.
Roksan Kandy K2

Yamaha
The DSP-AX863SE AV amplifier features full seport for
audio formats ensuring maximum enjoyment of
all high definition sources. The flagship DSP-Z1 1is also
available at selected stores.

With class-leading build quality, and auniçue blend of
sophisticated Scandinavian design, Primee build elegant

Roksan replaces its hugely successful • ' es with

reliable, easy-to-use systems that promise years of high

the new Kandy K2. CD player and amplo, available soon.

quality performance.

Speakers
B&W 600 Series
The fourth generation of
the 600 series features new
drive units, crossovers and
awhole new design.

Samsung Series 6 ' Rose Black' LCD TVs
inch. full 10.8)p HD ready mod.,

5Year Warranty
included with al Plasma and LCD televisions
purchased at our normal selling price'
Choose models from Loewe, Panasonic,
Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp and Sony

B&W MiniTheatre
MT30
Award- winning 5.1

Denon

speaker system
available in

The range includes the award- winning Denon
DVD1940 OVO player and outstanding AV recei,ers
including the new AVR-1909.

silver, black
or white.

Monitor Audio
With achoice of sizes
and finishes, there's a
Monitor Audio speaker
ro complement any
system. Ranges include
Bronze BR Silver RS, Gold
Signature, new Radius FO
and the flagship Platinum.

with a26" screen or : arger
•Sevenoaks

Retall Pr.ce IWCWA001

Panasonic DMP-BD50
profile 20 this new player delivers
and sound quality.

roture

Marantz Cinemarium ES7001
Looking for asimple surround sound solution? Then this
could be the answer. The ES7001 delivers virtual surround
sound from asingle, stylish box.

Yamaha BD- 52900
Make the most of your Blu-ray discs 'nth this new player
from Yamaha Features 1080p/24fps compatble HIM
and direct HD audio bitstream out.

Panasonic VIERA PZ81
to

w41t freesat HD

The highly acclaimed
Radius.

bookshelf and
floorstanding models

incl,..de an integrated freest HD tuner.

featuring KEF's unique
Uni 0 technology.

Essential Accessories

DLP Projectors

sub/sat speakers replacing

CD
KEF iQ Series

For the ultimate home cinema exparience, why ncl

At Sevenoaks, accessories are
not an afterthi.ught Our staff
can demonstrate the difference
the right accesories
can make
to your listening and ,/iewing
experience.

choose afull 1380p projector and sr teen?

InFocus
IN81,1N82 &
IN83

es)

KEF KHT2005.3

CD

range of ultra-compact

New ip series includes

• ,8T. full 1080p HD eady Plasma TVs, are
t. etust

Radius HD
Anew decor matching

II
Spendor SA1

NEW

The most musical
and revealing smal
loudspeaker ever

New 51 speaker

created by Spendor.
This tiny 2-way

package available

infinite baffle design

in high gloss

presents sound in

black or matt

an uncluttered and

silver.

cchesive manner
that is incredioly
cap:ivating to
listen to. Finisied ir

Sim2
Grand Cinema
HT380
2

gorgeous; Zebrano
Rano Lacquer, Jet
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE.

SOUNDS', IC,

GRA.D0

Q

ED

Black Piano Lacquer
and Satin Wenge.

SEVEN0a<S

visit www.SSAV.com today!

SOUND

All Sevenoa.cs stores stock awide range of products, have comfortable

Both 2- channel hi-fi and full multi-channel home cinema
systems are available. Our comprehensive range has

demonstration rooms, provide first-class customer service and can deliver and

Solo Mini

models to suit all your sound and vision needs.

install your purchase. Stores with Cedia qualified staff can also provide abespoke

Integrated CD, Radio
and Amplifier with iPod
control via optional
rLead/rDock.

ARC AM

1111111

Arcam Solo
Separates performance from these award-winning
systems Available as Solo Music, Movie 5.1 or Marie 2.1

"116

and new Mini.

•

•

1••1

cs•

B&W

Vita Audio R4

Zeppelin

This one box music system horn Vita combines a
DAB radio, CD and iPod dock. Delivering 80 watts per channel.
the R4 produces
sound quality that
you wouldn't expect
horn such acompact
design. The iPod dock
is compatible with
most Pod models.

This new Pod
docking station
ticks all the boxes:
it's beautiful, solid
as arock and
soiinds amazing!

VISION

Nationwide Stores

All-in-One Systems

Hear just how
good your iPod
can sound.

&

M OM« Meese.

Multi- Room Audio
Logitech
Squeezebox Duet

Sonos
• . • ,com digital

With Squeezebox'"
Duet, you can listen
to the music you love in
any room of your home. This
smart, wireless player delivers
your entire music collection to
your stereo. The controller then
makes it easy to browse, select and play.

music system lets you
play your favourite
tunes all over the house
-and control them
from the palm of your

CD

design and installation service.They have unrivalled expertise in all areas of
home automation and can demonstrate awide range of installation options.
Aberdeen
01224 25279"

Leeds - Wetherby
01937 586886

Sheffield
0114 255

Bedford
01234 27277.,

Leicester
0116 253 6567

Southampton
023

Brighton - Hove
01273 7333381

Lincoln
01522 527397

Southgate
020
i7

Loughton
020 8532 0770

Swindon

Maidstone

Swiss Cottage
77

Cambridge
01223 30477(1

Manchester
831

Tunbridge Wells
'2 531543

Om's«

Norwich
13 767605

Watford

Bristol
0117 974 3727
Bromley
020 8290 1988

02:

al
3

4466

Nottingham

Cheltenham
01
Epsom
01

MI

*MU

U

Weybridge
Witham - Essex
D 501733

totter
01392 218895

Peterborough
01733 89 ',

Wolverhampton
01902 312225

-.0141 332 9653

Plymouth
01752 226011

Yeovil
01935 700078

Guildford

Poole
01202 671677

•

'54)

Reading
0118 959 7768

•

;71'

Sevenoaks
01732 459555

3

3
Holborn

3

33
Sher wood

Oxford
720

Kingston

hand, You can even
play different songs in
different rooms

'r2

3

OPENING
SOON

3 Cedia Member

Dublin
sei“..kirherrir.«

NEW BL1150 Bundle

This is an excellent
place to start it
you're looking for
amusic sys:erm
that delivers
great sound arid

Sevenoaks
Custom
Installation
l
e
a—

Bespoke design
and installation service
Consultation
Design and planning
Project management

remarkable value

‘
f,

for money.

s
,
'
Ig
'n
' d
'
el'e
cl'InTlna'
llatIon

oc,efion

For .
inspirational ideas visit
,

System Option
Got acollecton of
records? Wty,, not add

ww.sevenoaksci.co.uk

Stock Clearance
There is up to an incredible 70% off the original RRP on

the award-w no ng

end- of- line hi-fi and home cinema separates, speakers

Pro-Ject Debut MI

and accessories. Stock is limited and when it's gone, it's

Turntable.

gone so don't miss achance to pick up abargain!

click clearance when you visit www.SSAV.com
Sevenoaks
has put together' this
home cinema system
for its outstarddirig
surround sound

and

vision performance

Pioneer PDP-LX 5090 50" Plasma TV
Pioneer BDP- LX71 ABlu-ray Disc Player
Pioneer VSX-LX51 AV Receiver
KEF KHT3005SE 5.1 Speaker Package

Can't find what you're
looking for?
Come and visit the new website and
see the latest in sound and vision.
• The latest news and information
• Comprehensive product range
• Nationwide stores
• Outstanding website only offers
• Free monthly competition
• Massive savings on end-of-line
stock clearance

visit www.SSAV.com today!
PLEASE NOTE Some brands/products are not available at all stores. Special/added value offers are not in conjunction with any other offer INICWA00). ADVERT VALID UNTIL 16/10/2008, E&OE.
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MUSIC ON DVD
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It's not only TV that has provided great material
for music DVDs, but film too, says Ken Kessler

I

t's easy to assume that most of
the great rock, pop, soul and blues
music on DVD is derived from

television clips or specials. Yet
the big screen, too, played its part in
popularising the genres from the very
beginning; the first major talkie, after all,
was Al Jolson's The Jazz Singer. But even
more indicative of the way music and

All Night (
1957), Rock, Rock, Rock (
1956)
and dozens of others were simply lukewarm
tales of juvenile delinquents, with scenes in
clubs or high school ' hops' that provided a
vehicle for inserting current chart toppers,
aimed strictly at the new market.

Me Tender. Alas, it wasn't long before Elvis
the Brand superseded Elvis the Actor, and

RARE FOOTAGE

available on DVD. Those who hate 4:3

DVD are intertwined, with emphasis on

Tacky though they may be as cinematic
drama, and ' D- list' though the actors often

the ' home cinema' experience, some of
the most enjoyable rock- related cinema

were, these early rock movies do have
genuine value for hardcore aficionados:

features are fictional rather than factual.
Rock music certainly wouldn't have

those gratuitous club scenes provide us

arrived with the impact it had, if not

with rare contemporary footage of artists
now regarded as legends. Shake. Rattle and

'All Elvis' feature films are now available on
DVD, many with stereo or 5.1 soundtracks'

his films started to go downhill after he
came back from the army at the cusp of
the decades. With the release of acouple
of recent box sets gathering up the lesser
movies, all of Elvis' feature films are now
or mono w II be pleased to know that
the budgets for his movies must have
been reasonable: many were shot in
2:35 widescreen, with stereo or even 5.1
soundtracks. If you don't want to wade
through the 30- plus films in the King's CV,
Ican recommend Blue Hawaii, Love Me
Tender, tollhouse Rock, Kid Galahad, King
Creole, Viva Las Vegas! and Loving You.
But something happened in 1964,

Rock! is aperfect example. Although this
1956 quickie is the usual tale of the young

an event that relegated the films of Elvis
himself and by extension all those starring
Presley wannabees - Fabian, Cliff Richard,
Frankie Avalon, et al - to the midnight

Around The Clock'. That and most of the

hipsters versus the squares, it features

movie and drive-in circuit. That year, the

exploitation films which followed have
all -nade the leap to DVD, often with

footage of no less than Fats Domino and

Beatles delivered A Hard Day's Night

Joe Turner - two of R&B's all-time greats.

[Buena Vista DVD18301]. And just as they
rewrote the rules for pop and rock music,

for Blackboard Jungle ( 1955) and its
use of Bill Haley & The Comets' Rock

superb remastering of both the black

Considering that the rock films of the

& white video and monophonic sound.

1950s gravitate toward the budget DVD

so did they raise the bar for rock movies.

Indeed, on occasion, they even turn up
in early stereo.

racks, these are fun and painless ways to

Some would argue that the movie
wasn't astory but the world's first

Blackboard Jungle is actually adecent
quasi-film noir in its own right, with the
rock music soundtrack alucky twist of
fate for the nascent genre, whereas Rock
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get aglimpse of an era that now seems like
ancient history.
Of course, it was also in 1956 that Elvis
Presley first appeared on the big screen,
in adecent US Civil War movie called Love

'rockumentary', because it takes place
during the first flush of Beatlemania, the
Beatles effectively play themselves, and
it provides anot- unrealistic look at the

craziness of their lives in 1964. Unlike
the rock films that had gone before it,
A Hard Day's Night showed relatively
authentic behind-the-scenes activity for

innocence. Time is even being kind to their

ABOVE: From Fats Domino in the ' 50s to

wholly fictional second movie, Help! [
Apple

Almost Famous of 2000, rock ' n' rollers

5099950952298], which was reissued

have been part of the Hollywood machine

last year in what may be the most lavish

TV appearances and studio sessions,

package ever for asingle film: two DVDs,

and even the less- respected Magicai

the interminable travel in-between gigs,
photo shoots, fan insanity and much
more that allowed it to brush up against

a60- page hardback, areproduction of the

Mystery Tour did was to ensure that
artists with but amodicum of control

more, in aslipcase measuring 220x300mm

over their careers need never again

the classification of cinema venté. But it
featured a ' zany' subplot or two and did

and weighing 2kg.
Equally, one must acknowledge that

waste film footage frolicking on beaches

not purport to be factual. So, in some ways,
it paved the way for the rock movie genre's
finest moment, This Is Spinal Tap. But we're

their on-screen efforts didn't herald the
end of exploitation hack work. Abject
swill would continue even up to the

Frankie, et al.
Take Mick Jagger, for example. While

getting ahead of ourselves.

present, with unwatchable drivel from the

script, arepro of the film poster and much

with go-go dancers. As did Cliff, Elvis,

Spice Girls, Mariah Carey, Britney Spears,

the Rolling Stones never found afeature
film that suited their image - Ibelieve
there were talks about using them for

VITAL VIEWING
By virtue of superb cinematography,

Madonna and the other semi-talents
forced upon us bythe record companies.

A Clockwork Orange - Jagger did have
acting in his sights and he appeared in

aworld-class director and music that

Sadly, such garbage will always be with us,

acouple of quite remarkable movies,

transcends all normal judgement, A Hard

although rock moves may have reached
their nadir during the ' glam rock' era of the

including the stunning Performance,
about the decl4ne of arock star not

1970s. But what A Hard Day's Night, Help!,
the wonderful animated Yellow Submarine

unlike Jagger himself. Both show that by

Day's Night is must-see viewing for those
who want to know what the Greatest Band
In History was like during its last days of

the late 1960s, rock musicians with C
->
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LEFT: The story of
two men drag racing

THE PLAN 9FROM OUTER SPACE OF RFUTISN POP MOVIES
MARK KERWIN

across the USA,
Two-Lane Blacktop
from 1971 features
singer-songwriter
James Taylor as the
driver and Dennis
Wilson of the Beach

UNIMM

Boys in the role of a
mechanic

ABOVE: British film Conks Go Beat from
1965 finds the unlikeliest of musicians
even the slightest trace of genuine
thespian ability would be cast in ' real'
movies rather than potboilers designed
only to shift soundtrack LPs.
Two other musicians would star in a
non-musical film, amovie that has
achieved cult status and recently
earned the highest accolade among
cinephiles with DVD players: Two-Lane
Blacktop (
1971) has been released in
aspecial edition by Criteron [ Criterion
414], remastered, with acopy of the
screenplay, and adisc full of extras.
While music does not play apart in
1his film, the actors are firmly of the
genre and this was the only time either
played adramatic role: singer- songwriter
lames Taylor, then at the height of his
fame, and the late Dennis Wilson of
the Beach Boys. A ' road movie', the

of the era that you'd be hard-pressed to
find footage of even on the all-embracing
goldmine of rock film that is YouTube.
Then you find adiamond, such as Catch
Us If You Can [
Studio Canal OPTD0898],
aka Haying A Wild Weekend in the USA.

«mum
TREPAVE 82.1P41
CATCH'
IF

C

A

Also released in 1965, it featured one of
the early ' rival bands' to the Beatles, the
Dave Clark 5. Blessed with hindsight, we
know that no band - not the Who, not
the Stones, not even the Kinks - were in

ABOVE: From 1965, Catch Us If You Can

the Fab Four's league. But, during the

drive around London to ' groovy' music

offers adark look at the ' 60s, as the DC5

'Conks_ is amess. Yet it boasts acts you'd
be hard-pressed to find even on YouTube'

story involves the two of them driving
cross-country racrig craggy character
actor Warren Oates in one of his finest

period before the Beatles' songwriting and

roles. The prize is the loser's car. The film
remains as eerily watchable as Vanishing

'70S FREE -FORALL

behaviour had parted terra firma, the DC5
were taken seriously, especially Stateside.

From the 1970s onward, it was a
free-for-all, and pop and rock music fans

Point and Easy Rider, the other great
road movies of the era. Both those have
better rock soundtracks, but rare are the
films where the musicians simply act.

THE BRrrisH SCENE
Fn case some of you think that the worst
excesses of the earlier exploitation were
solely American, there's alitany of subpar British films one could beat you over
the head with in asense of fairness to
Hollywood. But eve9 these comparatively
grim affairs have their value. Conks Go
Beat [
Studio Canal OPTD0911] from
1965 is aludicrous ' re- imagining of the
classic Romeo and Juliet, with agroovy
Sixties Twist!' A battle of the bands,

96

aliens, an errant regular from the Carry On
films - it's amess. And yet it boasts Lulu,
the Nashville Teens, the Graham Bond
Organisation, the Trolls and other acts

assembled to act out amusical battle

www.hifinews.co.uk
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This film, on the surface, reeks of the
usual seaside romp. But it's much darker
than that, Clark portraying adisaffected
stunt man who takes off with his friends,

would never again be starved of fictional
feature films if that's what they wanted.
And look at what the genre yielded,

played by the rest of the DC5, and a

amongst movies in which the music
industry provided the milieu. Among the

fashion model also driven to escape.

very finest, are Tom Hanks' 1996 opus,

The title is achallenge to those who
need to find them; the American title
reduces it to amere exploitation flick.
Still need convincing? It was directed by
John Boorman. Along with the far better
known Blow- Up, which featured stunning

That Thing You Do! [
20th Century Fox
24543 38164], with early appearances
from Liv Tyler and Charlize Theron and
asoundtrack of originals that perfectly

footage of the Yardbirds but which doesn't

capture mid- 1960s America in the wake
of Beatlemania. After the labs hit the
USA, every teenage male in the country

qualify as arock movie, it's asnapshot
of the whole Swinging London era with

grew out his hair and picked up aguitar.
This account of afictional band, the

aprescient glimpse of the yet-to-arrive
hippie movement.

Wonders, will strike its strongest chord
with Baby Boomers, but the story is C:+>
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stylish cubes make it easy to arrange your records in any way
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and come ready- assembled with fully contoured edges in Natural
Wood and Studio Pro Black finish. Beautifully built using 18mm
mdf, your favourite music will be safely stored in this fantastic
storage system fo' years to come. Your records are worth it.
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Splash Audio will be launching
the range of (
9;+enearsance Ampecernon at
" Stereophile's Michael Fremer reviewed
the deMag in the best-selling October
Recommended Components issue. In the

The Home Entertainment Show Manchester,
18-19 October in Room 111
Please come and .Jisit us at the show to discuss our product range

review, he said "... demagnetizing an LP

For fu-ther information contact infoccüsplashaudio.co.uk

definitively removed a high- frequency
glaze or glare and seemed to enrich the
midband... Demagnetizing LPs works. Better yet,
stay that way... And do not try one of these devices

Oenatssance Hot& Illiodwity
18th 119111 October 2008

unless you're prepared to buy it. "

FURUTECH
Metropolis Music, UK Distributor
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 867 438
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No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite literally
everywhere, its influence seems to be all pervading.
Music excites us, it relaxes us, we can enjoy it live, we
buy recording and ' downloads' by the million. Music
underpins every conceivable aspect of our lives. Music
is our second language and ' without it life would be a
mistake' Yes, philosophical we know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged to
indulge our senses in the absolute finest audio
equipment available today. From time to time we are
introduced to certain new products whose performance
pushes back the boundaries to provide new higher
levels of sound reproduction, which exceeds all our
expectations. Recently we have seen the release of
several new and exciting products, these range from
comparatively modest to outrageously expensive. At Ki
West One we have taken the time to audition
create
our 2008 ' Absolute Sound Collection' Please visit our
website www.kjwestone.com for a ' preview'.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with us,
so call in soon or better still make an appointment for a
personal demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit Ki West One

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity

KF
I ()[ 11)()fl

www.kjwestone.com
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26 New Cavendish Street London W1G 8TY T: 020 7486 8262/3
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MUSIC ON DVD

LEFT: The greatest
rock movie? Spinal

TON

Tap first came to
cinemas in 1984,
members of the
semi-fictional heavy
metal band having
first appeared in a
1978 ABC comedy

THIS IS

special, The TI/Show

AAEdI

BELOW: Made in
1968, but not
released until
1970, Performance
was no potboiler
designed only to

ABOVE: That Thing You Do! from 1996

shift soundtrack LPs
and saw Jagger as a

tells the story of afictional mid-' 60s
band with asoundtrack of originals that

serious actor

perfectly capture mid- 1960s America

PERFORMANCE
told so well that you won't mind never
having seen aDick Clark TV show.
For the 1970s, we have 2000's

JAPRE3 FOX - MUCK JAGGER
• GIX•01unt

•

..15•G 10, /AO NM.
01.0•4
mreona. , •-• ;AO,
Ol
TFA. .0G ar utio ,

award-winning Almost Famous
[DreamWorks 88751], which blew

Office. And they did it again in
2003, in ahilarious homage to
the 1960s folk music revival,
with the sadly neglected A
Mighty Wind [
Warner Brothers
27718], which will make
you want to go out and hug
someone who plays the banjo.
This Is Spinal Tap has been

away any lingering arguments that rock
movies could be regarded with the same
credibility as other genres. Based on the

released on DVD at least four
times, including anow- rare

experiences of Cameron Crowe, who left

and collectible package from
Criterion, but the one to buy is

rock journalism to become amajor force
in Hollywood (
Jerry Maguire, Vanilla Sky,

the double-disc pack from MGM

Minority Report), Almost Famous showed
that astory charting the adventures of a

[16146DVD Z1] with delicious
bonus material. And Iwill be

touring band - as seen through the eyes
of aslightly- underage writing prodigy
-could transcend a ' teen' audience. An

sorely disappointed if there's no
25th Anniversary release called
'The Rip- Off Edition.'

Its perennial success is due to the absolute
stasis of its subject matter: heavy metal'
astounding soundtrack, good enough to
be issued on vinyl by Classic Records, and
actors including Kate Hudson and Philip
Seymour Hoffman, with Crowe scripting,
directing and producing... is it any
surprise that it garnered BAFTAs, Golden

GOOD, BAD AND THE UGLY
Films with high production values
such as The Blues Brothers, the Who's

base and an amusement park, rang true

Quadrophenia and Tommy, That'll Be
the Day and its sequel, Stardust, the

with so many bands that their members
claimed to have inspired the story. But

magnificent Streets of Fire, Rock 'n'
Roll High School, Eddie & the Cruisers,

certain ingredients have ensured that this
film - which won no awards, and which
achieved its fame much later, on aslow

Airheads, Rock School, Fast Times At
Ridgemont High, Crossroads (
no, not the
one with Britney), Bye Bye Birdie and
many, many others, by virtue of either

Globes and an Oscar?

boil over the decades - often tops critics'

their soundtracks, their stories or the

'WE ARE SPINAL TAP..'

charts for Greatest Rock Movie Ever.
For openers, the primary actors are
hilarious comedy performers in their own
right; one of them to this day provides
voices for The Simpsons, another is actually

up- side of the genre. Many receive Oscar
nominations, or surprise the hell out of
us when arock musician shows genuine

aBritish Lord. The music, though the lyrics
give away the spoof element, is authentic
hard rock, superbly performed. And there

acting ability.
Equally, utter dreck such as Sgt
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, Spice

are so many scenes that people rattle
off by heart - the off-key singing at Elvis'

World, Grease and the like will continue
to appear as long as people with the

And then there's This Is Spinal Tap. It's
hard to believe that this side-splittingly
funny film first appeared in 1985, and
that it grows funnier with every viewing.
One might speculate that its perennial
success is due to the absolute stasis of
its subject matter: heavy metal. Even the
stage attire from the movie still seems
contemporary. The saga of an over-the hill British hard rock band born in the

presence of rock stars, represent the

grave, the courgette down the trousers,

taste of aSimon Cowell are in positions
that enable them to be made. But look

1960s, and their travails on alesser

the miniature Stonehenge, the amp that
goes to ' 11' - that it has earned the sort of

concert circuit that includes an Air Force

affection shown for FawIty Towers or The

makes up for athousand Xanadus. (!)

at it this way: one viewing of Spinal Tap
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INSIDE STORY

From Star Trek to the speed of sound... Jim Lesurf examines the behaviour of speaker
cables in search of some simple rules to help you make sense of the specifications

T

hese days we're familiar
with audio magazines
carrying adverts for a

wide variety of types of
`audiophile' cables. But this wasn't
always the case. The idea that
speaker cables mattered began to
surface in UK magazines during the
late 1970s. In the March and April
1978 issues of HiFi News there
were reports of one of the first
commercial ' supercables' to be sold
on the basis that it gave superior
sound. Initially, this was to be
imported from Japan by Transonic
Imports Ltd. However, the cable was
eventually imported and sold by
Monitor Audio. It was said to deliver
better results as aconsequence
of being designed to have acable
impedance of around 8ohms. Thus
-allegedly - being abetter ' match'
for typical loudspeakers.
Subjective reviews appeared in
some magazines supporting the
idea that using the new cable did

said to make each new design better

ABOVE: The

than its competitors - albeit often at
aprice premium!

idea that cables
affect sound

produce an audible improvement.
But HiFi News was more cautious.

TECHNOBABBLE

As were members of the UK section
of the Audio Engineering Society.

Alas, some technical statements in
adverts can be hard to decipher.

During 1978 anumber of
prominent audio engineers,

To an engineer, they can look
suspiciously like technobabble
designed to impress the innocent
into opening their wallets. So can

including Bob Stuart, James Moir,
and Peter Baxandall came together
at an AES meeting to discuss cables.
Having investigated the claims they
were fairly sceptical. Yet now the
idea that cables affect sound is a
given in hi-fi magazines. Adverts
present all kinds of technical claims

guide us in assessing the claims? In
particular, does the concept of cable
Cables are used to convey energy

can neglect any resistance in the
cable. In aperfect world we might
also wish cables had no capacitance

quell, .

wwld . n

or inductance. Unfortunately unless
we use cables of zero length this
wocap, wwwW
8,
1,OCIMI.11 414*

RIP

100

capacitance and inductance ( per
metre) the result will approach, but
not fall below, agiven minimum.

impedance help?

The blue line in Figure 1shows
the values of cable inductance and
capacitance per metre that would
allow the signals to move at ' c' - ie,

losses, so let's start by assuming we

Weldor A..,
WWWW tgt

.1100•0.

W wan

1
,1.1,•••••• •

'fn....ea Mamma... ohm

/
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isn't possible. In our universe the
cable has to have some inductance

by these values. Einstein's Theory
of Relativity tells us that we can't
transmit faster than ' c', the speed of
much capacitance and inductance

source to the destination. Ideally,
we'd like the cable to have no

We are cont..
o
Ww.woonwe ,
will be We .
..wit
www 1p
me wf.

with which cables can carry energy
or information is also determined

each metre of cable must possess.
Specifically, if we multiply acable's

electromagnetic ( EM) field from the

wwWel,

If we study the physics of
transmission lines and EM fields
we find that the nominal velocity

light in avacuum. This affects how

we delve into the behaviour of
cables and find some simple rules to

this means they have to ' guide' an

°Woo rams. go,

81«.rtn.

accepted, yet
this is an idea
that didn't
surface until the
late 1970s

and information from place to place.
Since the transfer is electromagnetic

BIG Itws for 78
from rionitorAudio
Audro bn^

is routinely

magnetic fields associated with the
voltages and currents.

LEFT: HiFi News
May 1978 saw
Monitor Audio
advertise its
Sound Cable, one
of anew breed
of 'super cables'

as fast as possible. In our universe
we can choose, say, agiven cable
capacitance per length, but we then
have to accept an inductance per
length which places the cable on or
above the blue line. For example, a
cable with acapacitance of 100pF
per metre must have an inductance
of 0.1pH ( micro Henries) per metre,
or more. Not less. You may read

and capacitance per unit length.
This is required to allow the cable to

claimed to

blurb about cables being low

improve sound

carry signals using the electric and

quality

capacitance' or low inductance',
but you can't have both if this would

NOVEMBER 2008

cable suggesting otherwise must
come from an alternative universe,
or from the set of aStar Trek movie
where 'warp speeds' are routine
engineering. Treat with caution!
Larger inductances for agiven
capacitance are asign that the
nominal velocity with which EM
fields are guided by the cable is
lower than ' c'. The broken red line in
Figure 1illustrates the combinations
of capacitance and inductance
required to deliver awave velocity
of 80% of ' c'. It also shows the
practical, measured values for
various loudspeaker cables. The red

RIGHT: Figure
1 - series
inductance
plotted against
parallel
capacitance
for 32 cable
samples,
originally tested
in HiFi News,
1979 and 1990.
Red square =
original Monitor

inductance ( microhenries/m)

take you below the blue line. Any

• HFN July 1990
• HFN May 1979

•

0.5
•
0.2
—
---

0.1

v 100% of c
80% of c

0.05

Audio cable

10

20

50

100

square reflects the high capacitance

where 8ohm crops up on the graph.)

of MA's cable (
HiFi News, 1979)
while the green circles represent

Secondly, the propagation velocities

asample of cables measured later
(HiFi News, 1990). As you can see,

are well below ' c' - typically only
around 50% of that value!
The red square in Figures 1and

the results all sit above the blue
line, telling us that in every case

2represents the original Monitor
Audio type of loudspeaker cable.

the EM field propagation velocity
is somewhat slower than ' c'. None
of the cables seems to use warp

This was interwoven to provide a
nominal cable impedance of around

engines or dilithium crystals.

8ohm. However the idea that this
should produce better results with

EXCESS CAPACITANCE

everyday ' 8ohm speakers' is dubious
for various reasons.

One curious trend shown by the
results plotted in Figure 1is that
low inductance cables tend to
have capacitances rather higher
than preferred. There seems to be
atendency for the methods cable

200

500

1000

capacitance ( picofarads/m)

avoltage source, asserting the
required sound pressure variations in
accord with the voltage variations.
It then sets out to supply whatever
current the speaker demands to
react to this voltage pattern.
Loudspeakers are designed to
respond on this basis. This approach
makes no attempt to ' match' the
impedances. Indeed, the ideal it
approaches is an amplifier source
impedance of Oohm ( infinite
damping factor) and acable with

'Treat claims that acable has
both low capacitance and low
inductance with caution'

as near zero series resistance, etc,
as possible. So it is inappropriate
to assume we need an impedance
matched cable as RF and microwave
engineers would use the term.
There is athird reason why
attempts to match impedances

designers adopt to obtain low
inductance' to cause an excess rise

Firstly, most real-world
loudspeakers have an impedance
that varies wildly with frequency.

are likely to prove futile. Figure 2
assumed we could ignore cable

To match this, both the cable's

take them into account? Figure 3

this time plotted to show the
characteristic impedance and
signal velocities for each cable.

impedance and the amplifier's
output impedance would have to
vary with frequency in exactly the

uses the same measured examples
as before, but now includes other

Characteristic impedance ( or
surge impedance) is aproperty

same way. This would mean that

familiar to RF and communications

own design of cable and amplifier!
Fortunately, domestic audio does

in capacitance.
Figure 2uses the same
measurements as Figure 1, but

every loudspeaker would require its

engineers. In effect, it represents the

not require amatched transmission

relationship between the electric
and magnetic fields that agiven
signal. These values were calculated
from the cable inductance and
capacitance as this is the standard
method when losses are negligible.

.
0)

(
ff
»
,

RIGHT: Figure

load impedance all share the same

2 - calculated
characteristic

cables have nominal characteristic
impedances well above 8ohm. (The
vertical broken blue line shows

impedance of

Low capacitance
(high inductiance)

•
•
60

•

o

• ••

• 40

the same 32

"(7)

cable samples,
originally tested
in HiFi News,

• 20

1979 and 1990

and signal velocity approach the

80

o

impedance of the cables, and the

examples are plotted to avoid the
graphs becoming unreadable.)
At high audio frequencies the

Low inductance
(high capacitance)

arrange for ' matched' systems
where the output impedance
of the source, the characteristic

the properties of the cables are
very frequency dependent! ( Only 15

100

o

Engineers often deliberately

factors, such as resistance. Clearly,

values for each cable's impedance

line between amp and speaker.
In practice, the amplifier acts as

cable geometry uses to convey the

value. This can give optimum results
for many situations. Looking at
Figure 2we can see two interesting
trends. Firstly, almost all of the

losses. But what happens when we

•

•

•
•

•e e

•

•
•

•

ogee
•

•

0

50

100

150

200

250

cable impedance (Ohms)
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results obtained by ignoring the

RIGHT: Figure 3

losses. But as we drop down to

shows that once
the resistance

lower frequencies each cable shows

100

atendency for its impedance to
rise, and the signal velocity to fall.

of the cables

These variations in impedance make
it even more impractical to try and

account their
properties

obtain amatched amplifier-cablespeaker system.

become highly
frequency

40

I've highlighted the behaviour
of MA's interwoven ' 8ohm' cable

dependent. Of
the original 32

20

with aseries of red squares. Its
actual impedance is considerably

examples, 15
are plotted here

higher than 8ohm over much of
the audioband. Also, this reduced
impedance was engineered

for the sake of
clarity

is taken into

at the expense of avery high
capacitance ( around 1500pF/m).

o

E

0.1

0.2

0.5

o
o1

0.2

0.5

Unfortunately, high capacitance
can cause instability with
some power amplifier designs,

-`à
8- 400
E

led to problems with at least one
commercial amplifier design of the
period, which Iwon't Nairn.

1

millimetre. This means that - if we'd
carefully arranged the relevant
matched situations - the 'time

quite alarming. The variations across
the audioband suggest these cables
might ' smear out' the timing of
complex musical signals so that bass
times. Fortunately, the reality of the
situation is less disasterous.

further away at low frequencies.
Since normal loudspeakers are
much larger than this they can be

'High capacitance can
cause instability with some
power amplifier designs'

expected to introduce far larger
'smearing' as different parts vibrate.
Also, the room reverberation will
introduce reflected sounds with

ME AND A PLACE

Figure 5 illustrates the result we get
if we use 5m lengths of the speaker
cables, but this time with an 8ohm
loudspeaker load and an amplifier
with alow output impedance (
le,
high damping factor). One of the
graphs in Figure 5shows the time
delay produced. Looking at this
you can see that the delays tend
to be larger than for the ' matched'
case although they are now almost

time delays many thousands of
times greater than shown in Figure
4. Hence in normal use we can

uniform across the audioband.
The other graph displays the
signal loss. This essentially shows

generally expect the effects like

Figure 4 shows the EM propagation
delay times for 5m lengths of

how the sound level and frequency
response are changed by using 5m
of each of the cables rather than

those shown in Figure 4to be
swamped by various other factors.

the same cables as Figure 3. This

Of course, in anormal domestic

assumes we do have a (semimythical for domestic audio)

having the amplifier and speaker

setup the speaker- cable- amplifier

matched system which means
that in each case we designed the
amplifier and speaker to have the

connected directly together. G>

1
Matched system with
5 metre long cable

0
o 0.8

same impedance profile as the
cable. The plots do clearly show that
RIGHT: Figure
4 - delay times
for 5m lengths
of the 15 cable
examples

impedance. However note the units

plotted in Figure
3, assuming

of the vertical scale. Sound travels

asystem

though air with avelocity of about

'matched' to the

340m/s. So in one microsecond
it will travel about athird of a

impedance of
the cable

www.hifinews.co.uk

system isn't matched, so let's now
look at amore relevant situation.

smearing' would for most cables be
similar to making the sound source
seem around atenth of amillimetre

and treble arrive at audibly different

102

2

Frequency ( kHz)

At first sight, the signal velocity
results displayed in Figure 3 look

cable that nominally had an ' 8ohm'

20

.o
as 200
o

the time that cables of this type

They also show no particular
advantage in this respect for the

10

8 600

prompting oscillations at ultrasonic
frequencies. This can degrade
performance or even damage
the amplifier. It was reported at

go from amplifier to speaker than
high frequencies.

20

800

O

low frequency signals take longer to

10
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5metre lengths of the measured cables with an 8Ohm load.
—

CO
1,0.6

-

o
o

c' 0.2

Some of these plots show achange

ABOVE: Get

in response at high frequency.
Figure 6comprises four graphs.

peace of mind

Each takes agiven cable property
(eg, series resistance) and plots
some aspect of behaviour against
it. As before, Ihave assumed a5m
length for the speaker cables, and
an 8ohm load. The top- left graph
plots the signal loss at 100Hz

by opting out
of any worries
about speaker
cables with
active speakers,
like the DSP8000
from Meridian
0.2
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versus the cable series resistance
per metre. The broken red line
plots what we'd get if we used a
simple series resistor instead of

really auseful guide to performance.

impedance is associated with

acable. You can see that all the

However for cables which have a

results sit neatly on the line. This

low inductance, so going for low
impedance may be sensible as it

tells us that - at low frequencies
-the signal loss will depend on the

reasonably low series resistance and
inductance, these values are good
predictors of effects on the audio

cable's series resistance.

band frequency response, etc. Since

cable. For that reason cable

low series resistance and inductance

impedance might be of interest

produce low loss and aflatter

if amanufacturer doesn't specify

Frequency (kHz)

'The nominal impedance of a response, this is likely to be the
preferred choice in many cases.
domestic loudspeaker cable
SWING LOW...
isn't really auseful guide'
In itself, the nominal cable

inductance. But for loudspeaker
cable, it tends to be the series
inductance and resistance that are
of primary interest. However this
isn't the whole story, so Ihope to
reveal more about cable effects in a
future Investigation. O
D

impedance isn't particularly
relevant. That said, low cable

The top right graph plots the
change in signal loss between
100Hz and 20kHz against the
cable inductance per metre.
This represents how much the
frequency response droops at

ABOVE RIGHT:

examples used

apure inductance. Similarly, the

system; above

bottom left graph shows aplot

graph shows

of the signal delay at lkHz versus
inductance. In these two cases we

time delays,

see that for modest or low cable
inductances the cables all sit close

cables affect

to the blue line. The final ( bottom
right) graph plots the signal delay

sound levels
and frequency

against cable impedance at 1kHz.
While most of the cable results

response
RIGHT: Figure

cluster together, they don't tend
to sit neatly on aline to the same
extent as in the other graphs.

6 - each graph
shows individual
cable properties

can conclude that the nominal
characteristic impedance of a
domestic loudspeaker cable isn't

0.4 -

y 0.3 -

in areal-world

lower graph
shows how the

From the above results we

0.5

Figure 5
-5m lengths
of the 15 cable

20kHz. Here the blue broken
line shows what we'd get from

means you tend to get what may be
more significant - low inductance
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hi-fi news
Iwould like to subscribe to hifinews
and receive my FREE Cambridge Audio Azur
HDMI Cable!
6- monthly Direct Debit — Pay only £ 20.50 - Saving over 20`'
off the full rate of £ 25.67!
Complete this coupon and send with your payment to:
hifinews, IPC Subscriptions,
FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex, RH16 3BR

(
NO STAMP NEEDED)

Overseas readers Save 25
Are you an overseas reader? We deliver subscriptions by priority mail
to anywhere in the world, and you'll save amassive 25% off your
subscription. Call + 44 845 676 7778 and quote code 34R
Gift not available to overseas subscribers.
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(inc. area code):
Would you like to receive messages to your mobile from IPC and hifinews containingnews. special offers. product and
service Information and take part In ou.r research? If yes, please include your mobile phone number here.
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McIntosh pre/power amp
Monster amplifiers from the home of the Big Mac
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Please pay IPC Media Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed on this instruction subject to the safeguards
assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I
understand that this instruction may remain with IPC Media Ltd. and
if so. details will be passed electronically to my Bank or Building Society.

LOUDSPEAKER GROUP TEST

TOP £.800-£900
FLOORSTANDERS
Reviewed with exclustve lab tests
THE NEW ESk BENCHMARK?

Signature:
(I am over 18)
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Date:
The £ 20.50 offer is only available In the UK by six monthly Direct Debit. Please allow up to six weeks
for delivery of your first subscription Issue. Gifts are subject to availability and limited to the first 60
subscribers and will be delivered separately within 28 days, after your first payment has been taken.
IPC reserves the right to send you adifferent gift of equal, higher or lesser value. Offer closes lot
December 2008. For enquiries and overseas rates please cal1,4-44 (0)845 676 7778. fax: *44 (0)1444
445 599 or email: ipcsubs@quadrantsubs.com hifinews, published by IPC Media Ltd ( IPC), will collect
your personal information to process your order hifinews and IPC would like to contact you by post
or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services. Please tick here if you
prefer not to hear from us O. IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted CI. IPC who publish hifinevars
would like to send messages to your mobile with offers from carefully selected organisations and
brands, promoting and researching their products and services. If you want to receive messages
please tick here O.

Code:34Q

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE: This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building
Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme. The efficiency and security of
the Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. If the
amounts to be paid or the payment dates change, IPC Media Ltd. will notify you at
least ter days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If an
error is made by IPC Media Ltd. or your Bank or Building Society, you are guaranteed
afull and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid. You can cancel a
Direct Debit at any time by writing to your Bank or Building Society. Please also send
acopy of the letter to us. Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through aBank or Building
Society. Your Direct Debit price will stay the same for one year from the start date.

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

FREE

Cambridge Audio
Azur HDMI

CAB LE
The Cambridge Audio Azur HDMI cable is at ease in the most
sophisticated of home cinema systems. In common vtith other Azur
products, it uses the finest quality materials for superior sound and vis:on.
Silver-plated Oxygen Free Copper (OFC) conductors provide maximum conductivity
and bandwidth for expressive and dynamic sound quali':y. Double screening helps
maintain low noise levels, whilst the strain relief ensures durability. 24K gold-plated
plugs complete this quality HDMI cable.

GREAT REASONS TO SUBSCRIBE:
I Free Cambridge Azur HDMI Cable
worth £ 70 to every new subscriber.
II Save over 20% on your subscription
• No price increases during your initial
subscription period, even if the price
goes up.

PLUS

Save over

20%

Order online, by phone or post (see coupon opposite)

www.hifinews.co.ukiihfdn
+44 (0)845 676 7778

Offer closes:
1st December
2008

Please have your payment details ready when you cell. Qt.ote code: 34Q

Lines open 7days, 8am to 9pm ( UK time).
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So wrote Aldous Huxley some 50 years ago yet, curiously,
that vision seems strangely pertinent today when so much
information and entertainment comes to us from all
corners of the world through that ubiquitous screen within
our own homes.
In most cases what we see and hear is little more than an
illusion, but we've also come to realise and value the fact
that the television screen is like an open window onto our
world and through it, because of it, even despite it, we've
become open to many new and exciting experiences.
We all have our choices and often they're what differentiate
us from each other, but clearly there's one thing we all share,
the willingness to embrace and enjoy that beautiful illusion..
Make the right choice - Visit Ki WestOne

Front End...
Krell Showcase
DVD Player

Navigation...
Krell 1000
Pre/processor

www.kiwestone.com

Driving Force...
Krell S-1500-5
Power Amplifier

-

KU
Cinema Vision..

Pioneer LX 608D

Home Cinema Experience
'Seeing.. hearing.. believing'
If only the supreme manifestation of the home cinema
experience is likely to be good enough for you, you'll
discover that our latest Krell Showcase electronics driving
the high end Sonus Faber Cremona loudspeaker line up is
a truly awe inspiring system that in many ways endorses
KJ West One's own ' raison d'etre'; this is what can be
achieved, it has been achieved and that's why it's here,
now, for you to audition in our New Cavendish Street
Home Cinema Studios.
Please phone or email to arrange a private demonstration
Make the right choice... Visit KJ West One

n

Sound Servers...

Sonus Faber Cremona
Series comprising

Front (left & right)
Elipsa's, Cremona
Centre,

two Cremona
sub- woofers
& Rear (left & right)
Cremona M's.

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
KJ London

26 New Cavendish Street
42 Cowgate

London W1G 8TY

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

W: www.kjwestone.com

F: 01733 358 141

AUDIOJUMBLE
2008

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
ORDER SECURELY @ https://shop.mentra-audlo.co.uk
SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS & FULL PRODUCT RANGE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3 - 10 DAYS
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE
TONBRIDGE, KENT.

Eiektra

£37

£26

SR- 60

£75

1006

£100

£65

SR- 80

£90

1012 OX

£139

£75

SR- 125

£140

1022 DX

£153

£97

SR- 225

£175

SR- 325i

£260

RS- 1

£635

RS- 2

£450

DR50

£30

DR100

£40

00150

£70

NS 1000

£140

HD415

£29

1042

£171
£ 185 £ 157

EX

N/A

Elite

£273 £230

EX

N/A

10.30AM - 4.30PM

AT 95 E

£25

£18

£90

£70

AT 0C9 MLII £270 £255
Denon
DL 103

Stalls £ 25-00

EX

Active Noise Reduction

£ 105 £95

a

N/A

DL 103R

£ 190 £ 170

EX

10.30am Standard Entry £ 5-00
9:30am Early Entry £ 10-00

N/A

DL 110

£79 £69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95 £83

EX

N/A

BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 / info(a audiojumble.co.tik

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A

Grado

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE

£32

Prestige Gold £ 119

£83

Lyra
Argo

*SPEAKERS * COMPONENTS *
*BOOKS * TUNERS * C.D. PLAYERS *
*VINTAGE RADIOS*

www.audiojumble.co.uk

Call 01775 761880

CAU

M 97 XE

HD435

£38

HD465

£45

HD485

£54

ARTcessones USB Phono Plus Pre-Amp

£85

MiltyPro Super Exstatic Brush

£13
£24

£495 £395

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£ 795 £695

EX

N/A

Milty Pixall II Roller

£16

Milt/ Zerostat Neufralising Gun

£38

Milty Permaclean Record Cleaning Kit

£15

Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors

£27

Shure

*VALVE AMPS * TURNTABLES * RECORDS *

Sennheiser Headphones

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Prestige Black £46

Dorian

Reference Series
Goldring Headphones

Audio Technica
AT 440 MLa

Prestige Series

£120

Eroica DUN

2000 Series ( new) full range in stock

SUNDAY 12 TH OCTOBER 2008

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

£98

£58

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £ 195 £ 165

EX

Blackbird £449 £ 382

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge

V/5,1

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CD

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 5S0

UK Stockists
required

Audience, back and available in the UK, now offers
superb cables at four price points:Au24e,AU24,
Maestro & Conductor.VVe believe these cables attain
the elusive goal of combining exquisite sonic detail
with the beauty of true musicality.
Audience offers two adept Response High Resolution
Power Conditioners with Power Factor Correction,
RF/Noise Filtering and Transient Suppression: aR4 &

Schuco plugged models also available

aR8 available so please visit AV Dreams website for
more information.

AVDREANISasTRamoN1111111
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DR. FEICKERT ANALOGUE
DFA-Twin Turntable

-this deck ticked all the
'poxes: silent - urming, neutral sound,
wide dynamics sup?rb, build and

All together,
it's one of those rare
devices that actLally
seems like it's worth the
money. 99

finish, deliriously `. straightforward
set-up and handsome looks. There's
nair of ' rightness' abcut this one,
uy with confidence. 9,

K
Hi Fi News.

Ken Kessler
October 08
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audioplay
t: + 44 (0)20 73596962
m: + 44(0)7966 101971

angelsound audio

info@audloplay.co.uk

UK Distributor for Dr Feickert Analogue Products.

www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk Itel: + 44 ( 0)1923 352 479

Coil

SRA

Verbat-n Car* ,

Metnnornetrchn,fogie

Vonschwetkert

Copland CTA405 integrated valve amplifier

Look,

'Copland's CTA405 exhibits all the virtues that makes
fools cf its rivals

stupendous value for money'
Ken Kessler - hifi news

Listen,
Experience...
Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio

• Multi Room Installation

•Home Cinema

• Turntable Workshop

resa

worla ckr

ARCAM

•••

...and others
Visit Our ShOWf0Dr7,et:

Calveley Court, Southourgh Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. NRg 4C1D
tel: 01362 820800
enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

(->
audioplay
BASICALLY

t: + 44 (0)20 73596962
m: + 44(0)7966 101971

SOUND

audioplay@btInternet.com

AND VISION

Lamm

Copland

SPA

Metronome technologie

Verbatim Cables

Vonschweikert

Specialist items at great pric-s with
rcoustic
DVD SYSTEM
DAY-1Si 0

Energy
_IIM

Mordaunt Short

OUTDOOR SPEAKERS

I
.

i3OOKSHELF SPEAKERS
Mez_zo2

Extreme 5

111..a...
INFORMATION

INFORMATION

The most amazing thing about the Sony system is the powerful
sound emitted from its tiny satellite speakers. They are not
much bigger than a £2 coin, yet everyone who hears them is

Acnistic Energy's expertise in speaker design has now
arrived outside in your pool, patio or garden with the Extreme

amazed. Breathtaking 5.1 surrourd sound DVD home- theatre
system that creates an immersive sound through five tiny
satelfite speakers.

5.The Extreme 5 is afully water resistant speaker capable of
withstanding dust, dirt, humidity, severe temperature changes
and extremes of weather.

Belying its compact size, Mezzo 2embraces ATT to produce a
remarkably expansive sound and stereo image and is the ideal
two- channel stereo speaker. After alengthy research pron.ss,
Mordaunt-Short has rewritten the rule book and taken its legendary
CPC (
Continuos Profile Cone) bass drivers to the next level.
These comoire with asound deadened driver basket for asuperb
all rand listering experience.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

BEST- IN-CLASS WIRELESS

DELIVERY

CHECK ONLINE

1111L

TECHNOLOGY FOR
MULTI-ROOM MUSIC.

BUY NOW- PAY

2009

DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEM
're Sonos Bum(le 150 gives you everything you need

7.1 AV RECEIVER

to wireless* play music in two rooms of your house.

As part of the second generation of Onkyo high-definit

And

with SonosNer superior wireless range,

capable receivers, the TX 5R606 is at the forefront of

no room is

affordable home theater.The key is to have the most

out of reach. Just connect the ZonePlayer 90 (ZP90) to

capable version of HDMI. The TX-SR606 provides high-

your home theatre or stereo and place the ZonePlaVer
120 (ZF't 20) with built-in amplifier in any room where you

definition video and audio processing for four source

want music.

components - another first for Onkyo at this level.

TX-SR606

Sonos

Onkyo

HD DLP PROJECTOR
HD700X

IN-EAR HEADPHONES
SE420

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

MICRO SYSTEM
DM-37DAB

MINI SYSTEM
03-525

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

•
Optoma

Shure

Denon

Onkyo

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFDRMATION

I
rar isform any room in your home with an
ultimate High Definition entertainment
experience. Making the largest big screen TV's
seem small with an image that can fill awall the HD700X will immerse you in the action.
Fantastic image quality provides life-size movie,
sports or gaming.

Shure's SE420 sound isolating earphones feature
Dual TruAcoustic MicroSpeakers and asound
isolating design. They use dedicated tweeters and

UK Sound Tune, 30 W x2 High Power Output,
Triadic noise reduction concept, Robust power
circuit providing stable supply of electric current,
Newly developed speakers inheriting DENONs
CX concepts and technology, Portable Player
Connectivity (iPod, USB player...) DAB (BandIll ('AM/FM tuner, Radio TEXT with RDS function,
MP3 and WMA playback

Award - Winning compact Audio Design and
Performance with USB Connectivity and DAB
Tuning Building on the success of Onkyos 2007
award-yenOng compact CD receiver, the CR525UKD harnesses the same audio design for
an axlio performance that has been compared
to that of quality separate components.

woofers to provide adetailed sound stage that's
free from outside noise. Lows, rods and highs are
distinct and defined for accurate reproduction tor
all the details of your music.

CHECK ONUNE FOR MORE PRODUCTS Fic PRICES
/Pioneer

trizei,
Am° Ledo eo

MONITOR AUDIO

pol kaudio
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Iprixidhisir
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•
iind Condlhoi ,
', in,
ha Al girons remain the property of Hin Ritz until bad in full. ln lire with the Distance wiling regulanons 2CX:n you may c,iincEJ your order wen seven working Cla,
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free delivery

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

,retewiaza
r
i
ielef:

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

CTU

CD PLAYER MKIII

LI
UNIVERSAL REMOTE

PUSH PULL AMP
eries ¡Tube 252 ,sooth stunning to behold and a
oroughored performer ,eaturng ro less tsar 9saves
three line input stages to oeer 25 ..% atts Per channel
Cif pure listening ne.ana.

C
Ct-t

good looks

Thel-ognech HarmOny 1000 features abnllent 3.5
Colour touch screen Mat Wows for one-touch actmty-

create astrk

cased control of even the most Sophisticated AV

ar.n.'a CD Ea, et- ... m

c:

-e

s. Say goodbye to the wasted time a-c

Pekt,

maltble remotes contn:

-DAC

eee

The Ro.csar Kar.dy Integrated CD Player MKIII employs
state-of-the-art tecnndogy and o•ecsor e.rgineenrig to

act ..e ants,enzial

eicolat the kill potente of Compact Discs.

t:^ ,clogy proviçies oreathtaking

ana atact epanoramic irrrag. LIPS ensures
ete

Patented Smart State

ir use and flex

i
`or the luttee.

C:roIyoùr f-4D1Vaust

aszer.

sz,-,amodes - there are no

ComOcatec macros to crograrn.
Harmony 1000

ITUBE 252

Logitech

atman

Antila

Kandy

Leema Acoustics

ROKSAN

BDI
Whether you're watching something old or something
new, it will always look great In Cielo, The CIELO 9329
EO rs thwee component wide three shelf system with an
adiustable centre shelf. Designed for use in large sized
home theatre systems This model is evadable in an
espresso on oak Jose

unct."

ONLINE
CIELO
TELEVISION STAND

BUY NOW- PAY

2009

Atacama
The design approach is certainly outside the box with
the stand's column aclear glass cylinder and the base
aclear glass teardrop with integrated spikes The too
plate is robust and the stand is held together with a
central chrome tension tube which also doubles as a
cable management system.

FOR PRICE
SPEAKER STANDS

HOME THEATRE LIKE
TEM

- SPEAKER PACKAGE
KHT2005.3

FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

InFocue

TEAC

Like the multr-aware-wnning KHT2005 from which it
evolved, the reflex- ported KHT2005.3 pushes the
performance envelope of midrange home theatre like
no other system. The specification tells part of the
story: with parabole, enclosures computer optimised
to eliminate cabinet dutortions, the full range centre
and gelatines all feature KEFs 100mm Un 0 array
incorporaung the 19mm aluminium dome tweeter
from the acclaimed 0 Series

AURORA 6

Alphason

Open stand with enclosed cattnet for LCD/Plasma
screens up to 50 inches. Innovatne design with space
for 3 pieces of equipment. Smooth oper and close
door system enhancing chit safety.

ONUNE
AV CABINET
ABRD1100

Iiissinn

Finance options available

QUAD

through V12 Finance

DEFINITIVE

AUDIO

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

ITEM DESCRIPTION

SALE

Kondo KSL M77 preamplifier. Immaculate condition. Boxed with certificate.

£15k

B&W DM2 loudspeakers.1970's.Good working order.

£100

NEW

Linn Kairn Pre-amplifier c.15 years old with remote control, box, manual..

£400

Linn Ka rik CD player c. 15 years old with remote control, box, manual.

£300

Michell Gyro. Smoked perspex lid/ bronze.Approx 9years old. Particularly nice cond

£600

Horning Agathon Gold loudspeakers with Lowther PM4 Alnico drivers. Natural Oak

£3000 c. £ 7500

KSL-Kondo Gakuon 211 mono amplifiers. ( Yr. 2000). Big, ocean liner of an amplifier.
Masculine and pout- inducing.

£21k

£65000

KSL-Kondo M100 DAC. Predecessor of KSL-DAC. Add aCEC transport
and heaven is yours.

£7000 --

Western Electric Gotham type 39 mono amplifiers. 50 watts of 300B in Class A.
Beefcake with manners.

£4000 £ 10000

Alternative

Audio Innovations series 300 MKII integrated amplifier. 12 watt Class AECL86
with phono. Nice with Lowther drivers.

£300 --

Pure Sound CD player, valve output stage, ex-demonstrator, as new.

£ 500 £ 900

Art Audio Quintet. Shiny EL34 Class 'A' integrated.As new, ex-dem.

£ 2000 £ 3850

t: 01984 624242 e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk

Art Audio Concerto integrated. Shiny triode 6550 integrated. Beefy sound. As new. £ 3000 £4400
Sugden CD 21 Just serviced by Sugden.Excellent condition.

£ 500 £ 1100

Nottingham Analogue (1), Lector (2), Music First Audio ( 3),

Pioneer Precision F504 RDS tuner. Beautiful sound for the Radio 3addict.

£ 300

Border Patrol (4), Art Audio, Clearaudio, EAR/Yoshino, Experience

Teac P700 transport. Bit scruffy but will do the job.Give-away at this price.

£ 200

Filtration, Lector, LED Audio, Lyra, Quadraspire, Shun Mook,
SME, Transfiguration, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio

In Arcadia model 1pre amplifiecAN Japan manque. Hard wired purist line pre-amp.
Lots of serviceable quality, not much outlay.

£ 500

www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

515 Arcadia model 2pre amplifier. As above but built in full copper chassis.
Copper sub chassis. Hard wired with silver, Cerafine reservoir caps.
Panasonic volume pot. Sophisticated and luxurious sound. Rare bird.

£ 1000 --

Croft Epoch preamplifier. Hard wired, inc phono stage. Excellent sound.
Border Patrol 300B SE 4weeks use - as new.

f800 -£ 3000 £ 5750

Audio Innovations P2 phono stage with Border Patrol upgrade, Sought after

£900 --

pre-amp with big reputation.

Pemier Audio
We

Lavardin PE Reference line pre-amplifier - 1lady driver - as new.

£ 1000 £ 2400

are

now demonstrating

Manchester -

Cleveland -

Finite Elemente Pagode Master Reference turntable wall shelf. Brand new, boxed £600 £ 1400

Humberside -

Yorkshire -

Magnum Dynalab MDIO surround sound decoder.

Nottingham -

Durham -

Mactone 6550 Integrated amplifier. Ex dem.

£ 1000 £ 2400
£2000 £6500

ART Stilleto 6Maple. Boxed. Excellent condition.
Martin Logan Aerius iwith Oak sides. Lovely condition, boxed.Give-away.

the

£600

07970541239

following

Cumbria -

areas:

Linconshire -

Lancashire -

Leeds -

Birmingham -

Sheffield

Asmall selection below of our current line up
oracle

Avid Diva TfT with Rega fitting kit, SME mount as standard.
£1200+ £60 for Rega arm kit April 2007. Hardly any use.

in

Wakefield 01924 255045

AvLci ntro-tables

£1260

cis-peakers

£ 800 £ 2000
£1000 £3500

stax

T. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 E. shoutgdefinitiveaudio.co.uk
www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

PLw.s

Aure

rt:ivt..c1

Prin. Au.cii.o

Rwison Reçecircli
frf -cat

crize °

13eica into

stereo vox

Cowsowah-ce
Pathos
Aw.dio su&Athesí.s

12.einLuo CD TYR ins .
port

PS Auteo

DAC

4enesi.s LoudspeciFzers

A good range of used & ex dem always available at affordable prices

For latest deals & info

www.premier-audio.net

UDUSA
LAT INTERNATIONAL

Analog interconnects IC 300
Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC 100 MKII , Digital DI-30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital Power cord AC- 2 MKII Loudspeaker cable, SS800 MKII and SS1000
MKII, Tonearm interconnects TA300, TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused wire technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded.

DEEP CAYO TREATED
All LAT interconnects, speaker
cables and power cords are
now Deep CryoTreated. Do
you alreeady use LAT cables?
Ask us about our special inductory pricing to Deep Cryro
treat your cables.

IC-300 Signature DCT

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true Ferrite technology cables GNLM 5/2.5 ( OSA 2.5) and GNLM 05/04. From £48 for a 1m cord terminated with a standard
IEC and MK tough plug. Other terminations include Fig of 8, 16 amp IEC, and mains plugs
Schuko, USA, Danish, india, Swiss etc
Pictured are the SEB versions of the power cord

North Star

M192
96/24 and 192/24 upsampling
Transport with Pro 2 CD Mech with I2S, S/PDIF and
AES/EBU outputs.

subsidiary web sites are:
www.latinternational.co.uk
www.northstar-audio.co.uk
www.bosendorfer-audio.co.uk

Extremo DAC dual mono balanced analog stage, Texas 2
xPCM 1792 DB DAC

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

R

adlett Audio

sensible hi-fi since 1973

ATC
Chord Cable
Croft Acoustics
Dynayector
EAR/Yoshino
Focal-JMLab
Helius
Kudos
LFD
Lyra
Michell Eng.
Nairn Audio
Neat
Nottingham Analogue
Pure Sound
Rego Research
Shelter
Tannoy Prestige
Iron
TW Acustic
Zu
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting
Emœradlettaudio((photmail.co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

&-eXe4iee
Distributor Of High Quality Audio Products
Audiophile

ete-

eixi>1=

high fidelity engineering

Increre, ,at,nq , brafion control tefr:hnolnqy

Kai/sonic

'Fel: 0845 300 90 56

since 1974

silmqe ArRgyy

info(iirochesterhi-fi.co.uk

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tel:07860 511111

TRANSPORTS/CD/DACS
ORACLE DELPHI S-2000 TRANSPORT (£ 5800) NEW
IBA
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI VISTA SACO PLAYER BOXED
IBA
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC/SA7001 BRAND NEW
£999
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANNI MINT/BOXED£395
CONSONANCE CD 120 LINEAN (£ 650) NEW/BOXED
£595
ARCAM CD 82 MINT/BOXED
£ 295
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO (£ 1750) MINT/BOXED
£ 795
DENON OVO 2900 MKT 1 ( GOLD £800?) MINT/BOXED £350
McKINTOSH MCD-201 SACD/CDNOLUME (£ 3500) NEW/BOXED £2995
PERP TECH.P3A 24/96 MODWR1GHT SIG.2 NEW/BOXED
£895
MERIDIAN 200T TRANSPORT EXCLT
£ 350
MERIDIAN 602/606 TRANS/DAC EXCLT
£995
RESOLUTION AUDIO CESCIUM TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED
£995
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO XLR/RCA (NEW MECH) EXCLT/BOXED £895
EINSTEIN THE CD PLAYER
EXCLT
£ 1250
PROCEED PDT- 1TRANSPORT 820 BIT DAC MINT/BOXED £895
THETA CARMEN CO/OVO TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED
£ 1295
PRIMARE V-25 CO/OVO PLAYER (£ 1000 NEW) NEW/BOXED £475
AUDIO ALCHEMY ODE VI . 08PSU EXCLT
£ 149
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10 V3 TUBE BUFFER MINT/BOXED £ 195
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-100 TUBE BUFFER
£ 125

VINY

MARANTZ CD63 GC

L

£99

VPI ARIES3 BLACK KNIGHT/SUPER PLATTER/MINI FEET
10.5 TONEARM FEW HOURS USE (£ 5000?) BOXED
£2995
VOYD VALDVHELIUS AUREUS MKIVMILTEK CART. EXCLT
£895
MUS.FID.XLPS V3 PHONO STAGE
EXCLT £225
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION 8TANGENT PARALLEL ARM MINT/BOXED
£1895
ACCOUST1C SIGNATURE SAMBA MK II 8ARM (£2300?) NEW/BOXED
£1595
GRAHAM 2TONEARM MINT/BOXED
£995
NIA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE
EXCLT £395
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2-BOX EX.DEM
£299
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED
£299
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
£375
McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE ( MM/MC £600?) EX OEM
£349
MUSIC FIRST SILVER STEP UP OEM
£2250
MUSIC FIRST COPPER STEP UP OEM
£ 1250
LEHMAN SILVER CUBE MINT/BOXED
£ 1295
GRAHAM SLEE ELEVATOR EXP MKIII MINT/B OXED
P
..
£350

VALVE AmS

BALANCED AUDIO TECH.VK-60 POWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED£2450
ROGUE AUDIO 99 MAGNUM PRE SPECIAL ORDER XLFVBCS OUT BOXED
£1350
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP BOXED
£895
SOUND DESIGN DC0-150 MONO'S VERY RARE!! VGC
£ 1695

VIL 225 WATT KT90 MONOBLOCS VGC
£ 1250
GRAAF 50/50 POWER AMP ( NEW KT88'S) MINT
£1295
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU- VISTA PRE ( SPARE VALVES) MINT/BOXED £795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01000DT TWIN 845 MONOBLOCS (£5000) tD(CLT .£2795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01001DT KT88 INTEGRATED EXIT
£795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS LHOI PRE AMP/HEADPHONE AMP MINT/BOXED £295
5
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX EX DEM
£249
COUNTERPOINT SA- 5000A LEGENDARY PRE/PHONO STAGE (2BOX) SERVICED/BOXED
£1995
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRE/35 POWER MINT/BOXED
£ 1395
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INT.AMP MINT
£2999
AUDIO RESEARCH SP - 9CAR PHONO STAGE (RARE BLACK) MINT/BOXED £995
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £299
MUSICAL FIDELITY XI 0-V3 TUBE BUFFER MINT/BOXED
£ 195
£125
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-100 TUBESOLID
BUF FER ..STATE
DK DESIGN VS .1 SIGNATURE MKIII INTEGRATED OEM/BOXED
£2450
XTC PRE- 1POWER- 1 ( 200 WATTS/CHAN.) EXCIT/BOXED
£ 1495
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP (£ 3K) OEM
£ 2495
HCAT 12-B PRE WITH WTC CONTROL (£2800) OEM
£ 1750
H CAT P- 12A PRE AMP (£ 2500?) OEM
£ 1250
£4995
LAVARDIN PRE 82MONO'S (£ 12000 NEW) EXCLT
PLINIUS SB-300 ( NEW £ 510 EX.DEM/DIS
£2795
PUNIES SA- 201 (RETAIL £ 3600) EX.DIS
£2295
McCORMACK RLD-1 8DNA- 125 (4.5K) MINI7ROXFD
£2250
KRELL KMA-100 MONOBLOCS ( 3YEARS USE) MINT/BOXED £2750
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU-VISTA PRE 8VALVES MINT/BOXED £ 795
ROTEL RB-870BX 2OFF MINT
£299
CONRAD JOHNSON PER PR/ME-2500A (£6503,?) MINT/BOXED £2995
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE/ 0MONOS EXCLT/CRATED
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 2BOX PRE 8POWER MINT/BOXED
£3
£
15
29
95
ADVANTAGE 1200 INTEGRATED AMP EXCLT/BOXED £995
MARANTZ PM66 KI-SIG AMPATfige tAktilts
£275
EGGLESTONWORKS MORA 11 (£ 12000) BRAND NEW
£7995
KEF 207 REFERENCE AGO
£5295
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £ 10.000) NEW/CRATED
£6995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA NEW/DIS
£3995
ATC 20 SL/TARGET R-2 STANDS MINT/BOXED
£ 1150
MARTEN BIRDS (£ 15000) OEM/BOXED
£9995
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY ( 8k+ NEW) ID(CLT
£3750
QUAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS ( 5K?) MINT/BOXED
£2750
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA NEW/DIS
£4450
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA II OEM
£6995
CASTLE HOWARD S2 ROSEWOOD EXCLT/BOXED£695
REFERENCE 3A VEENA ( SUPERB £ 30001 EX.DEM
£ 1850

REFERENCE 3A DULCET ( £ 1700) EX.DIS
£ 1150
AURUM CANTUS V3M GLOSS BLACK (£ 1700) EX.DIS
£ 1350
AURUM CANTUS M-103 ( £ 1300) EX.DEM
£795
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £10.000) BRAND NEW
£6995
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID ( £2800) MINT/BOOED
£1395
REGA XEL ( ROSEWOOD £ 1250) EXCLT
£475
MONITOR AUDIO GS 10 8STANDS (£ 1000) MINT
£595
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS WOOD 1E15/1600?) BRAND NEW
£995
FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE FERRARI RED (£ 7500) EX.DEM
£4750
AURUM CANTUS VOILA ( RETAIL £ 2500) EX DISPLAY
RING
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS £2500 NEW
£ 1795
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE (£ 1250) EX.DIS
RING
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE (£900) EX.DIS
RING
PROAC STUDIO 150 EXCLT
£695

TUNERS/MISC

AN 7BAND TUNER RDS (SSERIES VERY RARE) MINT
HITACHI FT- 5500 MKII EXCLT
SONY ST 5950 SQ TUNER AM/FM GC

£375
£175

TARA LABS RSC AIR- 26FT (SHUK(3) BRAND NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS POWER CORDS BRAND NEW
ISOTEK POWER CORD

£ 225
£65
£65

XL° PRO 100 RCA 1METRE/0.5 METRE 7OFF EACH
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1METRE RCA(E180) NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE RCA NEW
QED SILVER SPIRAL 1METRE RCA
QED SILVER SPIRAL 0.8 METRE
CHORD CO COBRA/COBRAM(LVER SIREN DIN TO RCA

95/85
£95
£50
EXCLT £50
ID(CLT £40
RING

MAINS cABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS -de

INTERCÓNNECF CABLE

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

BLACK RHODIUM POLAR NINJA DCT 3M (£ 1500) OEM
£995
SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE 131- WIRE (EXPENSIVE!) MINT
£550
SILVER SOUNDS 4METRE BI WIRE MINT
£395
TARA LABS RSC AIR 2METRE PAIR. NEW
£550
TARA LABS PRIME RSC 18 FEET 131WIRE !! MINT/B0)33) £595
OPA BLACK SLINK (£ 100 PER M.) 4.5 METRE EXCLT
£395
SONORAM PLATEAU 4METRE* PAIR EXCLT
£500
MIT Mil- 750 BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR EXCLT
£595
TRANSPARENT SUPER BI CABLE 10 FT PAIR EXCLT
£995
RENAISANCE SILVER SIG. 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300) EXCLT
£ 795
RENAISANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR EXCLT
£750
PS AUDIO X- STREAM 3METRE PAIR EXCLT
£500
DIAMOND HI SILVER 3METRE PAIR EX. OEM
£500
AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR NEW
£ 175
CHORD RUMOUR 2 4METRE PAIR EXCLT
£50

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 511111

Atacama
Aucholab

Winning North of England Retailers...

Castle
Chord

Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acouqi
Monitor Au

All Chord Electronics available

with up to 3yrs 0% finall

Mordaunt-Shdrt
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate York
01904-629659
www Vickers-Hfi co uk

Specialists (1! /*h..:F
4fechry egund Reproductro
.3

Since .1967

hi-finews
lews
ergSSIFIEDS
If you're sending in HiFi News

classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:
Carole Molloy, HiFi News,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CR9 1H

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 332Z or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

THE PLACE TO
bu k ZS( SkiLL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

transformers ( previously used
with my Koetsu Red signature)
£40.00, Teac Reference AH 300
Amplifier £ 75, Teac Compact Disc
Player: PD H300 £ 75.00, Phillips

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements

audio CD Recorder CDR - 600

must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your

£50, or £ 600.00 for the lot. Paul

entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security

on 077644 64415

please don't include acredit card number in an email. Call

(West London) [ LMW]

our reader ad dept on 020 8726 8321 Fax: 020 8726 8399
30-WORD MAXIMUM ADVERT IS £ 8FOR ONE MONTH,
£14 FOR TWO MONTHS, AND £ 17 FOR THREE MONTHS.

12. MISCELLANEOUS
MANA 5-tier rack £ 350, N aim
Aero tonearm £ 300, Linn LP12

LCCESSORIES
PAGODE Finite Elemente

RUSS Andrews silver mains

purchased, sell for £ 16,500

cable 2x1m, £ 250 each, Silver

(r.r.p £ 26000) pictures/demo on

Naim NAT 01 £ 400, all priced

HD10 amp platform (£ 990) £ 700,

Reference mains cable 1m, all

request. Tel: 01925 656990 or

to sell Tel: 07831 745391

maple finish, immaculate Tel:

fitted with Wattgate plugs, £450

email: Nema11@aol.com [ KX17]

(Berkshire) [ KL17]

01797 253073 [JL17]

plus postage. Tel: 01563 533565

B&W 802D speakers, cherry

REVOX1377

veneer, 2years old, immaculate

tape recorder, superb condition

[L8]

MATCHED

Quad set of E.A.T.

with Mantra power supply £ 300,

stereo open- reel

4 Cl) 'DVD PLAYERS
ARCAIV1 Alpha 5CD player £ 80

condition, boxed, £ 5250. B&W

throughout, has just been

effectively abrand new set which

ASW 825 active subwoofer, latest

fully serviced, detailed photos

has become redundant due to

Tel: 01732 457712 ( Kent) [ LW14]

model, cherry veneer, 2years old,

available or can demonstrate

K88 diamond output tubes,

achange of power amp, huge

boxed, immaculate condition,

£495ono Tel. 07813 960156 or
email: ob.mm@virgin.net [ FL34]

upgrade vs any other KT88s for

7. SPEAKERS

£1100 Tel: 01795 530326. Mob:

sale at £400 ( mrp £ 599) email:

AVALON

07894 834739 [ LW14]

irvose@yahoo.com [ KL14]

cherry wood (£ 23,000) £ 9500,

Eidolon speakers in

ISOTEK Titan

immaculate Tel: 01797 253073

2. AMPS
ICRELL FPB700 cx stereo amp

pL17]

(£15,000) £ 6950, immaculate

PAIR of Castle

Tel: 01797 253073 [JL17]

loudspeakers in Birch, two years

Fidelity KW500,

and Nova mains

units, boxed, manuals, new

speakers, beech finish £ 250 Tel:

£3600, will accept £ 1800,

01732 457712 ( Kent) [ LW14]

Tel: 01563 533565 [ L8]

8. TUNERS
MLSSION Cyrus

IIFN/RR:

Harlech S2

old, pristine condition, will

MUSICAL

World KLS3 floor standing

FMS tuner

265 copies from

1983, buyer collects ( London

demonstrate in London/Surrey

£100 Tel: 01732 457712 ( Kent)

E18) Offers? Tel: Frank: 020 8951

integrated amplifier, new valves

area. £450.00 ono, Castle Bastion

[LW14]

9270 [ L8]

fitted, fully boxed as new, brand

centre speaker, matching in

new condition, £ 2000 ono plus

Birch, great match for the above,

postage Tel: Vinny on 07921

£150.00 ono, (will sell both for

WANTED
TOP quality hi-fi

715955 pL171

£500.00) Contact Richard Baines

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
TANNOY D100 high

on 020 8979 6006 [JL17]

ROTEL

RSP 1068 surround

quality

separates

and complete systems, Naim,

Dual- Concentric bookshelf/stand

Linn, Cyrus, Meridian, Arcam etc,

mounters in walnut bi-wirable,

fast, friendly response and willing

sound processor and Rotel RMB

WILSON

near mint ideal for home studio

to travel/pay cash, please call me

1075 5- channel power amplifier,

black, superb sound, immaculate

£395.00 ono, 1pair Atacama

on 0781 5892458 or email me at

excellent for music and Blu-ray

condition with just 68 hours

Nexus speaker stands black £ 20,

pogsonp@aol.com [ FE68]

playback, silver/black finish,

use, crated, manuals etc. UK

1pair Ortofon T-5 M- C in line

System 8, Obsidian

vgc, boxed, £ 595 the pair Tel:
01795 530326. Mob: 07894
834739 [ LW14]

MISSION Cyrus

3amplifier

If you're sending in
HiFi News classifieds by
post, please make sure you
address them to:

£150 Tel: 01732 457712 ( Kent)
[LW14]

3. CABLES
2x5 metre lengths of Chord

Carole Molloy, HiFi News,

biwire cable with plugs @ £ 30.00

IPC Media, Leon House,

ono plus postage, Contact Richard

233 High Street,

Baines on 020 8979 6006 [JL17]

Croydon CR9 1HZ
118
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Hifi Exchange
Choice
hi - fi
AVS
HIS
DC2
Lexicon MC 121.10
Lexicon MC12 05
Lexicon MCI 26
Lexicon MC- 4
Lev= (1C8 02

Add your items for sale here and online
low 10% commission
£3750
£1800
£2000
£6750
£5500
£3995
£1550
£3995
£750
£1595
£4000
£2695
£2100
£350
£795
£50
£5400
£2999

Pioneer VSA 06
Primare P30
Sony TA-AV590
SP2 89BSST
Tag Mclaren AV192
AV Ileeehms
Harmon Kardon av7300
£800
kenwood KR 07030
070
Pioneer USX 02011-S
£ 450
Sony SIR-DA12011ES
£260
CO Mayen mod DAG.
Accustic Arts SAC 1mk4
£ 3000
Accustic Arts Player 1mk3
£ 3800
Amon 5
£200
Audia ffigM CD1
£2995
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /v1.0 DDE
£420
Audio Research CD1
£995
Audio Research CD3 mid
£2950
Audiolab 8000 Transport/Sac
0695
Audromeca/ Pierre Lame Mephisto transport
£995
black edition alpha 3x
£ 1500
black edit(' alpha 3,
£ 1500
Bluenote Strbbert Tube
£ 1850
Cayin SOD SOT
£ 1000
Cayin SCD-50T
£ 950

esegm

Player
£
750
£375
Goldmund Meta Laser- II
£ 1650
Krell KPS 20 il.
£ 2250
Krell (PS 25sc
£ 7995
Krell (Ps 2500 24/96
£ 8995
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
£4995
Krell 6052011
£2995
Lehmarm DACE preamp/DAC
£ 550
Mark Levinson No 39
£ 1495
McIntosh MCD 201
£2450
Meridian Audio 200/203 Traniciac £ 350
Meridian Audio 518 DAC
£495
MOO Link PAC 324/96
£ 450
Musical Fidelity a308cr Cd Player
£975
Nueste 30 CD
£ 1300
NAD C521 BEE
£ 140
Ne 0525BEE 525 CD Player
£ 150
Nairn Audio cd3
£400
Onkyo MS8-1HDDr.CD M58- I1100 recorder £ 500
Pioneer pd d6
£ 200
Pioneer PD S703
£ 70
Primare CD21
£ 535
liege Planet
f299
llega Planet
£ 300
ShantIng CDT 300 30 Sonos
£2495
Sony COP-XE270
£40
Sony SCD XA 300es
£300
Sony SCD1
£ 1990
Tag Mclaren CDT2OR-T2L
£695
Theta Data B3SICII, DAC DS Pro Pone II
£ 750
Theta DSPro Basic II
MOO
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Tnchord Genesis
£ 170
Tube Technology Fulcrum DAC 8Transport £ 1595
Wad. 8610
£3500
%Nadia X64.4 Diernaster
£ 1295
Yamaha COX 1100
£350
YBA 3Alpha
£995
ABA yba cd3X
£995
Zhaolu 03
£ 250
gritrp'
OsSYe."'
£ 2000
Linn Classic - Plink& LKI40.Wakonda. Ikemi £ 4300
Maranta
£ 450
Meridian Audio System
£ 990
Mission Vanous- see details
s
Nairn Audio CO3/102/180SOL £ 2350
Rom Audio 005 MAGI 12 NAP150 FLATCAP Proac Response
1.5
£ 2495
Parasound 02991 2xJCI
£6575
Plouc nu esta
£0
flega Complete System
£2000
Rega Planet Cursa Mau Naos System 8more £ 2400
Usher aa6 jamp - pd (16 i-cd - usher 5520 £650
Yamaha
£ 750
Custom Installation Products
£1400
Urn Intersekt RUSO
£175
Linn Knekt Line Drive
£300
Luir (SECT RCU
£350
Linn KNEKT Room Amp
£0
Soins SVStOr,
£279
£349
£249
non Player,
£740
rn MJ 002,
£350
is CND 7r£280
'. - on dvd 2910
£3000
•ron RT-20
£695
-don Audio 596 OVO Player SCOOT
£1650
chart Audio 598 CDT/VD/NM
,.,..11011174,0
£150
Intergrated Amplifier,
£3630
£420
,
....• •
£80
Ar, . in, AI- /,iu01,i5
£1800
ATO SA12-150
£2995
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated
£450
keo
VERDI. SETTANTA
£400
»PMis Q.25
£250
£1450
Bel Cato
£2 1
Lizard Wizard PVC
£5 ,
Nairn Audio Nait 3
£3.
Nairn Audio nart3
£201I
Pioneer aai %AN
£485
ItOksan

Roksan CASPIAN
Roksan Kandy 13
Roksan Kandy Mk3 Integrated Anic
Roksan rocksan kandy kal
Stemfoort SF 100
Technics SU 0560
lendApeAters
Acoustic Research 00112
Alan Phalanx/Poseidon
Apogee Stage
Arcam One
ART Emotion
ART emotions
ATO P995 Some as SCM-150
Aurho Acoustics Fundamental K2
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TiCMocha
Audio Note ON ESP SPEAKER
Audio Physic Briton
Audio Physic Medea II
Audio Physic Spark tlatesil
Audio Physic Spark 1
Audio Physic Tempo ilatesti
Audio Physic tara Floor
Audovector M3signature active
Aurousal Al MKII
Avantgarde Acoustics Trios
BOW 09620
BOW HMT1
Beauhom 82.2 Revelation
Bose Acoushmass 10 Series III
Bose ACOUSTIMASSO) 3
Defindive Technology 003000
Dynaudio Si d
Elac Jet 01310 Je
Epos M15 2FLOORSTANOERS
Gale Centre 2
Gale Model 5
Gale Sub- Zero 10
Gershman Avant Garde RO 20
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1,2
Hales concept 5
IMF MKIII Ref Pro Monitor
IMF TLS50 11
Infinity Kappa 9
JAS Orna
JBL TLX103,121,111
JMLab 927 BE
JMLab Alto Utopia be
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 RE
JMLab Electra 1037 be
JMLab Micro Utopia BE iStands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be iStands
JR Jordan JR 150 Stands
KEF 0352
CEP 050:ref 90.300,70S
KEF 095c
King's Audio Oueens
Leema Acousbcs SPLX12 sub- mole,
Linn Kabers (Passive)
Linn Keilidh
berth& drive units 2xpm2c with phase plugs
Lumley !empress 200
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
MagneiNanar SMG
Maranta Music Link 1595
Marlin Logan Ascent r
Martin Logan Prodio
Mendian Audio osnl 00 horizontal centre
Meridian Audio dsp33 centre
Mendiais Audio M1500
Meridian Audio M3100
Mirage FRX 9
Mission 753
MiSSiOn 753 Floorstanding
»Wen 75C CENTRE CHANNEL SP103
Mission M33i
Monitor Audio 885
Monitor Audio radius
MORDAUNT SHORT MS Avanl 904,
NOm Audio SRL Walnut
P
r
IwilaPIXL M
885
Podiurrm
L
oudspeakeornse
Ouad EIS 57
Cloud es1 57
Quad ESL 988
Quad ESL 988
llega Naos
Reynaud Offrande
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
Rogers ls3/5a
Rogers LS3r5a
Ruark Tallisman2
Sonos Faber Electa Amato( Ifs . VW Stds
Santis Faber Extrema 8Stands
Sonos Faber Extremas 8Stands
System Audio SA2K
Talon Firebird Diamond
Tannoy eyns
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
Titan
Velodine FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
Wilson Aucho System SI
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt
&Ken Ront,e , A,T
Muni Channel Amp,
Denon AVC-A1D
Lexicon CX5
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound A51
Power VGA F07
', MIChannel ', pedlar, , y,tem,

£469
£0
£329
£450
£550
£70
£03
£10000
£1200
£300
£500
£3500
£3999
£0
£0
£0
£1700
£1495
£13000
£1150
£895
£1695
£195
£2100
£495
£12950
£120
£1500
£1800
£499
£150
£2500
£1095
£550
£349
£35
£150
£35
£2750
£26120
£2200
£795
£225
£1995
£995
£180
£1500
f4995
£7500
£3400
£5750
£3600
F2750
£450
£20c1
£600
£75
£895
£650
£795
£325
£350
£1650
£1650
£1300
£300
£1995
£2495
£4850
£700
£650
£500
£900
£600
£175
£249
£96
£135
£273
018oe
£127,
£000
£1295
£6990
£2495E
£95
£4011
£2295
£229 ,
£6101
£175y ,
£301
650 1
£95
£374
£1990
£35Fo
£155 ,,
£175fo
£103
£40
£995
£415
£250
£28030
£5910
£643 5
£375. ,
£323 5
'25
k

free advertising ( no sale no fee)

100's of items online updated daily
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!.3-152
C3U0
£1395
£1250
£2300
£1950
£2200
£2600
£11500
£2000
Pi100
11,50
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£195
£600
£2195
£500
£225

Genelec 205 Active Monitors
JMLab Sib8Co
McIntosh HT1. HT2, HT3
Mission Mission 77 Series + RE(
Panasonic scht990
Power Anwini.
Accustic Arts Power 1
Audio Flight Flight One100
Audio Research Ref 600 Mk1
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Aralelab 8000a mklIl
BAT e(200
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
EllyStoo ilfj SST
limme ,ler N28 Mliii

[UM power Amp

Pi 1110

••,•5',

201'. 0

Arop

5,

iP
,11[1,,r1AP,' 5111

r, ell 1,
E1 5,51
,
1iii•Iiiii•iP
.
Rotortii,M12. ,
Mark Levrnson 23.5
Mark Lonrison 335
Mark Levinson M1434 MonoblocIrs
Mark Levinson 811436
Mark Levinson MIR
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 30001
McIntosh MC352
Muse 175 monoblocks
Musical Fidelity 109550
Musical Fidelity Nudists 300 power
Myryng MA 240
Maim Audio 180
Passlabs 0600
Quad 303
llega Misa
Rolisan Caspian M Series- 1Mono (pain',
Rotel rb1090
Bole! 913981
Ruby Chameleon
Sumo See 810
Tag Avantgarde 100,4
Tom Evans Ltnear A
rube Technology Genesis Monoblocks
Tube Technology Genwis Monobloc
VAC 30r10 Monoblocks
ETC power one
Yamaha AX 492
eismon Monoblocks
Pre Amplifiers
ALGt.bC Ails Pre 1
Arcam Delta 110 319
Arrant Delta 110
Aida Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research 1.92 mIdl
Audio Research Ref3
Audio Research 00161
BA.T. IM30
91(31
Boulder 1012
Burrnester 808 mk Ill
CAT 611 Signature MK III
Chord Electronics cpa2200
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
09M 38 Start Primus
DOM 3d twin
OTIM series 2/3
ARA» 3.5 Pre
GrYPhon Prelude
Lumley pre/phono 0001 Reference
Mark Levinson 38s
Mark Levinson 38s
Marsh 02000
McCormak RIO 1
Melody Pure black 101
.11-.11(1 ,ar ,Awl'', 541 surround contrieer
M,, 5,1 Arm' HR IHera

12..0
£4 ,
£4955
£7975
£895
£1150
£3000
£3400
£2295
£3250
£1495
£3999
£2495
£475
f595
f5995
£150
£300
£1500
£1000
£600
£295
£0
£1295
£3750
£1499
£2500
£7995
£1300
£100
£6995
£1495
£295
Lek
£2995
£35a
£1295
£6900
£1200
£1495
£1500
£6495
£2495
£2995
£3019
£595
£81)
£375.
£32'.
£1095
£2300
£500
£1650
£1803
£3n
£1152
£22613
£39
£59
£550
£295
£3 ,5
£5.15
£250
£200
£74
£40
90

Hera
Norn Audio 102 346
Nam Audio Nac 62
Nam Audio NAC 92 preamp
Primare Pre 30
Ouad 22
Clued 33
Rega Cursa
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans PUISE 2
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tom Evans VIBE
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Pre
/20 2Alpha
,
51. 3,osion Pre
SubWoofin
isola Pro B2-40 Ace- Bass Subwocler
int_ 0200E
REL Strata
Velodine D015
velodine OLD 15

£595
£190
£2495
£160
£695
£795
£3,e35
£ir00
£075
£1 1.00
f1,90

Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon
Gamut
Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
Halcro
JM Lab
Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
NuForce
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Tom Evans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...
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hi-fi news

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

A New DNM Product!

DNM STEREO SOLID CORE INTERCONNECT CABLE
A new interconnect cable with a designed magnetic performance, for incredible clarity
and tonal accuracy. Its L,C and R balance is precisely set to improve the sound quality
of any amplifier connected to it. The semi- transparent ribbon contains four
conductors, enabling connection of a stereo source using only one cable.
http://www.dnm.co.uk/acatalog/ : phone/fax DNM Design on 01480 457989

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the hest — HiFi News awards 2005. " BEST CARTRIDGE
N DER £ 1000! Agents tbr Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others. ' CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE' Plus cartridge re- tipping service

Web Site: www.thecartridgeman.com

Cablepjecom

Email: thecartridgemanebtinternet.corn

020 8688 6565

Is this your problem?

Here's your answer

IN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE - TEL: 01283 702875

0
loud

0
too loud

0
way too loud

1 'this accessory
, is heartily

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the volume control is all down

recommended

at the bottom end and fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or

Gramophone

impossible. The noise floor may be audible. too. There is asimple and
effective solution - the Rothwell haine Attenuators. They can be used
with prefoa,ver or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and
bnng sonic benefits with even the most expensive equipment.

£39/pair - post free 01204 366133

MICHELL ORBE
MICHELL ORBE SE
MICHELL GYRO SE
MICHELL TECNOARM " A"
AUDIO TECHNICA AD700
AUDIO TECHNICA AD900
AUDIO TECHNICA AD1000
AUDIO TECHNICA ATHW1000
AUDIO TECHNICA ATHW5000
AUDIO TECHN CA ATOC9ML2
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DL304
DENON DL103R
DENON AHD2000
DENON AHD5000
TOM EVANS GROOVE X
CREEK DESTINY CD 6. AMPLIFIER
WHEST AUDIO PS3OR
1WHEST AUDIO 2

£P0A
£P0A
EPOA
£P0A
£85
£P0A
£P0A
£320
£599
£225
£P0A
£175
£169
£215
£425
£1700
£P0A
£P0A
£P0A

IALSO SUPPLY:
NU FORCE, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL, ZYX,
SUMIKO, GRADO, GOLDRING, ORTOFON,
RESON, CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA,
SME, MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM
SLEE. WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R.. OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, GAMUT, AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF,
TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON
RESEARCH, BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT,
SUPRA, WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, BDI, ALPHASON,
OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION, CUSTOM DESIGN, 1UAL, ERGO, ACOUSTIC
SOLID, USHER AUDIO, SUGDEN, RRR

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

ESTABLISHED / 986. EPOA.

Exchange pnce on oppiiceation.

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ
TEL: 01283 702875 9881-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

hificablesandaccessories.co.uk
FREE UK MAINLAND DELIVERY Tel 01292 313500

Stockists of: ARCM,
'DENSE\•EPOS

LOEWE
NIBI AUDIO. NE aT REG.ROTEL
.R0111. SIBHINIAN TEW
Mia dMORE
•MICROMEG1

nidelitY

Speaker Cables

Destination
Where Music Matters

indecently good

9Itigh Street, Ilampion OutIL Kingston upon Thames.
Surrn k11 400 Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

TV and Projector Brackets

*

11 11

ant
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m.k
michell
maim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
°nee

eme
spendor

lhome-cinema specialists
those who want the very best...
Stockists oh ALP Jordan, Aude, Audio Physic, hod,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek. Focal JMLab,

sign

Grand Prix Audd. Heel. Isotek. Leona Acoustics.
McIntosh. !
AJAcoustics. Monitor Audio, Moon.
Nordost. Pnmare. Proiect,

ninco hi-fi for gro

HDM ICables

Games Cables

Headphones

lpswic

01473)

55171

fax ( 01473)

leng@signals uk.com

w w w.

uk.co

To advertise here
contact
save 10% when you spend over £99 on QED
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Stan. Tannoy Prestige. TEAC

Esotenc, Totem Acoustcs, Unison Research, Van Den

Zoé Weston on
Tel: 020 8726 8324

Nul and many more

>Free Advice in arelaxed and friendly annosphere
>0% Finance Availabie
New online
>2 Demonstrabon Rooms
shop often.
>Out of Hours Appointments
please come in
>Hoe Defrost:ohms
>Open Mon - Sat 9am - 5pm and browse.

Call 01884 243 584
Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!
Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon E016 68L
website: www.audiodeStination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

hi-finews
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Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk
M ADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas
S

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNI4 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hestereo.com

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Á

OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE

SHIPPING

/;;—.%,Skaaning
% ›. e/

.
. Loudspeakers
PIEFLIEU
ACOUSTIC PANELS

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E
S
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

•

peerless

£ 795

B&W DM 1800 speakers

£ 159
£295

Dynaudio Audience 7speakers with stands

£395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£2895

Mission 753 speakers

£349

Mordaunt Short MS5-40 speakers
New Acoustic

£99

zen Adajio speakers

£ 2695

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£ 2695
£245
£ 1495

Tannoy Westminster Royals Ex demo/Mint

£9995

Tannoy Westminster Royal SE ( latest Model) ex-demo.. POA

germ

RE-AMPS
Audio Note M8 with phono. Remote control version
(£19500) mint,

£
7995

Gryphon Allegro-Sonata Pre amp Mint/Boxed/Book

£3500

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£095

Wavac PR-T1 3box pre-amp, bacedas new (£23500) orty £10750

L,scar-Fe-ea<

I
_.)

THE
de_ CAME

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

£5875

B&W AS W-4000 Sub woofer

Ruark Templars Mk' 2 speakers

)

mcommny

centre and rears Brand new

Tannoy Sterlings Mint/Boxed only

1\16RDOST

(215) 862-4870•fax (215)862-4811
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

morel*

_
VIM

on purchases over $ 100.

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Zen cinema system, Adagio fronts with Junior

B&W DM 640 floor standing speakers

/•lJ-2/•

•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

ç

Fostex

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
RO. BOX 44283

Ii

AMPLIFIERS
Almarro A50125A integrated amp ( new)

£3140

Audio Note Zero monoblocks with pre-amp (ex demo)

£785

Bel Canto EVO 2 amplifier

£1295

Cambridge Audio Azur 840 A- B XD int' amp' Mint /boxed .
£95
Denon AVR-3802 Surround receiver

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608.831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail:info@madisounacom
Web Page tithylwww madisound coin

£ 95

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£3500

Goldmund SRM-250 monos, ex-demo (£6590)

£4995

Roksan Caspian Monoblocks Superb/boxed

£ 1295

Wavac MD- 805 monoblocks 55wpc, SETS AS NEW ( UK
retail £ 16500) only

£7950

Yamaha DSP-E800 Amp/Processor with remote

£ 175

D PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS

DRIVERS:
> ATC

Audio Note DAC 1X (bar) mint/boxed

£395

Cambridge Audio Ass 840-C-B CD player Wit /Bated

£495.

Denon DVD-Al 1CA/D/DVD AudeSACD player Mint4:ceted

> AUDAX

Esoteric X-03 SE CD/SACD player (ex demo)

£695
Phone

> ETON

Golmund Eidos CD/SACD player es-demo (£3195) only £2495

> FOSTEX

Marantz CD873 CD player

£65

TRI CD player ( new) " made in Japan"

£ 1495

> LPG

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

ISCELLANEDUS
Cambridge Audio 640T V2 DAB- FM tuner Mint/Boxed £ 95

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

lsoclean Power 50A 111 US power blink/filter, new . £850

> SEAS

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

> VIFA
> VOLT

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING

Winds 01 stylist gauge

Cable.;pike,com

(New) at 30% discount.
RIVTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARIIS
Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed

And now for something
completely different.
Volvo 940 Turbo estate.
Full leather, electric
sunroof/windows, stereo
(of sorts?) history,
GENUINE 40,000 miles from
new. ( the wifes car)
Please call for details

Orarwes

Contact us for the

IliFi, llonh

Solen CDROM
Catalog.
•

free

& Multi-Room

o
411
0

Specialists

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
"On selected Items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

EM

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, OC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

450.656.2759

Fax: 450.443.4949
Email:
Web:

solenesolen.ca
vvvvvv.solen.ca

£ 1995

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

£65

New DM

Selection of Madrigal CZ Gel balanced interconnects .. .

LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

Tel:

£75

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/lw

> VISATON

fee .4'1

£60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

> SILVER FLUTE

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

020 7924 2040
email: oranges.lemons(evirgin.net
SI St rbbs Reed, Rollona, SWII ERS
lIAI IA
new.oandlhifi.co.uk

Tel:

Evenings

TA"A"

Email:

_

heatherdaIe@'hifi-stereo.com
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SOUNDS OF THE '60s

the half- decade that follows that probably
earns the honour. But it's aclose- run thing,
not least because the seminal products of
1970-74 did not appear in avacuum; their
seeds were planted in this period. More
crucial, however, was one development in
particular, which only with hindsight can
we appreciate for what it achieved. Part
of its legacy would be, through one of its
progeny, the near-total destruction of the
love for quality sound.
Philips first introduced the compact
audio cassette in Europe in 1963, and in
the United States in 1964, trade- marking
the name ' Compact Cassette' in the way
that ' Compact Disc', ' DVD', et al would

CASSETTES, QUAD AND
DUAL- MONO-STEREO LPS

In the third part of aseries examining the history of audio over
the decades, Ken Kessler arrives at the late ' 60s. It's aboom
time for vinyl, transistor prices plummet and cassette is king

C

onfession time: if my formula
is correct - it states that

you'll always nominate as the
most important era the one
in which you started with hi-fi - then
this is mine: 1965-69. Iwas 16 in 1968,
and Ihad saved up enough to make
adown- payment on asystem costing
$700 - huge money then. It would take
me two years to pay it off, delivering
newspapers, cooking Kentucky Fried
Chicken, shovelling manure on afarm.
Yes, Iloved music that much.

preceded by, amongst others, one from
RCA Victor in 1958.
Almost concurrent with the compact
cassette was Bill Lear's risible, jammingprone 8-track system which, fortunately,
died out by 1982. Philips, however, did
not conceive of the cassette as apure

Iplayed was ' Hey Jude' by the Beatles.

audio medium, but more of adevice

That system would last me until Igot to

for dictation. What it had over all of the
others was diminutive size and linear,
bi-directional playback rather than the

university, when Iwould suffer the first of
many upgrades.

'The arrival of monostereo-compatible
LPs would give vinyl
its biggest-ever boost'

For those who care to know, that
first system consisted of aDual 1019

But this instalment calls for asecond
confession: while Iwill try to present the

turntable, aPickering cartridge, aScott

case for this particular five-year span for
being the most important in the history
of audio, deep down inside, Iknow it's

344C receiver and apair of small Scott
bookshelf speakers. And the first record

be trade- marked in later years. It was not
the first tape- in-a- cartridge, having been

Heath Robinsonian track structure of an
8-track cartridge, or other continuous
loop systems. More importantly, those
early mono cassette recorders were more
compact, easier to use and more selfcontained than even the most sensible of
reel-to-reel portables.
Pressure from the industry forced Philips
to license the format free of charge, a
business model that would be abandoned
with later formats, resulting in wasteful
wars. The company saw the wisdom in this,
thus creating aglobal standard, the proviso
being adherence to the specifications set
for the format: tape size, tape speed, etc.
This immediately made it not just attractive
for recording enthusiasts who didn't want
to fiddle with far costlier open- reel tapes,
but also as agenuine commercial rival for
the vinyl LP.
As early as 1965, afew years before the
more serious elements of the audio sector
would take notice of the cassette,
pre-recorded tapes appeared. Mercury
Records, the US affiliate of Philips,
introduced ' Musicassettes' in the US in
1966, with alaunch catalogue of 49 titles.
Concurrent with the arrival of the
cassette was the emergence of Dolby Labs,
which had developed an analogue noise
reduction system for studios called Dolby
A. That legendary visionary, Henry Kloss
-then of KLH - asked Dolby to develop
aconsumer version of it, the eventually-

ABOVE: Miss Anne Davies and Miss Maureen Mumford demonstrate Goodman's new
Maxim loudspeaker to dealers at Seymour Mews House, London. Where are they now?
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ubiquitous Dolby B, which would pave
the way for the cassette's full-blown
acceptance as an audio source in the ' 70s.

SOUNDS OF THE '60s

LEFT: The
author's first
turntable aDual 1019
Why the portentous introduction to the cassette? Simple: it
was the very genetic material from which the Sony Walkman
was born, which in turn would create the template for all truly
portable music players that would follow, up to and including the
iPod and mobile phones: stereo playback via headphones, small
enough to fit in one's pocket, decent playing time from aset of
batteries. The only difference between the original Walkman and
current players is that the latter have no moving parts, and they

ABOVE: It was Ray Dolby's noise reduction system that saw
the cassette accepted as an audio source in the late 1960s
of Thorens' most successful models, and it begat the TD- 160,
which was the hobbyist turntable of the 1980s.
As before, stability was much greater then than now, so
carry-overs from earlier years continued as favourites. One
might fit one's Garrard 301 or Thorens TD- 124 ( or 150) with

can sound dire in comparison.
And, as we now know, we have seen the birth of ageneration
of so-called music lovers for who sound quality is not part of the
equation, for whom it is not important let alone desirable. As I

aGoldring Lenco P77 arm, aDecca ffss Professional tonearm,
an SME 3009 or - an early arrival from Japan - Micro-Seiki's

said, the cassette sowed the seeds of hi-fi's destruction, though

'Why the portentous introduction
to the cassette? It sowed the
seeds of hi-fi's destruction; we
just didn't know it at the time'

we didn't know it at the time.

A SHOT IN THE ARM
Although cassette sales would attain and even surpass in some
markets the sales of the LP. something else arrived in force in the
1965-69 period that would give the LP its biggest-ever boost.

lovely ISM arm/pickup. Also still coveted by enthusiasts were

Prior to this period, LPs arrived at record stores in ' dual inventory'
-the shop had to carry mono and stereo LPs. By the second half

the Ortofon SPU-G/T moving coil cartridge, while Shure's

of the 1960s ' mono-stereo-compatible LPs' had arrived, meaning
that an LP could be played on both mono and stereo systems.
Equally, an audiophile with astereo cartridge could use it for both

M55- Emoving magnet cartridge and others from the same
catalogue were driving tracking forces down to the magical
1g point - deemed crucial with the aforementioned mono/

his or her old mono LPs and the new stereo compatibles.
As aresult, turntable, aim, cartridge and accessory sales took
off, the number of models of record decks available on the UK

stereo-compatible LPs.

market increasing almost ten-fold between 1960 and 1970.
Home-grown products still, at this date, had the advantage, and

Also arriving in this period were the highly futuristic
Transcriptor arm and turntable; over 40 years later, they
still dazzle for their styling. The Transcriptor products lent G.

not just the larger Garrards: the hugely successful Garrard SP25
automatic deck - one of the best-selling turntables of all time
-appeared for £ 10 16s, along with rivals from BSR and Goldring.
Another turntable, arriving in 1965, played the biggest role in
determining what would follow in the 1970s: the Thorens'
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adeck would arrive from the other side of Hadrian's Wall, itself
arguably inspired by the TD- 150. But that can wait until next
month's episode. Suffice it to say, the TD- 150 would become one
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UK and Europe than it did in the USA, the AR Universal was the
first successful implementation of athree-point suspended

belt-drive deck, the TD- 150 offered superior build quality to the
AR, and it could be purchased with aThorens arm or fitted with
another; the SME 3009 graced many aTD- 150. Seven years later,
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the AR Universal of 1961. Although it had less of an impact in the

sub- chassis belt- drive deck.
It was, however, built down to aprice, and came with an arm
one could not change. As Thorens' first suspended sub- chassis

I
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TD- 150. In and of itself, it was not particularly original. For
all intents and purposes, it was Europe's answer to what was
-beyond any question - the most important turntable of all time:
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ABOVE: Advert for the hugely popular Garrard 5P25 with price
lists from 1969 alongside rival Thorens' price list from 1966
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---COOL GALES
It's a breeze to buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product listings.
Read how the superb and modestly priced
VPI Scout "whaps the ball so far out of the
park, it isn't funny" (
Stereophile).

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need
more info or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell
you no one does budget gear better than us: for
instance, the extraordinary Cayin A- 50T valve
integrated, whose " strengths rival those of many
far more expensive tube separates"
(Stereophile), is only £ 1095.

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the fabulous SME V tonearm, which " has the
ability to make many other tonearms sound forced,
ragged and untidy, both in terms of coloration and
of stereo imaging" (
HiFi News).

A 30-day money- back guarantee on most products
(details on our website), including the new Esoteric
X-05 SACD/CD player, which brings the legendary
sound of Esoteric to avery affordable level.
MUM

A huge selection of hi-fi components with
style, like the magnificent Tannoy Prestige
Kensington, " smooth, richly detailed, open
and airy, and very dynamic" (
HiFi World).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henrietta Road

Bath BA2 6LU

SOUNDS OF THE '60s

to match its SC22 preamp. Quad, Leak and Rogers were still
the brand leaders, but those craving something more exotic
could look to the USA, starting with the Dynaco FM3 kit or
similar from Heathkit. Deeper pockets were required for
offerings from Fisher, while the Japanese, with models like the
Trio AF220, were making their presence felt, too.
Receivers were, by their very nature, larger and more
costly as far as individual components were concerned,
though the price of areceiver often produced asaving over
the equivalent separate tuner and integrated amp. And a
single chassis receiver invariably occupied less space than two
separates. Given the paucity of space in the average British
ABOVE: Armstrong's all- British 226 AM/FM receiver
themselves to tweakers, indicative of aperiod in which the
accessory market exploded as never before. While we see
through jaded eyes with our post- Peter Belt vantage point the
absurdity of some accessories, most of the LP- playback- relateddevices were based on logic or common sense, dealing primarily
with record cleaning.
Reigning supreme were the Dust Bug, Disc Preener
and Parastat of C EWatts, along with rival cleaners from
Metrosound, Colton and others. Meanwhile, users of manual
turntables who refused to buy decks featuring auto- lift but
who desired their convenience could purchase end-of- play arm
raisers such as the Deccalift, the Hadcock GH Uni Lift, Ortofon's
Hi-Jack and the Colton Varilift.
Above all, again due to the ascendancy of stereo, the market

living room, and the sheer convenience (to say nothing of the
savings on the cost of interconnects), it's surprising that tuneramps never took off in the UK in the way they did Stateside.
Still, there were plenty on offer by the end of the decade.
Amongst the British makes, Armstrong offered the 226 and
227, Arena, Ferguson and Eagle had models for sale, but the
Americans, the Europeans and the Japanese dominated the
receiver market.
Typical of the
Americans was
Fisher's 500-T,
delivering 2x9OW
but costing a
staggering
£208 19s.
on the other

and VTA, as well as accurate tracking force. Transcriptors,

hand, were
pricing similar
models for 30%

'Given the paucity of space in the
average British living room it's
surprising that tuner-amps never
took here as they did Stateside'

Sansui, Pioneer,
Nikko and
Trio, while the

Metrosound, Colton and the like would sell you accessories such
as scales, anti-static mats, overhang gauges, spirit levels and

Continent fought
back with B&O,
Tandberg and

assorted fluids.

Telefunken.

MAKING WAVES

QUAD 33/303

While the LP was carving out its niche as the source of choice,

If another reason

and reel-to-reel would soon succumb to audiophile- grade

is needed to

cassettes, the tuner still enjoyed vast appeal, especially because

impress upon you
the importance

'tuner- amps' or ' receivers' were appearing in greater numbers
to rival tuner/preamp/power amp or tuner/integrated amp
purchases. Despite this, the selection of separate tuners was

stereo cartridges ever!
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was awash with set-up devices to assure both perfect overhang

of the spread of stereo FM. Although never quite as popular in
the UK as elsewhere, because this market preferred separates,
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ABOVE: Shure's cartridges- near 1g tracking

of this half- decade, it has to be the emergence of the viable
transistor amplifier. Harold Leak's Stereo 30 was quickly
followed by the most important British solid-state amp of
the period, the Quad 33/303. Launched in 1967, and selling

exceptional, with every amplifier brand offering matching
tuners. It was the period when Armstrong, with its 223 and 224

in unprecedented numbers, the 33/303 combination still
charms and amazes in the way that Citroen's DS of the 1950s

tuners enjoyed its best years, and Radford offered the FMT1

dazzles car nuts. It looked like no other, its functionality was
original, its build quality admirable, its performance ( still)
exceptional. No British tranny amp since even comes close for
iconic status, regardless of sales figures.
Walker's audacious, compact pre/power combination had
to compete not just with other new transistor designs: valve
amps were still the dominant type. But in the 1965/6 HiFi
Yearbook, George TiIlett attributed the transistor's increased
acceptance to the downward spiral in costs, along with the
arrival of new transistor types, citing FETs and MOSFETs. His

ABOVE: Part of the Fisher range from America, the 800-C tuner

remarks could have been applied to computer processing a
decade ago: 'When it is realised that amoderate power,
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Castlegate mill, Quayside, Stockton on Tees, TS18 1BZ.

0845 6109390

Avid, EAR, Kudos, Martin Logan, Michell, Monitor Audio, Nairn, Pathos, Roksan, SME, Suaden, Unison Research, Usher and lots more

MAIM 42.5, Chrome, boxed, phonoboards, vgc

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for? j MAIM NAP140, Olive, boxed

OM &me mmir Ilia
tel: 0845 6019390

Analogue
Ariston RD80, ex condition
99
Aces Lustre, nicely engineerd jap arm
149
Alphason Opal arm, excellent
149
AR Legend, Linn Basik LVX
149
AVID Acutus, ex demo as new in Chrome
Call
Cartridgeman, Music Maker Classic, plenty of life lei
499
Clezraudio Evolution with parallel tracking arm
999
Clearaudio Master Solution Ow 14112I Reference Parallel arm Call
Clearaudio Performance, c/w arm & cartridge ex
dem, superb!
1299
Clearaudio Smart Double Matrix, rare as
699
Clearaudio Goldfinger - minimal use - asteal at 2799
Creek OBH phono stages
Call
Garrard 301, SME3009, Behrens Plinth
799
Heybrook TT2 c/w Linn Basik LVX
229
Linn LPI2, Ittok LVII and Sumiko BPS really
pretty example
899
Linn LP12, Lingo 2, Mito 2in cherry, Cirkus etc 1599
Liner LP12, CIrkus, Lingo, reasonable ........ 899
Linn LP12, Ittok LVII and K18, excellent
799
Michell Gyrodec SE
Call
Michell Syncro, RB250, excellent
299
Mission 774 original arm
149
NAD ( Rega Planar 2), R8250
119
Project RPM 4 , excellent boxed
199
Rega P3, in Rega green, boxed
279
Roksan TMS1.5, and DSU, SME cut, boxed .. 1799
Roksan TMS2. c/w Reference p/s
3499
Roksan Xerxes 20/XPS7 as new, ex demo 1899
SME 3009, series 2 and 3, excellent from
149
SME Model 20/2A, nr mint ex demo
Call
Systemdek 10(900, offboard p/s, acrylic platter
and RB250
379
Systemdek II ( biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgc
249
Technics SL1210 enk2, various from
199
Townshend Elite Rock, Excalibur arm, Merlin p/s,
punts & lid
749

MAIM NAIT 5, original upgradeable version, ex boxed
MAIM MAC 282, NAPSC, excellent, boxed
MAIM XPS, ex boxed
MAIM NAC112, current style preens
Pathos Classic One Mk2. ex demo
Pathos Cinema X, mint boxed
Pathos Inpol 2, mint boxed
Pathos Logos, ex demo nr mint boxed
Quad 44 Preamp, 405 Power amps NOW from
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced
Quad 99/909, excellent boxed

119
299
_ 399
1949
1499
349
899
Call
Call
Call
99
199
999

Digital

Accessories/Cables
Call
Call
499
Call
Call
Call

Audiolab 8000CDM, original vgc
299
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed used bargain
799
Cairn Fog v2, absolute steal, was £ 1250 ex demo 499
Chord Blu Dual Data, ex demo
3999
Chord DAC64, used, mint boxed in black latest spec
1599
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain - WOW' REDUCED!!! 1299
Cyrus DACXP, nr mint boxed in silver
1249
Cyrus DACX, nr mint in brushed black
599

Accuphase E212, mint boxed
1199
fucuphase P450. very large power amp, ex boxed
1749
Arcam P75, great power amp
225
Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150w monster Imegrated 1199
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size integrated
299
Audeo Innovations Sertes 700 integrated, excelent boxed _ A99
Audio Research SPII rnk2, inc phono stage lantastic 2249
Audio Research SPIN. inc phono stage ex boxed1299
Audio Research VS55. excellent
1399
Audiolab 8000A, vgc in black
179
AVI Lab Series Integrated with phono ex demo....1399
Bryston ABST Power amp, excellent in back
1199
Calm 4808MF Integrated with posh roc remote
599
Conrad Johnson PV15, excellent boxed
1599
Conrad Johnson PV7, vgc boxed bargain
399
Cyrus Smartpower & Smartpower plus. from
279
Cyrus XVS Preamp, nr mint boxed
399
Krell KSA80, excellent, still aslimming power amplIfier 1199

DCS, Elgar DAC and Purcell Upsampler, boxed
original versions
Offers
Esoteric UX3, ex demo vgc, BARGAIN!
2999
Esoteric X03SE, ex demo nr mint
3899
Krell CD DSP Top loader, very stylfsh sweet
sounding player
999
Linn Karik, ylate version ex boxed
499
Linn Numerik, ylate version
499
Marantz CD63se KI Signature excellent
199
Meridian 563 DAC
349
Meridian 203 DAC, excellent
199
Meridian G91DAB, good order c/w remote, boxed _ 2749
Musical Fidelity A308CR CD, excellent, remote, box 799
Musical Fidelity IRAN' v3 CD, excellent, remote _ 399

Chord - various cables, call for details
Chord - Signature RCA and Digital available
Nairn Hicap, late olive
Nordost, various ex demo
Van den Hul - various ex demo
Van den Hul - various ex demo

Amplifiers

Kri41 KAV400zi, excellent boxed
Linn LK100, excellent boxed
Linn Majik Integrated
Linn Kolector ex boxed
Linn Wakonda, nr mint boxed, phono boards
Marantz PM7200, boxed

1749
249
299
329
299
249

Meridian 501 preamplifier, excellent boxed
329
Meridian 551 Integrated, excellent boxed
349
MicInell Alecto Mk 2Monoblocks, superb due in 849
MuiJcal Fidelity A3.2Cr Preampliher. excellern boxed
NAIM NAIT 5i/2, as new boxed

349
549

Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity
NAIM CDX2, ex

XDAC v3, excellent
X10 v3, excellent
Trivista 21 DAC, ex boxed
demo

249
149
699
699

NVA 'The Transparent Statement' - Just amazing
-crated, vgc
1749
Pathos Endorphin, crated ex demo unit
2999
Roksan Atessa transport
399
Rega Saturn, excellent boxed
749
Slim Devices Transporter, mint boxed 4months old g99
Sugden CD player, excellent, remote
Call
TEAC VRDS10, good condition, boxed remote
399
Technics SLP1200, excellent, domestic Jse only 249
Wadia 302, as new, ex demo, warranty, boxed, remote etc _ 2499

Radio/Recorders
Linn Kudos, excellent
Meridian 204, excellent
Nakamichi DR2 ex boxed
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner
Quad FM3 and FM4, excellent from
TEAC TR6I0 FM tuner

299
249
149
149
99
49

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy Aelite 3, sealed boxes
399
Acoustic Energy AEI mk3, Piano black with
matching stands
1299
ATC SCM7, nr mint boxed in cheery
349
Audiovector M3 Sig, active crossovers, new i4k*, amazing Offers
Audio Pro Bravo FX04 in piano black, bargain .... Offers
AVI Neutron IV, excellent ex demo units boxed in cherry..349
AVI ADM9 one box digital audio system, in gloss white Call
Castle Harledi, excellent boxed in yew
399
Castle Howard S2, Mahogany
599
Dynaudio 521E, maple excellent boxed
499
Kudos Audio Careea C2, superb HEW favourite floorstander 1199
Kudos Audio Casita C20, ex review HEW
floorstander1999
Magneplanar 2.5R, fabulous panels with ribbon tweeters..599
Martin Logan Ascent, cherry detailing, excellent 1599
Neon Logan Surranut, ex demo slight mark, save over 11000 Call
Meridian DSP5000, excellent
1199
Mission 752, fair, boxed
199
Monitor Audio EC, black, ex demo, good arder, boxed .. 145
Monitor Audio 161 in Natural Oak, nr mint bared ex demo _ 299
Monitor Audio RS8, in Rosenut ex demo
549
Monitor Audio GS10, mint ex demo, BARGAINCall
Mordaunt Short MS100 excellent boxed
79
Peak Consult Princess & Stands, ex boxed .. 2499
Quad ESL989, excellent boxed BARGAIN! .... 1999
Revolver RW16, brand new last pr
249
Revolver Music 5, brand new cancelled order Call
Rogers LS3f5a, c/c matching All subs, all boxed, in ebony!1499
Ruark Equinox, excellent in black
699
Spendor S3/5e, in ebony vgc
499
Spendor S5e, in maple nr mint boxed
749
!annoy DC2000, vgc black
199
rDL RTL2 fun little floorstander, good order....79
'leer Audio Dancer CP8571, the most beartifutspeaker ever? 2999

SPECIAL SYSTEM DEALS
AVI Lab Series Amp c/w phono, CD Player an4part Neutron IVCall
Consonance Ping, superb one box system .... Call
Quad 99 the and 909 Power c/w 989 ESL speakers
Call
Roksan Caspian Full system with FRS floorstanders
Call
5flanling MC30, cute little mini system
Call
'MAC CRH257i in serer - Brand New - less than half price
159

Monday to Saturday 10 tu l5, tel 0845 6019390 or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
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because it combined two channels into asingle enclosure,
which looked like acocktail bar from aplayboy's penthouse.
Standing 104in wide, 36in tall and 24in deep, it sold for a
breathtaking £ 1345 - or £ 18,000 in today's money. And you
thought psychotic pricing was something new?
Also on the scene was newcomer Bowers & Wilkins, first
appearing in 1966 with the P2 Monitor, the commercial
version of the speaker John Bowers made for friends from his
shop in Steyning. KEF had ahit with the Celeste, Celestion
was selling Dittons, and Wharfedale had the Dovedale.

STEREO STATESIDE
But the real action was taking place across the pond, setting
the stage for the industry's biggest boom years. Acoustic
Research had been, since the mid-to- late 1950s, one of the
ABOVE: Launched in 1967, QUAD's iconic 33/303 amplifier
high-performance amplifier will use between 25 and 45
semiconductors of one kind or another, it is easy to see that cost
just cannot be ignored.' Like computers, prices for
solid-state gear would eventually plummet.
Ideal for comparison's sake are Quad's 22 preamp/II amp, and
their solid-state replacements. The former, during their last year
on sale, sold for £ 25 each, a £ 50 package as it were. In 1967,
with the Quad II power amp still available at £ 25 as before,

most farsighted and successful pure audio brands. It was
one of the very first to produce the lot: turntables, tuners,
receivers, integrated amplifiers and speakers, missing out
only on tape decks and cartridges. It spoke about tables and
stands. It offered achoice of finishes, afive-year warranty,
it had its own ` studio'-cum- demo facility in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. At one point, AR was believed to have half the
speaker sales in the entire USA.
AR itself, via dispersed employees, gave birth to myriad
other brands, not afew founded by Henry Kloss. KLH, Advent,

when the 22 was on offer, the newly-arrived Quad 33 cost £ 43

EPI, Boston Acoustics, Cambridge Soundworks and ahandful

and the 303 sold for £ 55 - almost exactly double. So, early

of others can trace their roots back to the company created

adopters, then as now, felt the sting.
It didn't apply just to Quad: in the same year, Radford sold

to discontinue tubes for an all- solid-state line-up, but even the
imported brands were playing it safe with both. Dynaco, still
offering kits, ran the Stereo 70 valve amp alongside the Stereo

`JBL's Paragon loudspeaker sold
for £ 18,000 in today's money.
And you thought psychotic
pricing was something new?'

120 transistor amp; both yielded 2x35W. And yet the Stereo 70
sold for £ 59 17s assembled, while the Stereo 120 cost £ 102

by Ed Villchur and Kloss. What AR, KLH, EPI and Advent in

the STA 100 stereo valve amp, with 100W/ch, for £ 112 10s;
the 30W/ch transistorised SCA30 cost £ 106... for athiml of the
power! Most makes were still all-valve, with Leak one of the first

18s. ( Iknow which I'd rather have...)

particular provided, along with the Dynaco A25 of 1969,

INTRIGUING SPEAKERS

were affordable, medium-sized bookshelf speakers that would
find their way into most of the university dormitory rooms

As was typical, the slowest change came with loudspeakers, but
the late 1960s threw up some intriguing models. In 1968, Dr
Amar Bose unleashed the ' Direct/Reflecting' 901, which fired
89% of the sound out its backside. Empire foreshadowed the
world of room-friendly hi-fi and custom- installation, anticipating
the Wife Acceptance factor with the Grenadier 8000, which
looked more like acylindrical coffee table than aspeaker.
JBL went astage further than everyone with the massive and
now highly-coveted Paragon, available since the 1950s and
finally reaching the UK. This horn- loaded speaker was enormous

across the USA. Dynaco would supply the amps. KLH would
also offer the world's first half- decent ' music centre', the
Model Eleven - affordable and compact.
Some enterprising students would start selling audio
equipment like this to their classmates, resulting in the
creation of the first chain of specialty audio stores, the late
Tech Hi Fi. Hi-fi was becoming cool, with ' must- have' status.
And it is no accident that this period coincides perfectly with
the richest years popular music has ever seen: Motown, the
tail-end of the British Invasion, Stax-Atlantic, the Beatles at
their peak, Hendrix, Woodstock. You know what that tells
us? 1965-69
was the best
period ever.
Not just in
hi-fi, either.
But the years
1970-74...
now they
mark the
Renaissance. (')
LEFT: The 2Ax
from Acoustic
Research - still
avintage fave

ABOVE: The Hugh Hefner of hi-fi - JBL's horn- loaded Paragon
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The activities of the
Accessones u ave stretc ed
way beyond its original brief, established over 25 years ago, to
encompass aunique mix of components and services catering for
the less obvlous .corners of the hi-fi world...
Turntable set up: The Accessories Club's range of turntable
lweeks .and set-up devices is extensive. Test LPs, alignment
protractors, clamps, mats, Michael Fremer's DVD,
retro -fit tuning components for awide range of turntables,
isolation platforms and materials, covers for ' skeletal- type
turntables, electronic and mechanical stylus gauges.
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Offer: KAB Speedstrobe £56.00. Regular price £ 70.00
-includes LED Light Source.

coo,

Tonearms : Yes we sell tonearms - Cartridge man, Hadcock
Moth, Origin Live, London et al, but our tonearm rewiring
service is second to none! Our particular emphasis is on the

•
•

•w

unique * Incognito' wiring loom, acontinuous run of wire
(Cardas Copper or our own Silver Litz( from the cartridge tag
to the phono plug. No joints, no solder, no plugs or sockets
or change of wire gauge. Over the past few months, we have
completed rewires on arms from SME, Rega, Linn, Nottingham Analogue, Mission,
Manticore, Syrinx, Helius, Townsend, and Hadcock to name but afew!
Offer: Free HFN Test LP with all Incognito Rewire Kits and Installations.

Books: Our selection of books is second to none
-specialist books featuring all aspects of our shared
interest in all things audio, from Ken Kessler's history
of the Quad company through many levels to esoteric

so und

reference books for collectors of valves. See our website
for afull catalogue and pricing.
Offer: Quad The Closest Approach' + ' Sound
oft

Bites' The HFN Story £ 50.00

Record Care: The Moth Record
Cleaning Machines form the basis of our LP
care section, along with products from Last, Ringmat,

•

SRM Tech, Michell, Kontak and Goldring amongst others, plus LP
sleeves of all types, both inner and outer.

4.
6t)

Offer: 5litres of RCM fluid plus 200 Nagaoka' type Sleeves with each

•

Moth RCM.
Valves: A wide range of popular valves from Sovtek
and Electroharmonix, Valve Coolers from Pearl, and
our exclusive Tube Imp • small signal tube checker - all

o

that avalve enthusiast could desire!
Offer: Valves to the value of £ 50.00 with each Tube
Checker at £ 299.00
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Hi -Fi Accessories Club: 10 Dane Lane, Wilstead, Bedford, MK45 3HT.
01234 741152 fax 01234 742028. www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com infofahifiaccessoriesclub.com.
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RETRO

ROUNDUP
John Howes looks back at
Goodmans, started in the
1920s and finally absorbed
by TU 21 years ago

NIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER MANUAL
ABOVE: Goodmans brochure showing the Axiom 150, and aloudspeaker manual from 1965
BELOW LEFT: Produced in 1956, the Axiom 80 - Goodmans' most interesting design'

F

,ounded in 1926, Goodmans
was based in Clerkenwell,
London. In these early years it

concentrated on manufacturing
high quality output transformers and
repairing loudspeakers. During the
1930s, arange of drive units and
public-address horns was marketed.

utilising adriver with afree edge cone.
This radical design, based on aVoigt
patent, dispensed with the diaphragm

was impressive, ranging from the 8in

surround completely, and had instead

Axiette to the huge 18in Audiom 90.

three flexible arms attached via acolumn
to the centre pole of the drive unit. This
gave incredibly low cone resonance and
With further development and
improvement of this design, the Axiom

response of 40Hz-8kHz, and it retailed

80 made its debut several years later.

for £ 8.8s.Od (that would be amonth's
wages today).

For me the hand built 'Axiom 80' was the

With the expansion of the company,

Also available at this time were the
horn- loaded Midax midrange and Trebax
high-frequency pressure units.

freedom from colouration.

The 12in Auditorium reproducer had a
massive aluminium casting, afrequency

1938 INFINITE BAFFLE

state of the art facilities including an
anechoic chamber. Its product lineup

CROSSOVERS TOO
As well as these drive units, afull
range of crossover networks, acoustic
resistance units and assembled cabinet

'The Axiom 80 drivers can sound truly
amazing with very clean deep bass'

Goodmans soon relocated to alarger
factory in Wembley. In 1938 Goodmans'
'Infinite baffle' loudspeaker was released,

company's most interesting design. This

models was offered. The 8in Triaxette

unit had a9.5in twin diaphragm 'free
edge' cone and boasted afrequency

and 12in Triaxiom 12/20 made their
appearance in 1961, both having twin

response of 20Hz-20kHz. Having a
handling capacity of just six watts, in 1956

cone diaphragms with an extra hornloaded tweeter mounted in the centre.

it sold for £ 24.0s.0d.
Goodmans published cabinet designs
for housing asingle, twin or four Axiom

Today in vintage audio circles, Ithink
that Goodmans speakers are underrated
in comparison to, say, Tannoys.
In 1967, Goodmans Industries was
merged with the acoustic division of
the Plessey Components Group and

80s. These drivers can sound truly amazing
with very clean deep bass.
Afull- range electrostatic speaker, in preproduction form was first demonstrated

became Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd.

in 1956. This later became the model 103
but had avery short commercial life.

The company relocated with aworkforce of 500 to Havant, Hampshire. In
1987 it was bougnt by the TGI group

By 1959, Goodmans had grown to
become the largest manufacturer of high
fidelity loudspeakers in Europe, having

and then merged with Mordaunt-Short
and Tannoy. (5
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Hardware: we review the finest equipment of 2008
Music: our critics reveal the best discs of 2008
Ken Kessler checks out the hand-picked hi-fi in Absolute Sounds' bespoke Studio
@ Home: aHiFi News reader invites Steve Harris to experience the ultimate in music 'n' movies
Opinion: our columnists discuss the highs and lows of ayear in hi-fi
IFA Show: full coverage of the latest audio, AV and display technologies
Plus letters, John Howes' Retro Roundup and afabulous all- Linn Super System
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pre-eminent...
the new KX-R preamplifier

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Sonus a e
HOMAGE SERIES. MEMORIES ARE MADE OF

HIS.

"A MAGICAL SOUND BACKED UP
BY ONE OF THE BEST LOOKING
CABINETS MONEY CAN BUY"
HI Fl CHOICE / ALAN SIRCOM / GUARNERI MEMENTO

"IF YOU WANT TO OWN THE BEST- LOOKING
SMALL SPEAKER EVER MADE, WHICH JUST
HAPPENS TO SOUND AS AMAZING AS IT LOOKS,
TURN YOUR EYES TOWARD ITALY"
HI Fl NEWS / KEN KESSLER / GUARNERI MEMENTO

THIS OUTSTANDING SPEAKER CARRIES MY
ENTHUSIASTIC RECOMMENDATION"
HI FI NEWS / MARTIN COLLOMS / AMATI ANNIVERSARIO

For nearly three decades, Sonus Faber have treated us
to speakers so eleganrtly styled and crafted that they've
revolutionised the ent re audio industry. Where once
there were only parallel sides, we now have curves.
Where once we suffered poor veneers, we now savour
finishes wortny of the finest furniture. The exquisite
Homage series represents the ultimate in Sonus
Faber artistry, exhibiting all the virtues of the
ccmpany's philosophy and the vision and passion of
its founder, Franco Serblin, without any recourse to
compromise.
When Sonus Faber created the Homage family, as an
homage to hlies greatest lutegkers, it was
always inten
at its three oir -inal m
bers
would evolve. Benefiting from the disc
dc ring the development of the flagship
bcth of its predecessors - the Guarneri 3
have arrived their in second ' generations'
Amati Anniversario and Guarneri Memento have
been subtly refined externally, to identify the new
ecitions, whiLe key components have been changed
to improve the performance. The floor- standing
Amati Anniversario prpvides full- range sound for
rooms that demand a larger speaker, while the
Guarneri Memento, w th redesigned pedestal,
satisfies the demand of those for whom asmalle system will s
'Étek
à the sneer beauty of the Homage systems
is the sound, intended to reflect the majesty of
the violin makers that they honour. For the onl
time in the history of audio, here are
lo]dspeakers that - trJly - sound as
beautiful as they look.

For your nearest dealer contact:

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durban Road. London SW20 OTW
+44 (1X...0 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
wwwabsolutesounds.coro infoeabsolutesounds.com
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